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VICTORIA GOVERNMENT, ALCOA RESUME ALUMINUM PROJECT 

$1.1 Billion Deal Detailed 

Canberra THE AUTRALIAN in English 1 Aug 84 ppl, 2 

[Article by John Lyons] 

{Text ] AUSTRALIA'S economic 
recovery and slanding in the 
internationa! business world 
was given a huge boos! ves 
terday when the Victorian 
Government and Alcoa of 
Austraba announced the go- 
ahead of the mothballec 
$1150 milbon = alumimum 
smelter at Portland in west 
ern Victoria 
The Victorian Premier. Mr 

Cain, and the chairman of! 
Alcoa. Sir Arvi Pardo. said 
that an agreement had dee: 
reached leading to tre 
immediate resumption of con. 
struction of the project. whic! 
will be Australia s largest anc 
most sophisticated aluminium 

smelter 
Under the agreement one of 

the largest fimancia! deals in 
Australian corporate history 
ALCOA will take a 4 per 

cent ty share in the pro- 
ject. Victorian Govern- 
ment 25 per cent. and the 
remaining 30 per cent will be 
available to other equity 
partners 
THE tota! cost to tl.e Gov- 

ernmen:. wil! be about $400 

million 
THE smelter will pay a fluc. 

tuating price for power lied tc 

world aiurminium markets to 
keep i competitive during 
price slumps 
THE State Electricity Com. 

mission will receive $130 m.- 

hon compensation for power !t 
has not sold to the project 

while 1 has Deen mothballed. 
It is believed that one of 

South Koreas manufacturing 

Sir Arvi. under a Heads of 
Agreement 
Mr Cain and Sir Arvi said at 

the agreement on the electric- 

AUSTRALIA 



uy tariui — which include a 
base and a flexible component 
— reflected a new approach 
for the world aluminium 
industry. 

The base component re- 
flected the cost of supply of 
electricity to the smelter from 
the Loy Yang power station. 
including transmission costs. 
The fiexwole component 
meant that the price would 
fluctuate over the shorter 
term as adjustments were 
made. 
The effect of this would be 

that when the aluminium 
market was buoyant the 
Smelter would be paying a 
relatively high price by world 
Standards, but it would be 
profitable because of the price 
for its product. 
When the aluminium mar- 

ket was in a slump, as in 1982. 
when prices dropped to below 
$900 a tonne, the smelter 
would be paying a lower price 
by world standards. 
Sir Arvi said that this would 

enable it to keep operating 
without shedding employ- 
ment, because the lower price 
would give it a competitive 
advantage. 
The State Government wil! 

receive its 25 per cent equity 
in return for an entry pay- 
ment of $40 million, in addi- 
tion to a pro-rata payment of 

about $205 million over the 
next four years to complete 

the smelter. The Government 
estimates that its total finan- 
cial involvement in the 
smelter should earn a real 
rate of return of 9 to 15 per 
cent. 
The agreement is for a two- 

potline smelter with an an- 

nual rated capacity of 300,000 
tonnes of aluminium. The 
first potline is expected to be 
compieted by November 1986. 
and the second by July 1988. 
Sir Arvi said the smelter 

would use the most advanced 
technology in the world and 
that this would make it 10 per 
cent more productive than 
originally anticipated without 
increasing the capital cost. 

The agreement also includes 
an “interruptability clause” — 
expected to becone a feature 
of such government-private 
industry deals in Australia in 
future. 
Under the clause. the SEC 

can interrupt supply to the 
smelter for periods of no more 
than two hours a day, no more 

than five hours a week and no 
more than 50 hours a year. 
An allowance of O34c a 
kwh, on June 1982 prices. wil! 
be deducted from the tariff. 
reflecting the value to the 
SEC of this arrangement. 
Mr Cain and Sir Arvi said 

that in line with the policy of 
both the Government and 
Alcoa, the agreement had 
been negotiated without elec- 
tricity subsidies or artificial 
prices. 
The agreement provides 

base tariffs for both the Port- 
land smelter and Alcoa's ex- 
isting Point Henry smelter. 
These are based on the 

smelters’ share of the cost of 
electricity produced from the 
Loy Yang power station. plus 
al) transmission costs. 
They include the required 4 

per cent real rate return to 
the SEC on investments in 
power stations and transmis- 
sion lines. 
Alcoa executives said they 

expected to recoup their in- 
vestment in the project within 
15 years. 
The agreement also includes 

a “fall back” provision — if no 
third partner is found. which 
both parties said was highly 
unlikely, Alcoa would be pre- 
pared to take up to 60 per cent 
equity and the State Govern- 
ment 40 per cent. 
This contingency plan. 

which would be implemented 
if a third party is not found by 
June 30, 1985, was essential to 
ensure that construction 
began as early as possible. 
At present. the price of alu- 

minium is about $US1225 per 
tonne. Government officials 
have estimated that at least 
$US1750 will be the average 
price per tonne over the 39- 
year life of the project. 
Sir Arvi said that Alcoa's 

largest market for its alu- 
minium was likely to be 
South-East Asia. The Victo- 
rian Government has tar- 
geted East Asia. the United 
States and Europe as its most 
likely markets. 
The total cost to the Vic- 

torian Government will be 
about $400 million at present 
prices. This includes the $205 
million equity and $40 million 
entry price to cover the 
Government's share of assets 
already constructed. 
Alcoa has already injected 

about $330 million into the 

project. 



Melbourne THE AGE in English 2 Aug 84 p 21 

A surprise element of the 
agreement was that the Gov- 
erument has agreed to give 
full compensation to the SEC 
for the net cost of deferra! of 
the smelter. It is likely that 
this payment will be $130 to 
$160 million at December 1983 
prices. 

The SEC will receive an esti- 
mated $148 million a year in 
extra revenue when the 
smelter is fully operational! 
Mr Cain said the complex 

tariff agreement had been 
reached on the basis that the 
State already had a de facto 
investment in the smelter 
through the Loy Yang power 
Station and the transmission 
line to Portland. estirnated to 
have cost the Government 
about $280 million. and that 
Alcoa had = already = in- 
vested considerable sums at 
Portiand 
Mr Cain said that in that 

sense the tariff reflected the 
risk-sharing nature of the 
project. “It is important for 
the State to generate the tar- 
get rate of return from Loy 
Yang. which would be difficult 
without the smelter. Of 
course, Alcoa also wonts to 
minimise its risk in the pro- 
ject, and this is achieved by 
the flexible tariff“ 

The Victorian Government's 
contribution will be met 
mainly by borrowings in 
domestic or international cap- 
ital markets. and will be inde- 

pendent of the Loan Council 
Mr Cain said the World 

Bank recently published a re- 
port on the aluminium smelt- 
ing industry which supported 
the judgment that Australia 
was well placed to provide 
competitive advantages for 
the aluminium smelting in- 
dustry. He said the Govern- 
ment would receive is alu- 
mina share from Alcoa's re- 
finery in south-west Western 
Australia. 

The Leader of State Opposi- 
tion. Mr Kennett. we 
the announcement that the 
project would recommence. 
but said the statements re- 
leased by the Government 
raised a number of questions 
about public equity. costs to 
the taxpayer and potential 
revenue and accountability. 

Mr Kennett demanded that 
legislation to protect, the tax- 
payers’ interests in the Gover- 
nment's involvement and in- 

vestment be introduced in the 

first week of the next sitting 

of Parliament 

He said the 25-month delay 
had destroyed § investment 
confidence in Victoria. sent 
many people bankrupt in the 

Portland area and dam- 
aged many families and 
investors who had “hung 

on" in Portland. 

"Bad News for Japanese Producers’ 

[Article by Michael Gill] 

[Text ] The decision to recommence at 
Portland was bad news for Japa- 
nese aluminium producers, ac- 
cording to a high level Tokyo 
source. 

“Nowadays, we are thinking in 

the short term.” he said. “And 

even the prospect of Portland go- 

ing ahead was dampening metal 

prices. 
“But 1 guess its good news for 

the people of Australia. The long 
range view is quite reasonable. 
The base power price, he said, 

would put Portland in a favorable 

position internationally — citing 

the US Bonneville Power Adminis- 

tration price of 2.68 cents a kilo- 
watt hour. (The Portland base is 

2.669 cent: a Kwh.) 
In documents released by the 

State Government and Alcoa, mar- 
keting emphasis has been on Ja- 
pan, East Asia generally, the US 
and Europe. 

Pointing to Portland's prospects, 

he said that 1987 Japanese de- 

mand was put at 2 million tonnes of 
primary metal. (Portiand is due to 
start in 1986.) Of that, 750,000 

tonnes would come from Japanese 

equity in existing projects. Another 

540.000 tonnes would come from 

long-term contracts About 300,000 

tonnes, pe sibly less. would be 

smelted in Japan. Which leaves 

about 400,000 tonnes to come in 

spot purchases or new contracts. 



Further down the track, 1990 de- 
mand is forecast at 23 million 
tonnes. Of that. 1.43 million tonnes 
is Commitied through equity and 
contracts. The resi — 870,000 
tonnes — would come from local 
en Spot and new contract 
rrangements. 
Portland will begin at 150,000 

tonnes @ year and add the same 
amount in 1988 when the second 
potline comes in. 

“Spot metal is always a space for 
long-term contracts.” the sources 
said “We try to eliminate spot buy- 
ing because prices are so volatile 
— bul it is always necessary to 
have some element in spot buying 
SO as to keep the link with market 
changes.” 

AS an indication of the differ- 
ence, he cited recent Japanese 

buying. “Our latest spot offer is 
$US1235 a tonne,” he said. “But 
customs figures show average im- 
port prices in June at $1513 a 
tonne. In May, the figure was 
$1513." 

A further permutation is the dif- 
ference between imports from de- 
veloping countries and 
industrialised countries. June im- 
ports from LDCs averagd $1556 a 
tonne, while OECD countries sup- 
plied at $1473. 

The difference is that exports 
from developed countries are 
based on a mixture of long-term 
contracts based on historically low 
costs and sales from swing suppli- 
ers. LDCs are generally exporting 
from newer plant with higher op- 
erating and capital costs and 
cheap raw materials. 

Editorial Hails ‘Clever Move' 

Canberra THE AUSTRALIAN in English 1 Aug 84 p 10 

{Editorial: 

[Text ] THE conclusion of a deal between 
the Victorian Government and Alcoa 
which will see the $1.15 billion 
aluminium smelter project at Portland 
go ahead is good news for the heavy 
engineering industry, and good news 
for the economy generally. 

However, the length of time which 
the project has taken to get going is 
disturbing. In December 1981, as 
Opposition Leader, Mr Cain had 
severely castigated the previous 
government for, in his words, 
“dithering” over the issue for three 
years. His Government, however, has 
taken 25 months to bring the project to 
go-ahead point. | 

Undoubtedly the negotiations, and 
the issues involved, were both 
complex and difficult -— involving 
hundreds of meetings between the 
Victorian Government, the State 
Electricity Commission and Alcoa. 

This care is understandable, given 
the financial stakes involved. The 
project is likely to generate $17 billion 
over 20 years, with $8 billion being 
spent in Victoria. 

However, in projects like this, 
nts and companies always 

have different priorities, and the 
length of time the project has taken to 

"Neat Compromise on Alcoa Smelter") 

get under way shows the difficulty 
often experienced when government 
involves itself in commerce. 

Nonetheless, the final form of the 
especially that relating to 

the central issue of what price Alcoa 
will pay for electricity, is an 
innovative attempt to promote 
commercial considerations, while also 
providing security for both the 
Government and the companies. 

Initially, Alcoa will pay 2.669c per 
kilowatt hour. However, when the 
project is fully operational, the charge 
for electricity will vary according to 
the world price of aluminium. 

This is a clever move. By tying the 
price of electricity to the world price 
of aluminium, rather than any local 
factor, the Cain Government will 
encourage Alcoa to maintain 
maximum international 
competitiveness. 

Thus, the all too familiar syndrome 
of local factors being allowed to 
increase costs so a firm becomes 
uncompetitive internationally, and 
then has to rely on ever increasing 
levels of government assistance to 
keep it afloat, is avoided. At the same 
time, the main cost factor is directly 
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related to the international market 
and the firm's ability to pay. 

This should impose some self 
discipline on the whole community, 
which will be aware that the smelter is 
not just an endless pot of gold, to be 
milked for whatever we can get out of 
it, but that it needs to remain truly 
competitive. Such self discipline is to 
be warmly encouraged. 



ARTICLE REPORTS RAPID GROWTH OF ANTINUCLEAR PARTY 

Canberra THE AUSTRALIAN in English 4-5 Aug 84 p 3 

[Article by Sandra McGrath and Jane Button] 

[Text ] IT IS only 48 days old. It has 
no buttons. No T-shirts. No 
color scheme. Not even a sio- 
gan. But the Nuclear Dis- 
4 wa is growing 
rapidly, wi registrations 
pouring into branches all 
over the country, according 
to its organisers 

Ms Janet Kenny, public rela- 
tions officer for the Sydney 
branch and an ex-opera 
singer, says that the re- 
sponse is quite overwhelm- 
ing. 

“We realise that a single-issue 
party is normally an absurd- 
ity”, she said yesterday, “but 
we feel that the absurdity of 
the somnmambulant reaction 
to the present crisis by our 
leaders, who have only given 
token attention to the issue, 
is so much more absurd that 
we are forced to take this 
dramatic course.” 

Ms Kenny said the party had 
so far attracted fessionals 
and people in arts. The 
Nobel Prize-winning novelist 
Patrick White unofficially 
launched it on Thursday 
with a scathing attack on the 
Prime Minister, Mr Hawke, 
for his pro-uranium stand. 
The author described Mr 
Hawke as “screaming from 
under his cockatoo hairdo 
the platitudes he has got by 
heart”. 

Ms Kenny is not prepared to 
be drawn into any discussion 
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on the effect the new party 
will have on fucure elections. 

She does say, however, that it 

from the people. We are fil- 
ling a gap they all have Ieft.” 

Ms Kenny notes that there 
are advantages in being a 
single-issue party. In her 
view it allows people of all 
philosophies to concentrate 
on the paramount problem — 
the survival of the earth. 

The organisation has grown so 
quickly that Ms Kenny says 
she is still uncertain of the 
membership 

The founding father of the 
<NDP, Dr Michael Den- 
* brough, a fellow in the De- 
_. partment of Medicine and 
» Clinical Science at the John 
Curtin School of Medica! Re- 

, Search, called the party's 
* first meeting on June 17 in 
” Canberra. 
He said that that night the 
“party adopted a platform. 
The platform is single- 
minded, and its main aspects 

-all relate to preventing nu- 
- Clear proliferation. 

The party will not be giving its 
preferences along party 
_lines. It will support candid- 
, ates or sitting members on 
, the criterion that they sup- 
*port the anti-nuclear move- 
“ment. 

AUSTRALIA 
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COMPANIES SELECTED TC BID ON REGIONAL PATROL BOATS 

Kuala Lumpur ASIAN DEFENCE JOURNAL in English Jul 84 p 113 

[Text ] The Australian Government has agreed 
to the selection of 13 companies to be 

invited to tender for the development of 

a Pacific Patro! Boat. 
An invitation was made to Australian 

shipbuilders in October 1983 to register 
interest in the development of such a 

craft, designed to meet the needs of 

Regional States for an effective surveil- 

lance vessel. The Minister for Defence 
Support, Mr. Brian Howe, said a total of 
47 companies had responded to the invi- 
tation. Mr. Howe's department will be 
responsible in due course for issuing 

tenders for the project. 
The Minister for Defence, Mr. Gordon 

Scholes, said that since the project was 
announced at the South Pacific Forum in 
late 1983, a general design concept for 
the vessel had been developed and Forum 
members were now completing details of 
their requirements. Mr. Scholes said that 
the surveillance, operational, maintenance 
and support requirements of the island 
States would be taken into account in 

the patrol boat's final design, to be pro 
vided under Australia’s Defence Co-opera- 

tion Programme. 
‘The Australian Government recogni- 

ses the importance of this project to 
Kegional States’. Mr Scholes noted The 
management of the project would be 
unusually complex owing to the number 

of countries likely to be involved. 
‘We will do everything possible to en- 

sure that the requirements of individual 
countries will be satisfied in a single basic 
design’, Mr Scholes stated. When al. par- 
ticipating countries had been consu ted., 
the patrol boat's specifications cou d be 

completed. 

Mr. Howe said that when these re- 
quirements had been met, his depart nent 
would issue a request for tender to the 13 
selected companies based in Queensland, 
New South Wales, Victoria, Western 
Australia and the ACT. 

He said that the selected compwmies 
had demonstrated a capability to d»sign 
and build a vessel which would be eaiy to 
operate, simple to maintain and cheup to 
run. What was wanted was a total pr >ject 
approach involving the provisior of 
documentation, spare parts, technical 
support and training as well as the supply 
of the patrol boats. 

Many other Australian compunies 
would become involved in the proje:t as 
sub-contractors to the successful tencierer. 
The project was a demonstration of the 
faith that the Government had in the 
capability and future of the Australian 
shipbuilding industry and would con- 
tribute to providing employment and 

maintaining shipbuilding skills in Austra- 
lia. It was hoped that the project would 
also create new sales opportunities for 
the Australian shipbuilding industry Mr 
Howe commented. 

The following companies were named 
as those to be invited to tender for the 

Pacific Patrol Boat project: 

¢ Needham-Clark Associates 

¢ Vickers Cockatoo Dockyard Pty Lid 

* Bundeng Shipyard & Services 

* Carnngton Slipways Pty Ltd 

* NQEA 

* EMS Holdings Pty Ltd 
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© Project 150 Consortium 

* NSW State Dockyard 

* Eglo Engineerirg Pty Ltd 

¢ Aust Shipbuilding Industnes 

© Ocean Shipyards 

* Lioyds Ships Pty Lid 

* Shoreline Engineering Pty Lid 
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TRADE UNIONIST CALLS FOR CER RENEGOTIATION 

Christchurch THE PRESS in English 2 Aug 84 p 2 
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POSSIBLE DISCONTINUATION (+ BIMAS PROGRAM EXPLORED 

Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in English 3 Aug 84 p 3 

[Text } President Soeharto has asked the Ag 
riculture Department and other § institu- 
tions to explore the possibility of end- 
ing the implementation of the Bimas (mass 
guidance) program in the production of 
paddy in 1985, Minister of Information 
Harmoko told reporters after attending a 
cabinet meeting on Ekuin (economic, finan 

cial and industrial affairs) at Bina Gra 
ha here Wednesday. 

The production of paddy in Indonesia 
has continued to increase thanks to the 
implementation of the Inmas (mass intensi 
fication) and Insus (special intensifica 
tion) programs, the minister pointed out. 
The production of paddy is projected to 
reach around 25.057 million tons this 
year, an increase of around 4.5 percent 

over the production reached last year, ac 

cording to Harmoko. 
The President stated at the cabinet 

meeting that the expansion of rice produc 

tion was thanks to the awareness of the 

farmers in the implementation of intensi- 
fication programs. Therefore, the realisa 

tion of the intensification program must 
be stepped up in the future, the Head 0! 
Government revealed. 

He pointed to the lessening in the 

number of farmers involved in the imple- 
mentation of the Bimas program. It indica 
tes that the, farmers have been dble to 
possess and use production means, he ex 
DSlained. For farmers who still need assis 

tance, the government will provide aid 

through KUD (village unit cooperatives), 
he continued. 
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At the meeting, Minister of Agricul 
ture Ir. Achmad Affandi reported the rea 

lisation of intensification programs on 
ricefields as well as secondary crop and 
horticultural plantations during the 1984 
planting season. 

Concerning the production of sugar, 
Affandi reported that the production of 

granulated sugar per hectar of sugarcane 
plantations was up this year. In this con 
nection, President Soeharto suggested 
greater attention to the implementation 

of the sugarcane planting system, parti 
cularly for 1985 and 1986. 

Touching on cement, Harmoko said it 
was reported at the meeting that the pro 
curement of cement for August & September 
was sufficient. The consumption & export 
of cement are projected respectively at 
921,800 tons and 50,000 tons in August & 
847,000 tons and 32,000 tons in September. 

The procurement of Urea and ZA ferti 

lizer as well as paper is also sufficient, 
according to Harmoko. Concerning the sup 

ply of writing books, particularly for 
elementary schools, Harmoko said it was 
handled by the Department of Internal Af 

fairs, together with the Department of 
Industry and the Department of Education 
& Culture. 

ABOLITION OF : All direct levies imposed 
LEVIES by the provincial adminis 

trations on 11 commoditi- 
es will be abolished from October 1, 1984. 

The 1] commodities comprise rubber, palm 

oil, rattan, coffee, shrimp, tuna fish, 
cakalang fish, corn, dry cassava, plywood 

and sawn timber. 
The decision to abolish the levies 

is contained in the letter of the minis 
ter of home affairs No.48, dated July 31, 
1984, according to Harmoko. 

In this connection, Home Minister 
Supardjo Rustam has called on all provin- 
cial governors to stop all levies not sti 
pulated under regulations of the’ provin 
cial administrations. He also ordered all 

provincial administrations not to collect 
retribution levies. The instruction to 
stop all other levies, including contribu 

1l 
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DEVELOPMENT OF CENTRAL KALIMANTAN DESCRIBED 

Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in English 1 Aug 84 pp 5, 6 

[Text ] 
Lack of communication and transport 

ation facilities and lack of manpower are 

among factors hindering development ef- 
forts in the Central Kalimantan province. 
Apart from that, the unavailability of 
complete basic data on the condition and 
potential of areas has caused the provin 

cial administration to face difficulties 
in working out development planning. 

Surveys that have been conducted in 
Central Kalimantan have not been able to 
be used to prepare an integrated & orient 
ed program. Transportation and communica- 
tion problems faced by the Central Kali 
mantan administration are mainly due to 

the fact that the province has a lot of 

rivers and swamps. 

According to the Central Kalimantan 
administration, the province is in bad 
need of skilled as well as unskilled work 
ers for the application of technology 
suitable to areas in the province. The po 
pulation density in Central Kalimantan 
was 6.8 per km2 in 1982. 

Development efforts in Central Kali 
mantan is emphasized on the economic sec 
tor, with priority given to the agricul 
tural field and the industrial field, par 
ticularly industries which process raw 
materials into ready-made or half-finish 

ed goods. 
To cope with difficulties in carry- 

ing out development activities in Central 
Kalimantan,the provincial administration 
has divided the province into four deve 

lopment areas. 
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The four development areas comprise: 
- The west development area with Pangka 

lan Bun as the centre. This area cover 
Jelai, Arut, Lamandau and Kumai river 
basins. The main activities given atten 
tion in that area include the develop 
ment of food plants, plantations for 
commodities, fish breeding, forestry. 

sultifarious industries and small indus 
tries. Kusmai is the main sea-pert of the 

west development ares. The sub-centres 
of that development irea are Kumai, S 
kamara, Nanga Bulik, Kotawaringin Lams 
and Bali Riaz. 

- The South developmen: area with Sampit 
as the centre. The a «a covers Se 
ruyan and Mentava river basics. Develop 
ment activities in that areas are empha 

sized on forestry, plantations, live- 
stock breeding, mining, small indus- 
tries and base metal industries. The 
South development area is more popula- 
ted compared with other areas in the 

province. Sampit is the main sea-port 
of the area. Kuala Pembuang,Parenggean, 
Kuala Kuayan, Kota Besi and Samuda are 

sub-centres for that development region. 

- The central development region with Pa 
langkaraya as the centre. The area co 

vers Sebangau, Katingan, Kahavan 4 
Kapuas river basins. Development activi 

ties in that area are emphasized on food 
and commedity plantations, fisherv,live 

stock breeding and industries. That area 

is relatively more densely populated. 

Palangkarava, the capital of the Cen 
tral Kalimantan province, has better 

transportation and communication tacili 

ties. That area has three sea-ports, na 
mely Pulang Pisau, Kuala Kapuas and Pe 
gatan. Sub-centres in that development 
region consist of Kuala Kapuas, Pegatan, 
Kasongan, Tumbang Samba, Kuala Kurun 4 

Tewah. 
- The east development area with buntok 

as the centre and Puruk Cahu, Mvara Te 

weh, Tamiang Lavang, Ambas +d Janamas 

as the sub-centres.Covering Barito 
river basin, that area is expected to 
develop with activities emphasized on 
food and commodity plantations, live- 

stock breeding, forestry and multifari- 

14 
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ous industries. 

The private sector has developed ra 

pidly in Central Kalimantan. At the end 

of 1983, Cerrral Kalimantan had 97 domes 
tic investaent (PMDN) companies vith to- 

tal capital arounting to Rp 115,702,668, 
244, compared with only six PMDN comps 
nies with investments totalling Rp 2,402, 
730,924. The 97 PMDN cumpanies employed 
17,498 persons, including 497 expatriates. 

Besides the 97 PMDN companies, the 
province had 16 foreign investment (PMA) 
companies at the enc of 1983. with total 
investments amounting to USS. 66,101,256. 
The 16 PMA companies emploved ©,965 per 
sons, including 310 expatriates. Those 
PDN and PMA companies have up to the pre 

sent time still operated in the forestry, 
plantation and industrial fields. Around 
43.7 percent of those domestic & foreign 
investments are found in the torestry and 

wood processing industry. 

Tae world economic recession has 
caused the fall of exports from Central 
Kalimantan, both in volume and value. Non 
oil/gas exports from Central Kalimantan 

had continued to increase up to 1980, but 

began to fall againin 1981. 
Central Kalimantan‘’s revenue from 

non-oil/gas exports reached the highest 

amount of USS 275 million in 1989 & drop- 
ped to USS 185.5 million in 1981 4& fell 
further to USS 132 million in 1982. But 
thanks to the world economic recovery, 

the value of non-oil/gas exports from Cen 

tral Kalimantan rose again to USS 160 mil 
lion in 1983. 

15 



POSSIBLE DISCONTINUATION OF CHEAP CREDITS EXAMINED 

Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in English 13 Aug 84 p 2 

[Editorial] 

[Text ] The provision of cheap credits constitures 

an important part of the government policy so 

tar to assist the growth of the weak business group 

and low income people, and in this way to reauce 

the gap between the rich and the poor. But before 

long, we have noticed a development in recent years 

that can create doubt with regard to the justifiabi- 

lity of this policy. The President lately instructed 

the Minister of Agriculture etc. to examine the 

possibility of abolishing the Bimas credit package, 
and giving more priority to the realisation of In- 

mas programs (without credits). This is because 

of the accumulating Bimas credit backlogs. Simi- 

larly, the State Minister for Public Housing Affairs 

has struck the idea to collect housing instalments 

door to door, in view of the considerably increasing 

credit arrears in this field as well. 
Such voices are naturally inseparable trom 

the fact that the government capacity to provide 

such cheap credits as Bimas and housing ownersaip 

credits has been greatly reduced as a result of tne 

drop in oil revenues since March 1983. Let aone 

the shadow of possible recurrence of oil price 

fluctuations these weeks — though in the last 

few days the oil prices have calmed down 2 obit 

the granting of cheap credits means a ourden 

that seems to get even more difficuit tor the state 
. 
finances to bear. 
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When funds from oil exports were still abu:. 

dant, the backlogs in the repayment of these cheay 

credits could easily be considered “the price one 

must pay” in the effort to uplift the living standards 

ot the weak economic group. Though the objective 

of educating this group to enhance their business- 

like attitude and discipline has right from the 
start been stressed, in reality if they fail to repay 

these debts, they are most likely to be just ignored. 

Such an approach in essence even undermines 

the endeavour to implant discipline on the part 

of the low income group. Because the credit reci- 

pients originally pledged to repay the debts, but 

when the credits are due they are just left without 

tulfilling their obligation. Hardest hit in this 

approach are in fact credit recipients observing 

isscipline and obedie:ce, as if they were penalized, 

though they are not always better off. Possibly 

tnev have to work very hard to collect enough 

money for the repayment of Bimas or housing 

credits. 

In view of this condition, the philosophy 

adopted in the effort to promote the welfare of the 

low income people probably has to be changed. It 
may be worthwhile to consider raising their living 

standards tirst, and this can be achieved by injecting 

the purchasing power into the low income group 

without expecting to recover the funds spent. 

Oniy later, when thei wellbeing nas slightly im- 

proved, can the provision of creait: pe resumed, 

put with a nigher degree of discipline and strict- 

ness. 

The problem ts that. the injection to increase 

the purchasing power of the iow income orackct 

can only we reaiised on a tar narrower scale compar- 

ed with tne case when tunds are *rovided in tne 

form of credits that are furtuer expected to be 

repaid. %ut nevertheless things wil! wet clearer. ath 

we Shoula unnecessary iace the tact that Cvedient 

peopie are even victimized ov dishonest ones. 

The greater part of our development efforts 

invoives the upholding of norms and values. The 

credit affair is no e: ception. 
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COUNTRY TO PULL OUT OF ASEAN JOINT VENTURE 

Kuala Lumpur BUSINESS TIMES in English 21 Jul 84 p 2 

{Text ] 

CSO: 

INDONESIA will with- 
draw from the frit ven- 
ture under the Asean In- 
dustrial Joint Venture 
Scheme. 
Chairman of the or- 

ganising committee of 
he Asean Chamber of 

poem hgh 
on Tuesday, was 

a since the pro- 

varat, the project would 
roduce frit, a peer. 

substance widely 

4200/1001 

CCI meeting of WGIC 
that his could not 
locate the company 
which intended to jain the 

although it had 
 pubmitted to the 

transfer centres has been 
referred back to the 
WGIC for fuller study. 
The WGIC will 

establishing such centres 
to promete indigenous 

among member coun- 
be implement- 

Asean Committee on 
dustry, Minerals and En- tries could 
ee Sg S ae ed. 

y: 
Mr Chavarat said 

Malaysia and Thailand 
will have to take over In- 
donesia's share in the 
project after its 
withdrawal. 

This was disclosed by 
Asean-CCI secretary- 
eye Pek Ly 

Wer Goeeat cedtes ouncil meetin 
here epened 
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BANGKOK, July 20 

days, on matters requir- 
action. 

“{* Walaen said the 
council accepted the pa- 
Aye to refer it 

k to WGIC as it 
was a project which 
would require gov 
ernment 
funds. 

“This is a we 
need most and it will ben- 
we rth thd py 

he council also 
the 

held ; 
be funded ” the Un- 

ed Nations Develop- 
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LNG PRODUCTION FIGURES 

Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in English 8 Aug 84 p 7 

[Text] The production of liquefied natural gas (LNG) from the Arun and Badak 
LGN plants stood at 12,369,154 cu.m. in the first five months of this year, 

comprising 6,101,410 cu.m. from Arun and 6,258,744 cu.m. from Badak. 

The production of LNG has continued to increase since 1981. It reached 19,372, 
433 cu.m. in 1981, 20,165,904 cu.m. in 1982, and 21,179,944 cum.m in 1983. 

The details of the production of LNG from 1981 till May 1981 is as listed 
below: 

B A D A K T O T A L A RR U wN | | 

Year , ' 

cu.m. 10° BTU cu.m. 10° BTU cu.m. 10° BTU 

198] 10,517,838 | 255,457,249) &,854,595 209,411,172! 19,372,433 | 464,868,421 

1982 10,905,589 | 264,874,946; 9,260,315 | 219,006,450! 20,165,904 ectaratere | 

1983 11,454,256 | 278,200,970! 9,725,688 230,612,521} 21,179,944 508,213,491 | 

| 1984: | : | | 
January | 1,300,773 31,520,420| 1,135,971 ; 26,886,073; 2,436,744 | 58,406,501 

February; 1,218,230 29,520,253) 1,335,946 31,619,080; 2,554,176 | 61,139,333 

March 1,247,625 30,232,550) 1,258,862 | 30,433,675' 2,533,487 | 60,666,225 

April 1,241,605 | 30,156,094) 1,426,373 | 33,733,718| 3,667,978 | 63,889,812 

| May 1,093,177 26,492,711; 1,074,592 | 25,435,352; 2,167,769 ; 51,928,063 
7% 

PP | 6,101,410 |127,922,036) 6,258,744 , 148,107,898] 12,360,154 | 296,029,934 | 
i h 
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EDITORIAL FAVORS TAX HOLIDAY FOR FOREIGN INVESTORS 

Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in English 1 Aug 84 p 3 

[Editorial] 

[Text ] Several factors are frequently link- 
ed with the reduced interest in foreign 
as well as domestic capital investments 

that has of late become press controversy. 
The most outstanding are the high inte- 

rest rate -- especially for investment 
credits -- and the abolition of the tax 
holiday as an investment incentive. 

The abolition of the tax holiday is 
contained in the new package of tax law, 

which reflects the policy that tax will 
not serve as a means to stimulate or ham 
per investments. Tax only constitutes an 
instrument to collect state receipts. 

In the context of investments the 
law relies on the lowering of tax rates 
from the maximum of 45% to 35% as a main 
attraction. Therefore according to this 
package the tax holiday is no longer ne- 
cessary. Based on the old system the tax 
holiday can vary between 2-6 years,depend 
ing on the locations of investments, the 

risks being faced, the sizes of invest- 
ments are realised in very remote areas 
without infrastructure, the tax holiday 
can be added by one year. 

In the explanations given by the Mi 
nister of Finance and his assistants con 

cerning the new tax law, it is among 
others stated that in the long run the tax 
rate reduction will finally be more _ pro 
fitable than the tax holiday if the old 
tax based rate of 45% (for the corporate 
tax) is followed. It is because =he_ tax 
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holiday is only enjoyed i: the f-rst years 

of operation, when investors generally 
still suffer losses and with this alone 

they indeed do not have to pay txx. Hence, 
so the argument goes, tl cax ho iday is 
not much significant to investors. 

On the other hand, for agoo. number 
of investors the tax holiday is «pparent- 
ly still considered a very important in- 
centive. Furthermore, they continue to 

enjoy the tax holiday in their neighbour 
ing countries when they make investments 
there. The attraction of the tax holiday 
as an incentive is possibly more psycholo 

gical in nature. But in economic activi- 
ties such a psychological factor is not 
to be neglected, because in the final ana 
lysis it also determines the final deci 
sion whether or not to inves*. The most 
famous example of this is that when the 
public expect inflation to happen, their 

behaviour will be such that inflation will 
actually take place. They will e.g. tend 
to buy up goods for fear of price hikes 
the next day, which increases demand and 

thus raises prices. 

The figures and calculations present 

ed by the Minister of Finance and his as- 
sistants to prove that the tax rate re 
duction eventually is more profitable than 

the tax holiday are certainly fairly well 
founded, though the situation seems to 
vary according to the field concerned. But 
if the tax holiday is really considered 
so important by would-be investors, and 
they become reluctant tomake investments 

as a result, it may be necessary to also 
look at the argument from the reverse 
angle. It means that since in the first 
years, as shown by the government, inves 

tors do not pay tax because they still 
suffer losses, the government therefore 
will not lose too much if the tax holiday 
remains valid. This in fact may imply re 
duced tax receipts to the state treasury 
for quick yielding investments, as the 
tax holiday is granted together with the 
tax rate lowering. But the reduced tax 
receipts are still better than the reluc 
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tance on the part of would-be investors 
which seems to be due to the grip of the 
psychological factor. Because over the 

long term such reluctance will also redu 
ce tax revenues, coupled with the other 
negative impacts that are more vulnerable, 

like the contraction of employment and so 
forth. 

CSO: 4200/996 
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RICE PROCUREMENT FIGURES 

Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in English 1 Aug 84 p 7 

[Text ] 

INDONESIA 

The procurement of rice/un-usked rice in Indonesia for this year is 

expected to reach 2.5 million tons of rice equivalent till August-September 
this year. The realisation of rice/unhusked rice procurement up to July 23, 

1984, had reached 1,064,463 tons of rice equivalent. 

The realisation of rice/unhusked rice procurement in Java is still bigger 
than that outside Java. 

been the biggest rice producers outside Java. 
South Sulawesi and West Nusatenggara have so far 

The contract for the procurement of rice/unhsuked rice in the country in 

1984/85 is 2,383,290 tons of rice equivalent, as against 1,405,617 tons in 
1983/84. 

The contract and realization of rice/unhusked rice procurement in the first 

seven months of 1983/84 and the first seven months of 1984/1985 in various 
areas in Indonesia are as follows: 

Ee 

1983/1984 

(tons of rice equivalent) 

1984/1985 
(tons of rice equivalent) 

| 

| PROVINCES /AREAS 
| Contract Realisation Contract Realisation 

WEST JAVA 288,940 178,946 449,362 342,147 
_CENTRAL JAVA 177,622 120,208 449,288 385,491 

_ YOGYAKARTA 8,795 5,693 34,790 30,753 

EAST JAVA 585,984 364 , 268 938, 486 800, 583 
| THROUGHOUT JAVA 1,061,341 699,115 1,871,926 1,558,974 

ACEH SPECIAL REGION 4,742 1,060 23,341 21,512 
| NORTH SUMATRA 3,451 29 38,014 29,842 
| SOUTH SUMATRA 9, 304 6,827 28,145 27,931 
|\LAMPUNG 50,815 37,559 65,241 53,004 

SOUTH SULAWESI 88,785 50,698 174,651 148,027 
BALI 44,368 20,941 39, 680 28,470 

| WEST NUSATENGGARA 125,046 51,968 108,660 71,147 

TOTAL OTHER AREAS 17,765 3,954 33,632 25,556 

OUTSIDE JAVA 344,276 176,036 511,364 405,489 

INDONESIA 1,405,617 842,151 2,383,290 1,964,463 

CSO: 4200/996 
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IRIAN JAYA: THE EAST TIMOR OF THE FUTURE 

Sydney THE SYDNEY MORNING HERALD in English 28 Jul 84 p 13 

[Article by Peter Hastings] 

[Text ] This article is a shortened version of a paper given by Peter 
Hastiny:s, the Herald Foreign Editor, to the Third Australian- 
Indonciian Conference at Griffith University, Brisbane, last 
week. 

Indonesian and Australian politicians, academics and 
journal sts attended the conference, jointly sponsored by the 
Australian and Indonesian governments. The first conference 
was held in Canberra in 1979 and the second in Bali last year. 

Last week's conference debated Australian and Indonesian 
views on regional economic development, ASEAN, Vietnam 
and Kampuchea, the Pacific Community concept, “saactimo- 
nious” Australian press attitudes towards ladonesia and the 
problem of Irian Jaya, possibly the East Timor of the future for 

Australisas. many 

The that Indonesia might achieve more by going 
slower in its transmigrasi programs was 
rejected by the Indonesian 
was essential to the process of Indonesian vation building. 

The mood of the conference, while occasionally sharp, was 
better than that of the first conference in Canberra at which as 
Indonesian delegate described Australia as an “appendix in the 
ee 

INDONESIA watchers it has 
been nothing short of remark- 
able that a half-dozen Irianese 
have not yet taken a powered 

or small sailboat from Merauke, 
wth Irian Jaya, set out for 

TWirsday Island, a mere 250 km away, 
tad asked for permissive residence. 

? Bhas not happened so far for various 
teabons, including the fact that his- 
térically the mixing of Irianese and 
other Indonesians, including Javanese, 
hag been more successful in the south of 
thé! province than in the north. 
: sBut political dissidents exist never- 
theless and the question remains — if 
they came asking for asylum would 
they get it? The Australian Government 
would review any such request as a 

qohtical catastrophe. But if were 
geauine refugees in fear of life or 
itberty there could be no question of 
returning them. 
dt could take time to establish 
whether they were genuine refugees. In 
the meantime the question of their 
getwrn would rapidly become a major 
prblic issue, with no shortage of people 
savagely opposing their return, includ- 
ing some in Cabinet, one suspects. 
Australia-Indonesia relations, barely 

limping along in the aftermath of the 
&P East Timor debate, would nose 

Ure again. This time it really would be 
serious. At the moment there is a 
stand-off between Jakarta and Can- 
herra while cach endeavours to fi 
the strains caused by the ALP’s 
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narrowly passed resolution recognising 
East Timor as part of Indonesia. 
"While one hopes this disposes of East 
Timor as a bilateral issue once and for 
dl, it is not the end of the emotions the 
sodject arouses in many Australians 
across a wide spectrum of political 

ion. These emotions would be 
likely to emerge again, far more 
fiercely, if Indonesia and Papua New 
Guinea had a stand-off over, say, the 
Inan Jaya-PNG border problem. 

, | ts difficult to make Jakarta realise 
that Inan Jaya, especially as it affects 

G, could become the East Timor of 
the future for many in Australia. 
J ‘s politicians do not properly 
oency | PNG's large political con- 
st in Australia. A paternalistic 
interest has remained here which goes 
th beyond the war to the 
many thousands who have worked, and 
il work, in PNG's administration, 
business, hospitals, schools, church 
Missions and numerous other fields. 

By the same token, few in Australia 
appreciate Indonesia's formidable 
Problems in administering, developing 
and integrating Inan Jaya, culturally 
4nd politically, into the repubiic. It is 
|e ce in ow task by hE <ecte-x 

DS reseeady AustraHaW: media 
hysterical ones in 

tig Port Moresby. press. A recent 
sample headline read: Murder of 
200,000 in Irian Jaya. 
‘Some of the blame for this lies with 

Jakarta. Few Australian journalists are 
allowed in to report on the province. As 
fat as I know, not a single PNG 
journalist has been allowed in. As a 
result reporters have tended in the past 
to concentrate.on whatever they can 
pick up, ho matter how wild or 

from PNG border stations 
like Amenab or Wutung 

None of this denies the disturbing 
evidence of heavy-handed Indonesian 
— which not only work against 
ndonesia's aims of Lasagrating the 

ince as harmoniously as possible 
also against Indonesia's relations 

with PNG, Australia and the 
South-West Pacific. 
Some of the trouble in Irian Jaya 

Clearly lies with the administration. 
While it contains many good and 
dedicated men, it contains many who 
are not — disillusioned or corrupt 
camats (patrol officers), indifferent, 
time-serving heads far 
from home family, junior army 
officers and NCOs keen on making a 
fast buck in a godforsaken wilderness, 
Sukarno-period political has-beens 
who have learned nothing and for- 
gotten nothing and neurotic remnants 
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of the late General Ali Moertopo’s 
OPSUS (Indonesia's super-spy organi- 
sation) who at every turn see a threat to 
Indonesian sovereignty. Worst of all, 
perhaps, is the cultural distaste of the 
Javanese for the Melanesian. 

Publicly, as at last week's third 
Australian-Indonesian Conference in 
Brisbane, Indonesians like to place 
major blame for the province's troubles 
on the OPM, a smali group of perhaps 
200 so-called illas, perhaps only 20 
of them with firearms, split into small, 
frequently competing bands and oper- 
ating along the PNG border. 

Until recently their main area of 
SE ee ee 
This year, for the first ti 
members were able to operate effec- 
tively south of the main causi 
more than half the record influx 
8,900 Irianese into PNG to come across 
from areas around Mindiptana and 
Tanahmerah. 

riginal OPM members largely 
comprised the Dutch-trained 
elite which went bush after 
Holland's departure from 

West New Guinea in 1963. They have 
all but di Many went to 
Holland. Many gave up. Others found 
life too hard in the bush and sought 

um in third countnes. 
xcept that they carry arms, OPM 

members are young, disillusioned, 

Holland for help as did the early OPM. 
Evidence is growing that some of the 

either by taking, or threateni 
action against them to them 
from ing with the Indone- 
sians. This, and skirmishes between 
OPM members and Indonesian Army 
patrols or fear of Indonesian reprisals, 
cause the penodic movement of hun- 
dreds, recently thousands, of Inanese 
into PNG. 

The OPM's great advantage has 
always been the ability of its members, 
when the going gets tough, to flee 
across the border to seek sanctuary in 
PNG in the knowledge that no PNG 

ment will msk political unpopu- 
by chasing them back — not, in 

any case, an casy thing to do in densely 
jungied terrain. 

Toa my extent the OPM is only as 
+ igs ote py 

of Irianese fear 



generally, and an underlying cause of 
the record number of crossings this 
B ; 
i 

2, 

Between 60,000 and 70,000 T™M 
(transmigrasi), mainly Javanese, are in 
mumerous settiements in the Birds 
Head, the north coast and around 
Jayapura and Merauke. One settle- 
ment, Koya-Arso. is right on the 
border. 

At the end of the fourth Five-Year 
Plan in 1989, Indonesia hopes to move 
136,000 TM families, about $44,000 
people, into mixed settiements in Inan 
Jaya. On past performance, the goal of 
half a million is unrealistic. 

But even if half that number is settled 
in the province during the next four to 
five years, the impact on Melanesian 
culture and the Melanesian land tenure 
system will be shattering no matter how 
much expert care is taken imple- 
menting the program. 

Land alone poses problems enough. 
About 3,000 hectares are required for 
every S00 people. About 700,000 
hectares have already been alienated 
from Melanesian owners without com- 
comme In 1989 this will amount to 

1.5 to 3.2 million hectares. 
Given Irian Jaya’s generally poor 

soils, steep slopes and swampy terrain 
this is a far larger area than the figure 
suggests. Moreover, Melanesian land 
owners are not paid compensation as 
the Indonesian view maintains that 
development of roads, schools and 
crops is compensation in itself. The 
failure to pay compensation, even if a 
reasonable case can be made, must 
nevertheless create severe tensions in a 
traditional Melanesian society. 

The main purpose of TM is allegedly 
to help relieve pressure on Java's huge 
population of 92 million. This is largely 
delusory because at least 20 million or 
more would have to move to make any 
real effect. TM certainly makes a 
difference to the individual peascnts 
who move. For the first time in their 
lives they own their land. 

TM's positive aspects are clear. It 
improves Irianese living standards, 
teaches them technological farming 
skills and furthers their national inte- 
- . Creating in them the sense of 

ing Indonesian, of belonging to the 
alee varied Indonesian family. 
questions can be asked about the 

dean of TM programs. 
In the first place TM settlements are 

designed to integrate non-lrianese 
(mainly Javanese) and Irianese. Presi- 
dent Soeharto has directed that each 
farming settlement must contain 25 per 

cent Inanese. But where do you get 
them? It will take a generation to make 
mee farmers or fruit growers out of 
subsistence, shifting agriculturalists 
like the Melanesian. 

Moreover, under the Five-Year Plan 
81,000 families, about 324,000 peopie, 
will be moved during the next four to 
five years into new settlements in 
Jayapura and Merauke districts both of 
which are close to the border. The 
political implications of so many 
Javanese, or even half the number, 
being settled close to PNG are alarm- 
ing, even allowing for the positive 

— of TM programs. 
At question is whether the rapid 

of the settlements and their 
culturally distorting effect on the 
Irianese will not prove counter - 
tive. Many Indonesians woking 
Irian Jaya, including the Commanding 
General, Sembiring Meliala, think so 
and have called for a rethink of the 
program. 

The increasing number of settle- 
ments, with their implied threat to land 
and culture, leads to increased sytpa- 
thy for the OPM, even though is 
numbers are small, to acts civil 
disobedience and to the growth of 
Irianese nationalism — such as the 
murdered Arnold Ap represented — 
rather than to a sense of being both 
Indonesian and Melanesian which is 
the most desirable end from all points 
of view and not least Papua New 
Guinea's and Australia’s. 

The fear of deing culturzily 
swamped, as well as culturally 
despised, is an important, underlying 
motive, among others, for the |,000 
Inanese border-crossers in camp near 
Vanimo in PNG. These people are 
different from tra-diironal crossers 
They include better.:ducated Inanese 
who are members c the Indonesian 
police force, army and civil service 
One or two are teachers from the schoo! 
system and one, Tom Ireuuw, a former 
close fmnend of Arnold Ap’'s, is an 
academic from Cenderawasih Univer- 
sity. Significantly they come from a 
number of Inman Jaya centres, not just 
Jayapura. 
Some ere the only Irianese who can 

be genuinely called refugees. They do 
not like the system and will not live 
under it. Border villagers tend to reflect 
these attitudes because they are 
exploited by the OPM. Indonesian 
Army activities often do not help and 
the result has been this year's massive 
number of cross'ngs. 



CSO: 

of the 
Dis the cifect on PNG. . 
needs to watch. While PS 

or camara dem ceatingeandes 2 
repatriation of border crossers and 
seems willing to take action aginst 
OPM rebels, the Government in Part 
Moresby is restricted by PNG's 
endemic, widespread anti-Indonesian 
feeling 

If Indonesian policies in Inan pos 
especially its fransmigras: policies, 
continue, the result will be increased 
border problems and a further harden- 
ing of anti-Indonesian feelings. Thies 4s 
likely to result im the defeat of any 

hike Mr Somares, whyeh 
shown itself far more ready than us 

predecessor, under Sir Julius Chan, or 
an alternative government under Mr 
lambakey Okuwk, to understand Indo. 
nesia’s problems. indonesia needs ms 
Somare Government. 

If border pressures and increasing 
numbers of border crossers cause PNG 
to become ly destabilised. it 
would have political and defence 
implications for Australia. It would, in 
fact, affect the whole region. =< 

t would concern New Zealand, 
whose new Labour 
will take a far more radical view 

4200/1001 

muini-states, have votes in world and 
regional organisations and alréidy 
view Indonesia's Inan Jaya pelts 
unfavourably. 

Potential anti-Indonesian featings 
are not restricted to the indepegdent 
island countries. New Caledgnia’s 
Kanaks, bargaining for their “te ae 
dence with the French, might follow the 
lead of Vanuatu’s Melanesian leaders 
and come to see Inan Jaya in tert OF a 
colonial struggle. Soe 

One should not underestimate the 
capacity of Indonesians to rethink 

scres and, when they have to. change 
them. | belveve Jakarta is rethinking its 
Inan Jaya strategies and programs. But. 
as an old Indonesian frend put @ thn 
will take tome like an ocean liner Lakes 
tome to change course But by reasan 0! 
its Contiguity, size and resources 
Indonesia knows has a constructive 
role to play in the South-West Pacific 
and not least in relation to tts 
Melanesian neighbours 

The course that relationship taker. 
depends to a large degree on how 
handles its relations with PNG Thais an 
turn depends to a large degree on the 
couse of events in Irian Jaya 

Jakarta needs to remember that Iman 
Jaya is not East Timor The Timorese 
have no border to cross and ‘must 
eventually come to terms with the 
future as part of the Indonesian 
Republic. Unlike the Timorese, the 
Irianese can “vote with their feet” for 
they have a border they can crow. 
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LPG PRODUCTION FIGURES 

Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in English 10 Aug 84 p 8 

(Text] The production of liquefied petroleum gas (LPC) in Indonesia reached 
377,486 tons in the first five months of this vear, with the Ardjuna field as 
the biggest producer, followed by the Santan and Cilacap fields respectively 
as the second and third producer:. 

The production of LPG from six productive fields in Indonesia stood at 514,198 
tons in 1983, showing an increase compared with 468,508 tons in 1982 and a de- 
cline as against 560,358 tons in 1981, the highest production so far. 

The table of LPG production from 1981 till May 1984 is as follows: (ton) 

| Productiyv fields 

Year - r 7 T T 
‘ * on" ~ r) t ] 

Rantau Mundu| Sei Gerong \r juna Santat “ilacay Tota 

; , T . - : a 

| 198) | 15,255 | 25,589 1,135 | 110,829 - 360.35 
1982 19,195 | 16,675 ‘ as ’ 4 | 100,365 - 468,508 

| 1983 16,421 | 24,333 36, 98¢ 1,835} 94,401 | 10,222 | 514,198 
1984 : | ; _ 

2 2.115 974 04 , 08 Ol! 212 77,989 
January 1,291 | a | > | - * . > - 76 

February $98 | 2,017) seeld 28,096 +, S01 6,798 * 

; . . 2 7 »*? BY. 4 
March 1,100 1,694 | 3, 146 ,03 18,74 B22 : as 

April 1,782 | 2,134 | 22% 7) : 892 6}, ~ 

| May 1,625 1,715) 79 29 ‘ 1,186 66,602 
‘ 7 7 : | 

_ py ee t = 
75 ST 75 7, . 486 

| Tot al 6,396 | 9,675) ] a4 m 293 | # ) ; . ' 

*) Not vet quoted. 
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PRIVATE BANKS TO JOIN EXTENDING CREDITS TO FARMERS 

Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in English 15 Aug 54 p 5 

[Text ! Private banks are included in the ex 
tension of credits to farmers in the rea 
lization of the intensification program 
and Bank Indonesia provides funds to help 
private banks which need money to be sup 
plied to farmers. 

The maximum funds provided by Bank 

Indonesia for private banks participating 

in the extension of intensification cre 
dits is 75 percent, and the remaining 257% 

to 302 should be made available by the 

private banks concerned, Ir. Dudung Abdul 
Adjid of the Bimas Supervisory Board dis 
closed here recently. 

The government will continue to 
arouse the interest of private banks in 
participating in the extension of credits 
to farwers taking part in the intensifica 
tion program, according to Abdul Adjid.Ne 

pointed out that one of difticulties in 

the extension of intensification credits 
was that »rivate banks generally operated 

in big towns, whereas tarmers, would te 

borrowers, lived in the villages. 

It has been reported, however, that 
regional development banks have begun to 
participate in extension o! intensitica- 

tion credits in the agricultural sector. 
These banks has given credits to farmers 
under KIK/KMKP (small investment /work ine 

carital credit) scnemes. 

CREDITS THROUGH : The government ha sup 
KUDs plied credits to far 

mers takine »art in the 

Binmas program for paddy through KI'Ds (vi! 

INDONESIA 
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lage unit cooperatives). The extension of 
Credits to farmers through KUDS has. been 
running since 1982 as a pilot project in 
rive provinces in Java and Bali. 

Seventy KUDs were involved in this 

~ilot project in the 1982 planting season, 
and the number of KUDs involved soared to 
500 in the 1982/83 planting season, but 
drastically fell to only 45 in the 1983 

planting season and dropped further to 
only seven in the 1983/84 planting season. 

The fall in the number of KUDs taking 
part in the pilot project is mainly due 
to the implementation of the June 1/198; 

policy by the government, which Stipul 
tes more selective extension of credits. 

With the implementation of that policy, 
a lot of cooperatives have discontinued 

their involvement in the pilot project, 
Abdul Adjid explained. 

Before the implementation of the June 
1/1983 policy, KUDs received 3 percent 
of the interest of Bimas credits of 12% 
collected from farmers participatine in 

the Bimas program. Part of the interest 
was then given to KUDs as incentive. But 
with the realization of the June 1, 1983 * 

nolicy, no incentive is given to KUDs. 
The government once initiated the ex 

tension of credits through farmer frouns. 
In cooperation with the field agricultu 
ral guidance officials, farmer groups can 
submit applications for Bimas credits. 

The extension of Bimas credits through 

farmer groups has been running well in 
three consecutive years. 

The production of rice is expected 

to increase to around 25 million tons 
this year, 82 percent of which is thanks 
to the reaiization of the intensification 
program, according to Abdul Adjid. 

The realization of the intensifica 
tion program on paddy covers an averagre 

of around 7 million ha a year, whereas 
paddy harvest all over the country more 
than © million ha. 

The productivity of ricefields culti 
vated under the intensification »rogram 

reaches 3 tons per ha, compared with only 
1.5 tons/ha for non-intensification rice- 
fields. 
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GRANTING OF GROUP CREDITS TO FISHERMEN WEIGHED 

Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in English 10 Aug 84 p 7 

[Text } President Soeharto has stressed the 
need t@give credits to fishermen in 

groups to help them improve their welfare 
Development Secretary Solihin GP disclo 
sed after he met Vice President Umar Wira 

hadikusumah at the Merdeka Selatan State 

valace here recently. The amount of cre 
dits, according to Solihin, is around Rp. 
25 millign to Rp 26 million for each 
group. as 

Fishermen have so far received cre 

dits under the KIK (small investment cre 
dit) scheme amounting to Rp 4 million and 

kp 6 million. The modernisation of tacili 

ties to help fishermen under KIK credits 

has been satiated and the production of 

fish has become limited. | 

The decision to give bigger credits 

is aimed at helping fishermen increase 

their fish production by expanding their 
operational areas to the nusantara waters 

and exclusive economic zone (EEZ), accor 

ding to Solihin, The expansion of the 
operational areas is also important for 

the conservation of coastal fishing 

vcrounds, he added. 

The medium credits wili be extended 

t fishermen who have paid off debts, and 

vO have been able to increased their opr 

juction. They are expected to be abis 

to exploit the potential of fishing 

grounds in the Indonesian waters in vier 

of the tact around 807 of the potentia! 

has not been utilized, he explained. 
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acilities tor 

running 

edits to 

The modernization of f 

traditional fishermen has been 

smoothly and the supply of cr 

traditional fishermen amounted to Rp 54 

billion in 1983/84, exceeding the target 

of Rp 28 billion. 

Concerning the realization of the pre 

Sidential stipulation No. 39 to ban t 

operation of trawlers in the Indonesian 

waters, Solihin said it had much reduced 

c the numbér of trawlers operating in the 
7 . ‘ e* . Indonesian waters. 

Concerning the plan to abolis! the 

Bimas (mass guidance) program on paddy , 
< 4 » ~ Solihin said the main target of the rea 

lie a | a) , r nme nr “am bh ~ ? “of 
e 4590. 101) Lilie ,** i naGc een ~es as 

bt. . _ he : } mm } : 
t i< i arm r > ‘ O —€ rnec iad peen avilce to in 

crease the productivity or their paddv 
| ~~ a ~~ Q. J >. He admitted however that the pri 

ductivity of farmland in Java needed fur 

ther enhancement, particularly in view of 

ne fact that the ownership of farmland 

by tarmers in Java was at present at an 

average of only around 0.20 Ha. 

asion, the deveiopm dat sec 

* . e . , = wr tT » 4 
retary also reported to the Vice President 

_ AY 6s . a . ‘ tha . ‘ 7 — 2 
the encouTaeve me Tit . Lie use Oia LOC ai pre 

Assn? The lieo | imnorre + AY io 
ww «6 aiid ~Aiteaa a oOTTt . avVic ign 

rr ; , . “~ - } > > r Droducts have Nindered the effort ¢t pre 
ruff « , . } alate ~* 

. > t , + ‘ id pt ,uC KOs c 

; . j ‘ . + 
tite %¢ t é ut tne issuance Ui spe 

~ — j * . 
ae ‘ rs it * Tt t SU} t rt t le 

‘+ > . _ 
i il, t : 40 HDrosucts. 

5 ~ | 
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CONSTRUCTION OF WADESLINTANG IRRIGATION PROJECT 

Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in English 10 Aug 84 pp 5, 6 

[Text ] The construction of the Wadaslintang 
irrigation and hydropower project in cen 

tral Java had been 30 percent completed 
up to the end of July this vear. The pro 
ject is also expected to support forest 

conservation as well as natural and envi 
ronmental conservation. 

The building of a diversion tunnel 
for the dam was completed recently 4 the 
construction of a diversion dam in the 

project is expected to be completed befo 
re the rainy season this year. The comple 
tion of the diversion dam will be follow 
ed by the construction of the main dam. 

Mini«<ter of Public Works Ir. Suyono 
Sosrodars: no said when he opened the di 
version tunnel to channel water from the 

location of the main dam earlier this 
month that the Wadaslintang dam was expec 
ted to irrigate around 31,000 ha of farm 
land in the Kebuméen and Purworejo regen 
cies. As a multipurpose project, the Wa 
daslintang dam,which is built on the’ Be 
degolan river,will aiso generate electri 

city with a capacity of 2 x 8 MW. 
Besides irrigating farmland & genera 

ting electricity, when completed the pro 
ject will also function as a flood con 

trol project, support land and water re 
sources conservation, provide drinking wa 
ter, and boost the development of the 

fisherv sub-sector in the surrounding 
areas. The multipurpose project, which is 
expected to be entirely completed by 1987, 

started with the rehabilitation of irri 

gation networks and drainage system in 
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1979, and the construction of tne dam 

started in 1982. 
The Wacaslintang project is one of 

projects for the development of river ba 

sins and water resources in the district 

of Kedu Selatan with the main purpose of 

securing the procurement of water for 
irrigation and for consumption in the dis 

trict. 

Apart from that, the construction of 

the WVadaslintang dam constitutes the con- 
tinuation of the Sempor irrigation pro 
ject, also in the Kedu Selatan district 

which was completed in 1978. Altogether, 

the Sempor and Wadaslintang irrigation 

project will irrigate around 37,600 ha. 

The two projects also include the pve 

neration of electricity. Ihe construct- 

ion of hydropower plants in the Sempor 4&4 
wadaslintang dam is now underway. when 
completed the Sempor and Wadaslintang hy 

dropower plants will generate electricity 
with a capacity of 1x 1.1 MW and 2x _ 8 

MW respectively. 

in their function as flood control 
projects, the Sempor and Wadaslintang dam 
will prevent several areas in the Kedu 

Selatan district from routine floods 

juring the reany sason and support the 

utilization ot ponds in the Telomctre§ and 

sawar areas covering around 7,000 ha. 
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CONSTRUCTION OF CIRATE POWER PLANT 

Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in English 8 Aug 84 p 9 

[Text ] 

CSO: 4200/996 

A project of hydropower plant with an 
underground power house now being handled 

in Cirata, Bandung regency, is the big 
gest such a project. 

According to Cirata project leader 

r. Soetomo Siswowidjono, another big hv 

dropower plant with underground power hou 

se is tound in-lichi, Japan. The Cirata 
project is handled at a cost of USS 600 

million, partly derived from the world 

Bank, 

For the construction of the dam,some 

442,750 m3 of stones are at present being 

removed fromthe Cantayan hill. Apart 

from that, 3/,530 ms of concrete liquid 

is needed to build the dam, 

Turbines tor power generation will 

be located in a power house around 100 m 

from the land surface. The underground 

power house will be 253 in length, 35 am 

in width and 50 in height. 

In the first stage, four units of po 

wer turbines with a total capacity of 500 

MW will be installed in the power house, 

and the capacity of the power plant will 
be installed in the power house, and the 

capacit-y of the power plant will be in- 
crased to 1,000 MW in the advanced ‘tre, 

For the vacation of land whic. 

be inudated by water of a lake to be (ia 

ted by the dam, around 10.10] families in 

he Bandung, Purwakarta and Cianjur reger 

‘ies have to be resettled in other pla 

Up to April this vear, 1,283 tamilies ha- 

ve been resettied, 
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RAILROAD SERVICE CAPACITY IN NORTH SUMATRA STEPPED UP 

Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in English 13 Aug 84 p 4 

[Text ] The PJKA Indonesian state railways 

will continue the effort to further in- 

crease the loading capacity of trains 

in North Sumatera to countervail the in- 

crease in the production of plantation 

commodities as well as the development of 

other sectors in the province. 

The spokesman of the North Sumatera 
PJKA disclosed in Medan recently that the 

North Sumatera PJKA would buy 250 units 

of new tanker coaches in Pelita IV (fourth 
five-year development plan) with a trans 
port capacity of 27.4 tons each. 

The chasis of the new tanker coaches 

are produced by PT. Industry Kereta Api, 

a railway industrial plant in Madiun, East 
Java. Some 200 units of the tanker 

coaches have been essembled by PT.Atmindo 

Medan in Medan,capital of the Nortn Suma 

tera province, 

Besides buying tanker coaches from 

PT. industri Kereta Api Mediun, the North 

Sumatera PJKA has also ordered 187 units 
of various train coaches from Romania, 

each with a loading capacity of 27.5 to 

30 tons. Those coacnes will be used to 

transport mainly bulk commodities, such 

as cement and fertilizer. 

To meet the need for more iocomoti 

ves, the North Sumatera PJKA will buv 12 

units of locomotives of large and medium 

types. Three out of six units of big-si- 

zed iocomotives ordered bv the Nortn Sume 

tera PJKA have arrived in Medan, ani the 
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remaining tnree unit 

delivered soon. 
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BUKIT ASAM COAL MINE EXPANDS ‘PRODUCTION CAPACITY 

Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in English 1 Aug 84 p 9 

[Text ] 
PT. Tambang Batubara Bukit Asam, a 

coal mining company operating the Bukit 
Asam coal mine in South Sumatra is at pre 
sent endeavouring to increase the product 
ion capacity of the coal mine from. only 
250,000 tons/year in 1983 to 2.5 million 
tons in 1986 and 6 million tons in 1989. 

The expansion of the production capa 
city by PT Tambang Batubara Bukit Asam is 

the biggest ever done by a coal mining 

company in Indonesia. The purpose of the 
ehnancement of the production capacity is 

to meet the need for thermal power plants 

in Indonesia for coal as an energ, sour 
ce, particularly for the Suralayva thermal 
power plant in Merak, West Java. The capa 

city of the Suralava thermal power plant 

will be increased to 3,100 MW in 1989. 

Around 2,000 workers with various 

skills are needed for the installatior of 

equipment used in the expansion of the 

production capacity. Some 13,400 tons of 
mining equipment from West Germany and Ja 
pan has arrived at the Bukit Asam coal 

mine since June 1, 1984. The expansion 

project needs around 103,943 tons of mi- 
ning equipment worth USS 139,857,571. A 

number of 600 persons, including 42 ex 
patriates, are working in the project at 

present. Fifteen national private compa 

nies are involved in the handling of : 
project as sub-contractors. 

The sending of steam c al to the su 

ralava thermal power plant .tarted in the 

beginning of this vear. The first supply 

of steam coal to the plant came from Tan 
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jung Enim and was sent by train. Some 30, 
000 tons of steam coal will be sent to 

Suralaya from Tanjung Enim every month. 

Coal from Tanjung Enim will be used to 
operate unit I of the Suralaya thermal 
power plant which will be inaugurated in 
October this year. In the first stage, 

the power plant will operate with a capa 
city of 400 Mw. 

The domestic sales and exports of 
coal from the Bukit Asam coal mine _ stood 
at 107,904 tons. Coal production from Bu 
kit Asam reached 122,548 tons during that 
period. The domestic sales and exports of 
coal from Bukit Asam last year stood at 

178,028 tons, higher than that in the pre 
vious vear. 
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NORTH SUMATRA'S COFFEE EXPORTS--The exports of coffee from North Sumatra in 
the first and second semester of this year stood at 21,015,095 tons, slightly 
below the quota of 22,719,512 tons allocated for that province in the same 

period. The destination of coffeee shipment from North Sumatra during that 
period consisted of 24 countries, according to data obtained from AEKI (Indo- 
nesian Association of Coffee Exporters). The North Sumatra branch of AEKI now 
has 42 members, around 12.5 percent of the number of coffee exporters regis- 

tered as members of the association as a whole. Coffee exported from North 
Sumatra consists of Robusta coffee and Arabica coffee. Coffee exports from 

that province in the first quarter of 1983/84 reached 9,376,595 tons, below 
the quota of 11,010.822 tons. [Text] [Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in English 1 Aug 
84 p 4] 

IRIAN JAYA PLANTATIONS OPEN--The opening of rubber plantations is given prior- 
ity in Irian Jaya. Besides rubber plantations, oil palm plantations will also 

be opened on a large scale in that province. According to the Agriculture 
Department, preparation for the opening and development of rubber as well as 

oil palm plantations is at present underway in Irian Jaya. In the first 
Stage, rubber and oil palm plantations will be opened soon in Kepala Burung 

(bird head) region, and from that region the plantations will be expanded to 
other areas in the province. The main purpose of developing plantations in 

Irian Jaya is improving the livelihood of the local people, beside increasing 
the production of export commodities. [Text] [Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in Eng- 

lish 1 Aug 84 p 6) 

EAST JAVA'S INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT--The value of production in the industrial 
sector in East Java continued to increase every year in Pelita III (1979/80- 
1983/84), reaching Rp 6 billion in the 1983/84 fiscal year. The industrial 
sector in this province created foreign exchange amounting to more than USS 
700 million in 1983/84 and gave a total contribution of over Rp 2 billion to 
the gross regional domestic product in the same fiscal year. The head of the 
East Java Office of the Industry Department, Ir. HA Rachman Karim, said here 
recently that the East Java administration had initiated the development of 

basic industries in the province to reduce the dependence upon imports in the 
procurement of basic materials for industries. Thanks to the implementation 

of that policy, base chemical and base metal industries begin to grow rapidly 
in East Java. The amount of new investments in the sub-sector of gultifarious 

manufacturing industries has increased by 20 to 60 percent this year compared 
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with that last year. In the sub-sector of sagall industries, East Java now has 

940 units of small industrial centres with a number of 1,466,741 craftesmen/ 

workers. [Text] [Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in English 3 Aug 84 pp 7, 8] 

PALM OIL EXPORTS--Indonesia's revenue from the exports of pala oil has been up 
and down since 1979. The earnings from palm oil exports reached USS 204.5 
million in 1979, US$. 254.7 million in 1980, US$ 106.9 million in 1981, USS 

96.2 million in 1982, US$. 111.5 million in 1983 and USS 6.9 million in the 
first quarter of this year, according to data obtained from BPS (Central 

Bureau of Statistics). The volume of palm oil exports stood at 17,846 tons in 
the tirst quarter of this year, sharply declining compared with that in the 
corresponding period last year. [Text] [Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in English 
8 Aug 84 p 8) 

MADURA OFF-SHORE OIL FIND--A new oil field has been struck in the off-shore 

area of Madura, around 2 giles north of the Sepulu island, Bangka lan regency, 
East Java, Governor of the East Java province Drs. Soeparmanto disclosed when 

he recieved the visiting South Korean Junior Minister of Energy & Natural 
Resources, Ki Bong Cho, here recently. The governor expressed the hope that 
the discovery would help the East Java people in the creation of sore job 
opportunities now given serious attention by the East Java Administration. In 

connection with the finding of the new oil field, the Korean minister stated 
the hope that the East Java Administration would participate in solving prob- 
lems that might be faced by the South Korean contractor, Kodele Energy Company 
Ltd, in the drilling of oil wells and installation of rigs and in the develop- 
ment of thenew oil field. [Text] [Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in English 10 Aug 84 

p 4) 

EAST JAVA'S NONOIL EXPORTS UP--Exports of non-oil/gas commodities from East 

Java in the first semester of this year stood at US$ 207 million, head of the 
East Java Trade Office Ir. Didi Ab dulrachman disclosed here recently. In 

1983, East Java's revenue from non-oil/gas exports reached US$ 325.3 sillion, 
showing a sharp increase as against US$ 277.1 million in 1982. Thanks to the 

rupiah devaluation, East Java's non-oil/gas export earnings rose from USS 
198.5 million in 1978 to US$ 313 million in 1979. But in 1980, non-oil/gas 

exports from this province dropped to only US$ 259.4 million. Non-oil/gas 
exports from East Java in Pelita II (1974/75-1978/79) covered an average of 

around 4.982 of national exports, and in Pelita I11 (1979/1980-1983/84), the 
percentage rose to 5.89%. [Text] [Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in English 10 Aug 84 

p 10) 

CSO: 4200/9986 
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JOINT PANE], TO BOOST TRADE WITH AUSTRALIA 

Kuala Lumpur BUSINESS TIMES in English 10 Aug 84 pp 1, 24 

[Article by Charles Chan] 

[Text ] MALAYSIA has ‘freee 
to an Australian proposa! 
that the two countries set 
up a joint trade commit 
tee to strengthen trade 
ties and iron owt any is 
sucs that might crop up 

This positive outcome 
of a one and.a half hour 
meeting Datuk Seri Dr 
Mahathir Mohamad had 
with the Australian 
Prime Minister Mr Bob 
Hawke clearly indicated 
that the two leaders were to look into various 

ame Le be alent a issues and areas of 

efforts to strengthen bila trade cooperation. 
teral relations 

Although details of the 
committee have yet to be 
worked owt Mr Hawke 
made an official announ 
cement of 1 in the even 
oy a dinner in honour 
of Mahathir 

Yesterday's meet- 

System jet. which 
touched down at the 
Royal Australian Air 
Force base, where more 
than 100 Malaysians, in 
cluding students and fa 
milies, gave him a warm 
welcome 
Mr Hawke said he had 

sug ted the committee 
so that there would be a 
formal mechanism for 

the two countries 

He was y appre 
ciative of Dr Mahathir's 
support He said contacts 
of this kind would-only be 
productive if they took 
pt ace within a“ 
ramework of adquate 

policy approaches al na 
tronal lewel 

He indicated that Aus 

MALAYSIA 

ing between the two 

leaders was described 
as “very friendly and 

varm, business-like aoe oe tae 
and satisfactory” by most uctive 
both Australian and Dr Mahathic’s support for Mr Hawke's initiative 
Malaysian officials. was reciprocated by the 

Australian leader who re 

tralia would pursue con 
ducive open internationa! 
trade and al its domestic 
level concentrate its re 

An Australian official! 
said the two leaders have 
established close rap 
port, respected cach 
other and were “fair din 
hum” in their approach to 
resolving bilateral is 
sucs 
The Prime Minister 

hed arrived in Canberra 
in a Malaysian Airline 

a positively to Dr 
ahathir's request that 

Australia carries out a 

technical study into wa)s 
of lowering intra island 
shipping cost 

r Hawke said Austra 
lia certainiy had the ex 
pertiee to carry oul such 
a study and gave an as 
surance that it would 
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look into Dr Mahathir'’s 
request 

Dr Mahathir hed 

43 

Singapore to increase the 
shipping share of the 
counties 
Other subjects dis. 

cussed at the meeting 
were 
@ THE possibility of 

Malaysia buying coal 
and iron from Australia 

tations on this were 
way 

@ AUSTRALIA had 
agreed to drop the 
sal to increase corliie on 
Malaysian manufac: 

toners: 

trade discussions was 
matched by pos: 
tive results in discus. 
sions on educational mat 
ters... 
Mr Hawke agreed not 

to undertake any unila- 
teral action regarding 

This was because Aus 
tralia values the pre 
sence of Malaysian stu 
dents in the country 

Australia also raised 
the possibility of Malay. 
sia cxpanding ni 
tion to other uni ies 

in the country. Al pre 
sent, most Malaysian stu 
dents were concentrated 
in Melbourne and Syd. 

ney 



MALAYSIA 

GOVERNMENT DENIES SUBSIDIZING TEXTILE EXPORTS 

Kuala Lumpur BUSINESS TIMES in English 16 Aug 84 pp 1, 24 

[Article by Khalid Jaafar] 

[Text] There is no basis for allegations that Malaysian exports of 
textiles aud garments to the United States are subsidised, Director of 

International Trade Division, Ministry of Trade and Industry Encik Asmat 
Kamaluddin, said yesterday. The ministry, he added, will refute such 
al.iegations. 

Malaysia was among 13 developing countries alleged by the US textile 
manufacturers and workers of illegally subsidising textile exports. The 

other countries listed were Argentina, Colombia, Indonesia, Mexico, Panama, 

Peru, the Philippines, Portugal, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Turkey. 

Encik Asmat ‘old Business Times that this was not the first time such a 

charge was made against Malaysia's exports to the U.S. Similar charges 

were levelled against the country in 1979. 

Encik Asmat, however, said the ministry has yet to receive queries from 

the US Department of Commerce which was investigating the validity of the 

allegations filed by the American Textile Manufacturers Institute and two 
textile workers unions. 

Industry sources also agreed that there was no basis for the allegations 

and said the move was aimed at protecting the interest of the US textile 

industry. 

If the charges were upheld, textile imports from the countries listed 

would be subject to tariffs equal to the subsidised amount which, 

according to the charges, was 50 percent of the export volume of some of 

the products. 

Business Times understands that the Malaysian Textile Manufacturers 

Association (MTMA) and officials of the Trade and Industry Ministry held 
several meetings this week to discuss appropriate action. 



Sources said measures could include effort to defeat lobbies by the US 
textile industry to further reduce textile imports from developing countries. 

Third World textile producing countries meeting in Karachi recently agreed 
to launch a campaign to end restriction imposed by industrialised nations 
on their exports. Eight of them signed a pact to establish the International 
Textiles and Clothing Bureau in Geneva. 

Malaysia's textile industry was concerned over the move by the US to 

restrict textile imports as the US was the single largest buyer of Malaysian 
textile products. 

Last year, the US imported about $250 million worth of Malaysian textile 

products representing about 26 percent of the industry's total export value 
of about $1 billion. 

Increased protectionism on the part of the US could abort the recovery of 
the industry which experienced negative growth in the last three years. 
Among reasons identified for the negative growth was reduced demand as well 
as trade restriction from the importing countries such as the US. 

The government was concerned with the decline of the industry which provides 
substantial employment within the manufacturing sector. Sixty two out of 
300 textile companies which were members of MTMA employed about 40,000 
workers representing about 13 percent of total manufacturing employment. 

Up to 1980, textile was considered as one of the most successful industries. 
As measured by the index of industrial production, output of industry grew 
by more than 200 percent during the 1970-1980 period. This was equivalent 
to an annual growth rate of about 13 percent. 

Over the same period, textile, clothing and footwear exports rose from $40 
million in 1970 to $806 million in 1980. Adjusted for inflation over the 

decade, this was equivalent to an export growth of 169 percent overall and 
to an annual growth rate of 10.4 percent. 

CSO: 4200/1026 
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MALAYSIA 

EXPORTS UP, IMPORTS DOWN IN FIRST 4 MONTHS OF 1984 

Kuala Lumpur BERITA HARIAN in Malay 24 Jul 84 p 8 

[Text] In the first 4 months of this year the value of national exports rose 
to MS$11,824 million, up 24.4 percent from the M$9,502 million recorded in 
the first 4 months of last year. 

Minister of Finance Encik Daim Zainuddin said in a written message that the 
increase was due to the economic recovery of the industrial nations in North 

America and Western Europe. 

Imports increased by only 3.2 percent, as compared with 12.6 percent in the 
first 4 months of last year. 

Consequently, the national trade account shows a surplus of M$1,657.5 million. 
In the same 4-month period last year it showed a deficit of M$350.9 million. 

In response to a question from Encik Karpal Singh (Democratic Action Party, 

Jelutong), the minister said that if the international recovery can be sus- 
tained this year then it is estimated that the national economy will con- 
tinue to improve and a growth rate of 6.7 percent will be achieved this year. 

Commercial imports will increase only 9.6 percent. This is less than the rate of 
increase experienced at the end of the 1970s and beginning of the 1980s, and 
is due to the reduction in government expenditures and the effect of past 
budgetary tieasures. 

As a result of this growth, the nation will record a surplus of M$3,700 mil- 
lion in its trade account this year. 

The minister also said that latex production reached 410,763 metric tons in 

the first quarter, up 12 percent from the 365,620 metric tons produced in the 
first quarter of last year. 

The output of the mining sector also increased witlr the production of crude 
oil reaching 451,608 barrels a day during the first 5 months, or 23 percent 
more than the 366,984 barrels a day produced in the corresponding period last 
year. 
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Factory production was up 11 percent during the same period and there was also 

an increase in activity in the construction sector. 

The minister said that loans to the construction sector reached 6.4 percent 
in the first quarter of this year as compared to 5.3 percent in the same per- 
iod last year. 

It is estimated that the gross national product, which increased 5.8 percent 
last year, will increase 6.4 percent this year. 

There has also been a gradual improvement in the national inflation rate. The 
inflation rate was 4.8 percent for the first 5 months of this vear while the 
annual rate for 1980 was 9.7 percent. 

These positive developments are the result of more careful management of na- 
tional demand, of the government's budget and of national monetary policy. 
Also, the strengthening of the Malaysian dollar is checking imported infla- 
tion. 

The minister said that despite the gradual recovery in the national economy, 
as compared to performance in 1982, the nation is still faced with a problem 

in its balance of payments, particularly in the area of invisible payments. 

In 1983 the nation showed a deficit of M$8,295 million in its invisible pay- 
ments account and it is estimated that this figure will increase to M$9,531l 
million in 1984. 

With the improved performance of the trade sector this vear, the deficit in 
the current account--after computation of invisible payments--is put at 
MS5,800 million, which is somewhat less than the M$6,700 million deficit of 

1983. 

The unfavorable position of the invisible payments account is attributed to 
an increase in payments for shipping and foreign operations and on the na- 

tional debt. 

Actions have been taken by the government to reduce these payments and other 
actions will be taken to ensure that the deficit is reduced even further. 

It is believed that the satisfactory economic performance that has been 
achieved to date can be maintained, and that it may even be improved if the 
international economic recovery continues. 

5458 
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MALAYSIA 

OFFICIAL COMMENTS ON RELATIONS WITH COMMUNIST COUNTRIES 

Kuala Lumpur BERITA HARIAN in Malay 21 Jul 84 p 3 

[Text] The House of Representatives was told last night that as of now the 
government has no strong reason to sever diplomatic relations with any com- 
munist country. 

Deputy Foreign Minister Encik Kadir Sheikh Fadzir said that one of the basic 
principles of Malaysia's foreign policy is to maintain good relations with 
all nations, regardless of their ideologies. 

His comment was made in response to a question from the Barisan Nasional (Na- 
tional Front) member from Pasir Puteh, Wan Najib Wan Mohamad, who wanted to 
know if the government would sever diplomatic relations with a communist 
country if it had a bad impression of that country or vice versa. 

In answer to a question from Wan Ibrahim Wan Abdullah, the Hamim (Hizbul 

Muslimin Malaysia) member from Pasir Mas, the deputy foreign minister said 
that Malaysia did indeed have diplomatic relations with Cuba. 

And in answer to a question from the DAP (Democratic Action Party) member 
from Sandakan, Encik Fung Ket Wing, Encik Kadir said that the maintenance of 

diplomatic relations with communist states was consistent with Malaysia's non- 
aligned foreign policy. 

“Even so, the government definitely does not recognize illegal regimes that 
are established with the support of foreign armies, such as Kampuchea and 
Afghanistan, 

"The government does not encourage contact with the people of or visits to 

communist countries because of concern that unhealthy elements will use these 
contacts as an opportunity to act in a way that is not compatible with the 
security of our nation. 

“And the government does not approve of uncontrolled contact with the people 
of the People's Republic of China because of that nation's continuing support 
of the Communist Party of Malaya,” he added. 

5458 
CSO: 4213/264 
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MALAYSIA 

INVESTMENT CORPORATION ESTABLISHES PACIFIC REGION BRANCHES 

Kuala Lumpur BUSINESS TIMES in English 15 Aug 84 pl 

[Text] 

THE Malaysian Overseas 
Investment ration 

CSO 

(MOIC) has established 
seven branches in the Pa 
cific region as pari of its 
moves to invest in deve 
loping countries 

Prime Minister Datuk 
Seri Dr Mahathir Moha 
mad who disclosed this 
here tonight said the cor 
wr formed jointly 

13 companies in 
alaysia after his return 

from an official trip to 
South Pacific countries 
some time ago was mak 
ing satisfactory progress 
although it might be a bit 
slow in securing substan 
tial investments 

The corporation had 
also a joint ven 
ture agreement for the 
building of a multi-storey 
hotel in Suva and was in 
the process of negotiating 

for the development of « 
tourist ae in Papua 
New Guinea 
The Prime Minister 

was replying to quesiions 
raised during « dinner in 
his honour by the Ascan 
Australia Business Coun 
cil here 

4200/1026 

About 300 leading Aus 
tralian businessmen 

bankers and investors at 

tended the dinner at a ho 

tel 
He said the idea behing 

the setting up of the cor 
ation was to promote 
ter links with develop 

ing countries in the Paci 
fic region as well as in 
other parts of the world 
particularly in economic 
and trade matters 

“Although we are not an 

advanced country, we fee! 
we have certain expertise 
and experience and we 
can contribute to the de 
veloping countries in the 
region in the interests of 
both.” he said 
Datuk Seri Dr Ma 

hathir made it clear that 
it Was not the govern 
ment's intention to en 
courage the corporation 
to Invest in developed 
countries in the region 
such as Australia and 
New Zealand 
On his perception of 

Australia's cole in the 
Asia Pacific region. the 
Prime Minister said it 
was Malaysia's hope that 
being one of the two deve 
loped countries in the 

area. Australia could pro 
vide the guidance to less 
developed countries 
while providing a good 
market for the pr 5 
of these countries 

“If Australia is ready 
we will provide other sup 
porting industries and in 

this way both countries 
will gain in terms of cost 
benefits.” he said 

Datuk Seri Dr Ma 
hathir also answered 
questions on Malaysia's 
Look East policy, the pri- 
vatization concept and 
Australia’s future role 
with regerd to Asean 

To a question on 
whether he saw the possi. 
bility of Australia becom 
ing an Asean member one 
day. given the present un 
derstanding between Aus 
tralia and the regional 
geosenes. the Prime 

inister said be did not 
see the possibility of such 
a development 

“As it is now we have 
rejected applications 
from some developing 
countries in the region for 
membership of Asean ~ 
Kernama 



MALAYSIA 

ESTATE WORKERS TO BE BROUGHT IN FROM INDONESIA 

Kuala Lumpur BERITA HARIAN in Malay 18 Jul 84 p 4 

[Text] Employers and estate owners will not be faced with the problem of 
finding workers when the Department of Immigration begins accepting appli- 
cations from them for Indonesian workers. Applications will be accepted 
in the near future. 

When Datuk Abdul Jabid Mohd. Don, the director general of the Department of 
Immigation, was contacted today he said that a special committee is now 

drafting regulations on the admission of Indonesian workers to Malaysia and 
that the regulations should be completed before the end of the year. 

The regulations cover admission requirements, contractual obligations in 
Malaysia, qualifications that must be met, and place of employment. 

He said that an announcement will be made when the regulations are completed 
and that estate owners can then submit applications to the Department of In- 
migration. 

He said that each application will be carefully studied and that employers 
will be interviewed to ensure that the Indonesian workers they employ are 
treated fairly. 

The workers will be brought into Malaysia to work on estates, particularly 
oil palm and rubber estates. 

He said that the number of workers to be brought in will depend on existing 
needs and demand. 

As was explained in the House of Representatives last night, the orderly in- 
portation of Indonesian labor is intended to prevent them from entering the 
country illegally, he said. 

It is also intended to prevent the occurrence of undesirable situations, such 

as social problems and the oppression of workers, he added. 

With regard to the illegal entry of Indonesian workers, he said that the Immi- 

gration Department is making a continuous effort to overcome the problem. 



"Indonesian workers who are detained will be immediately sent back," he said. 

He added that last year some 16,000 Indonesian workers who entered the coun- 

try illegally were sent home. 

Beggars 

Datuk Abdul Jabid also said that the Smuggling Prevention Unit is continuing 

to improve security along the Thai-Malaysia border in order to prevent the 
entry of beggars from Burma. 

He said that the number of beggars entering Malaysia from that country was re- 
duced after security controls were tightened. 

The attitude of the Malaysian people is changing and they are no longer giving 

money to the beggars and are helping the government overcome the problem, he 
said. 

He also said that as of now the Immigration Department does not believe that 

any one group is responsible for bringing the beggars into Malaysia. 

5] 



MALAYSIA 

FORMER RELIGIOUS TEACHER DETAINED UNDER INTERNAL SECURITY ACT 

Kuala Lumpur BERITA HARIAN in Malay 18 Jul 84 p 1 

[Text] Ghazali bin Hasbullah, 43, who was once emploved by the government 
as a teacher of religion at Sungai Choh, Serendah, Selangor, was detained 

today under the Internal Security Act (ISA) on suspicion of making defama- 
tory statements capable of misleading the Muslim community. 

According to an announcement issued by Bukit Aman Police Headquarters this 
afternoon, CGhazali frequently preaches in Selangor, the Federal Territory 

and Perak but is not active in any political party. 

Ghazali was arrested early this morning at his house at Mile 3445, Jalan 
Kuala Kubu Baharu, Hulu Rasa, Selangor under Section 73 (1) of the ISA. 

This is the fourth arrest this month under the act. Three leaders of the 
Pas (Islamic Party) Youth Council were arrested early last week. 

Ghazali, who is better known as Ustaz [Religious Teacher] Ghazali, is from 
Sungai Sumun, Hutan Melintang, Teluk Intan, Perak and is a former teacher 

of religion. 

According to the announcement, the statements made by Ghazali created doubts 

among and misled the Muslim community. 

"The arrest was made as one means of preventing activities which can disrupt 
racial unity and harmony and also threaten public order and the security of 
the state,” the announcement said. 

On 9 May last Ghazali was arraigned before the Islamic Court in Ipoh on 
charges that he preached at the mosque in Kampung Manjoi Lama near Ipoh on 
20 April without the permission of the Perak Islamic Affairs Council. 

A trial date for that case has not yet been set. 

5458 
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MALAYSIA 

UNIVERSITY GRADUATES SHOULD CHANGE THEIR ATTITUDE 

Kuala Lumpur BERITA HARIAN in Malay 21 Jul 84 p 8 

[Editorial: “Unemployment Among University Graduates” ] 

[Text] The increase in the number of institutions of higher education in this 
country has resulted in an increase inthe number of graduates produced each 
year. It was formerly the case that persons who graduated with degrees were 
sought out by employers, but the situation is different now. Many graduates 
are no longer able to choose the jobs they want, nor should they be able to 
do so, for the time has come for them to adopt a realistic attitude toward 
the changing conditions in the working world. If they do not change their at- 
titude then it is they who will be faced with problems, or forced to remain 

jobless, and this too should not be. 

This was the message contained in remarks made yesterday by the new minister 
of education, Datuk Abdullah Ahmad Badawi, when addressing the House of Rep- 
resentatives on the subject of unemployment among university graduates. 

We must recognize that unemployment in this sector of the economy bears no 
relation to the degree an individual holds. University graduates must realize 
that some of them will be forced to remain jobless for some time, especially 
if they hope to find employment with the government. 

The situation of today's graduates would be quite different if they did not 
depend so greatly on the public sector in their search for employment. They 
should look on the education thay have received as a foundation that equips 
them to become pioneers in other sectors of employment. It would be better 
if they could go into business for themselves and use the knowledge they have 
acquired to create products needed by the public in daily life. 

Their predisposition to become administrative or diplomatic officers in the 
government or executives in the private sector must be completely eliminated. 

Like it or not, we are forced to follow the course of developed nations, where 

the system of higher education does not provide graduates with a passport to 
hunt for high positions. 



The authorities should not restrict the opportunity to enroll in universities 
even if their graduates who are unemployed. Rather, enrollment opportunities 

should be expanded so that the graduates that are produced will compete among 
themselves and thereby further develop their creative powers. Furthermore, 
a well-organized manpower planning program can reduce the number of graduates 
who are unemployed, but it would be impossible to eliminate unemployment in 
their ranks. 

5458 
CSO: 4213/264 



MALAYSIA 

NEW COCOA GRADING SYSTEM STARTS 

Kuala Lumpur BUSINESS TIMES in English 11 Aug 84 p 1 

[Article by Ahiruddin Attan] 

[Text ]} 

CSO: 

EXPORTS of Malaysian 
cocoa will soon command 
more inthe world 
market when the Stan. 
Gard Malaysian Cocoa 
‘sMC) echeme 
is lawne next week 
Minister of ure 
Encik Arwer bin Ibra 
him will officiate the cer 
emony to launch the SMC 
next y at Port 
Kelang's Cocos 
Centre 

With the scheme fully 
tn operation, the 
discrimination ainst 
Mala cocoa the 

market based on 
acidity and other wont 
considerations wou! 
have to be discontinued 

Presently Malaysian 
traded 

cifiecations in overseas 
market Hitherto it was 

as either “fair” or 
average” in quality 

This, together with the 
lack of standardised 

ading and ine 
-f Fae 

porters the prices or the 
markets they deserved 

The grading scheme 

4200/1026 
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lt was learnt that the 
giecing scheme had a! 
ready been activated ona 
trial basis in Peninsular 

ke i i 
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contro! diseases and 
pests such as cocoa moth 

sist in market produc 
tien Besides that, the 
board would monitor 
market development. 
price trends econo 
mic development that 
hed «a bearing on the 

Cocoa is Malaysia's 
sianth largest export 
earner and has been de : 
sty 4 | a5 3 2&3 
hi F i 000 hectares ‘ast 

. fepresenting an an 
increase of about 26 
cent over the pre 
decade pthi 



+ UBBER TRADE MISSION TO EAST EUROPE PLANNED 

Kuala Lumpur BUSINESS TIMES in English 11 Aug 84 p 1 

[Article by Hardev Kaur] 

[Text ] 

—_ Malaysian +0 bber 
* and Licensing 

Board (MRELB) is or 
ganising two rudber 
trade missions this year. 
one to Eastern European 
countries and th« cther to 

many. is scheduled to 
leave in early September 
while the second to 

Primary lndustries 
Minister Datuk Leong 
Khee Seong said the mis 
sion to East Asia com 
prising members from 
the trade and various 
government bedics 
would be led by MRELE 
chairman Datwh Ahmad 
Sabhi Jahidin 
The Minister pointed 

out that Eastern Europe 
had always been an im 

market for Ma 
yeian patural rubber 

In 1977, the USSR. Po 
land, Hungary and East 
Germany collectively 
im ed 150.943 tonnes 
or 9.1 per cent of total Ma 
laysian natura! rubber 

4200/1026 CSO: 

exporter However, this 
figure had dwindied to 
134.631 tonnes or 73 per 
cemt of total Malaysian 
natural rubber exports 
last year . 
Datuk said the 

average market share 
for Malaysian natura! 
rubber in these four coun 
tries had also gone down 
from 47 cent te 4 per 
cont Guring the came per 
jod due to aggressive 
competition from other 
countries 

As for the second mis 
sion Datuk Leong said 
that China had always 
been a “valued client” of 
Malaysia while Seuth 
Korea had become « ma 
jor consumer of Malay 
sian natura! rubber in re 
cemt years 
Japan. too, had in 

creased its offtake in 
1983. thus becoming an 
important customer of 
Malaysian natura! red 
ber 
The tota! direct exports 

of Malaysian natura! 
rubber to theese countries 
head inereased from 
196.900 tonnes of 119 per 
cent of total Malayveian 
natura! rubber ec aports in 

1977 to 280.000 tonnes or 

1s cent in 1943 
ewoves the average 

marbet share of Malay 
sian natural rubber to 
these countries had gone 
Gown from 415 per cent 
im 1977 to 36.9 per cent in 
1943. due also to ageres 
sive competition from 
Aher countries 
The main objective of 

the mission to these coun 
tries was to establish 
closer rapport with «a 
view to foster more dir 
ect trade and restore Ma 
laysian market share 

ht was hoped that a 
long term contract could 
be signed when the trade 
mission meets the Chin 
ese Nationa! Chemical 
Import and Export Cor 
poration in Beijing 
Datuk Leong added 

that the mission would 
also take the opportunity 
to thrash out some trade 
matters with the South 
Korean and Japanese 
consumers 

In a@dition to the ex 
port promotional activi 
ties to be undertaken by 
the Exporters Advisory 
Services (EAS) paratic! 
efforts would be made to 

MALAYSIA 

encourage sales on CIF 
terms and aiso the 

ater utilisation of Ma 
aes ocean ports 
hile there is indice 

thom that more Malaysian 
rubber was being export 
e@ direct to the con 
summers through increas 
ing weege of MRE 
contracts, most of the NRK 
exported. however. wer 
mainty seld on FOR 
termes 

Datuk Leong pointed 
out that the age! 
MRE sentciete wanll wn 
NK « s from Penin 
sular Malaysia had risen 
from 26.3 per cent im 1977 
te 412 per cent last year 
Exports of NR from Pen 
inevlar Malaysia on C4F 
terms accounted for 41 
per cent of total exports 
im 1977, falling to 16 
cent in 1941 incre to 
five per cent in 1983 

Exports on CIF terms 
peaked in 1978. account 
ang Cor 08.5 pee Ce 
tal exports. but since then 
its share had declined to 
only 39 per cent last 
year 



AUSTRALIA INTERESTED IN MALAYSIAN RUBBER GOODS 

Kuala Lumpur BUSINESS TIMES in English 10 Aug 84 pl 

[Text ] 

WHILE the werld a! 
ready looks to Malaysia 
for supplies of raw rub 
ber. a recent trade mis 
sion to Australia has 

manufactured rubber 

Ten loca! companies. 
ing & cross sec 

tion of the Malaysian 
rubber manufacturing 
sector, visited Sydney. 
Melbourne and Perth in 
June 

A statement released 
the Australian Senior 

rade Commissioner in 
Kuala Lumpur said it 
wes « fact mis 
sion to the Australian 
market for most of the 
companies For the Aus 
tralians, it provided them 
a valuable opportunity to 
seek information on the 
capabilities of the Malay 
sian rubber industry 

The deputy director of 
the Internationa! Trade 
Division, Ministry of 
Trade and Industry, En 
cikh Abdu! Aziz Kassim 

CSO: 4200/1026 

who led the Malaysian 
team, said the visit was 
to explore the term pro- 

ts in Australia for 
alaysia’s rubber based 

industries 

He said that judging by 
the response, there was 

at potential that could 
exploited Presently. 

Malaysia's share of the 
market was between two 
and three per cent and 
this could be increated to 
between 10 and 15 per 
cent 

Displays of product 
samples ranging from 
rubber components for 
the motor vehicles, tele 
communication, mining 
and manufacturing in 
@ustries to rubber canvas 
footwear, rubber gloves 
and floor tiles were held 
in the three cities 
The centres were fund 

ed through the Austra 
han Development Assis 
tance Bureau, which 
helps developing coun 
tries market their pro 
ducts in Australia 

MALAYSIA 



MALAYSIA 

SEOUL BECOMING MAJOR OIL CUSTOMER 

Kuala Lumpur BUSINESS TIMES in English 10 Aug 84 p l 

[Article by Adlin M. Zabri} 

[Text ] 

SOUTH Korea ofe of 

Asia's newly industria 
lised nation. is fast 
emerging as a major cus 
tomer for Malaysia's 
crude petroleum. Efforts 
are being made to diver 
sify its sources to reduce 

dependence on West 
Asian countries for oil 

Malaysia's commer 
cial attache in Eeoul, En 
cik Abdullah Sani Ba 
harin, told Business 

Times in Kuala Lumpur 
that last year, Malaysia 
supplied 34 per cent of to 
tal oi] imports to South 
Korea. In 1982, Malay 
sia s share was only 105 

per cent 

According to statistics 

published in the latest is 

suc of Korea Neware 
rice, South Korea im 

ported 6.4 million barrels 
of of! worth US$147.6 mil 

lion «M$431.4% million) 
from Malaysia during 
the first five months of 

this year 

CSO: 4200/1026 

This represented a 77 
per cent rise compared 
with the corresponding 
period last year when 
South Korea imported 15 

miilion barrels worth 

US$45.2 million from 
Malaysia, accounting for 
2.2 per cent of total oilim 

ports 

South Korea imported 
an estimated 42.7 million 

barrels of oil worth 

US$2.3 billion during the 
first five months of this 

year. Of this, 56 million 
barrels worth US$§1.5 bil 

lion were from West Asia 

The Malaysian export 

statistics do not mention 

South Korea as an im 

vworter of Malaysian oil 

his could be because the 

country imports Malay 
sian oi! through third 

countries such as Singa 

pore 

Malaysia's Statistics 
Department figures indi 
cate that during the first 
three months of this year 

Singapore was the lead 
ing importer with 902.115 
tonnes worth $514.5 mil 

lion, followed by Japan 

with 478.908 tonnes wort? 

$2727 million Thailand 

was next, taking 365.,64 
tonnes worth $2045 mil 

lion during the period 

It can be assumed that 
South Korea will undou 

tediy become a major im 

porter of Malaysia's oi! 
the others bein Japan 

US. Singapore, Thailand 
New Zealand, Philip 
pines and Australia En 
cik Abndullah San! 

agrees that the South 

Korean market provides 
great potential for 
Malaysia to di -ersify its 

market outicts ip oi! 

The move to increase 

oil imports from Malay 
sia was in line with the 

South Korean govern 

ments desire to reduce 

dependence on West 

Asian oil The b vern 

cil import diversi ments 

fication efforts would 

continue until a wider 

spectrum of oil resources 
were available to the na 

tion 

Nevertheless, the in 

crease should be of some 

interest to the local petro 

leur industry especially 

since the South Korean 

energy import bill for 
this year was expected to 

US$6 9 billion 

(M$i15.47 billion). a rise of 

34 per cent over last 

year s expenditure 

In addition, the depen 
dence ratio on imports of 

forcign energy resources 
wasr Kpecte d to increase 

79 9 per cent by 1986, 847 

per cent bv 1991 and 91.5 

per cent by the year 2001 

Apart from petroleum, 

South Korea's domesti 

demand for lique fied pe 

troieum gas LPG and 

liquefied natural gas 

(LNG) was « xpect q to 

rise steeply im the late 

1] SAL he 
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REPORTAGE ON LABOR PARTY ANNUAL CONFEREN . 

BK110130 Melbourne Overseas Service in Eneli Mf . 
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New Party President's Views 

BKO71134 Hong Kong AFP in English 0641 GMT 7 Sep 84 

[Text] Wellington, 7 Sep (AFP)--New Zealand's ruling Labour Party started 
its annual conference here today and seems set to endorse government policy 

banning visits from nuclear warships. The party's new president, 
Margaret Wilscn, said in a television interview last night that the policy 

Was not negotiable as “it was arrived at after many years of debate and 
discussion." 

Moderates within the party support the ban on visits by nuclear armed and 

nuclear powered warships but want New Zealand to remain in the ANZUS alliance 

with Australia and the United States. ANZUS is not specially mentioned in 

any of the conference documents although several hard-liners among the 

900 delegates are demanding big changes in New Zealand's defence commitments. 

One motion called for the withdrawal of all New Zealand troops based in 

Singapore, while another aimed at the U.S. calls for New Zealand to withdraw 

from all military exercises involving nuclear powers. Nearly 1,500 troops 
from New Zealand, the United States and Australia will take part in a major 

exercise in New Zealand next month. 

Prime Minister David Lange will discuss nuclear disarmament when he meets the 

foreign ministers of al] the nuclear powers at the United Nations later this 

month. Mr Lange said today he had arranged the meetings to explain that his 

government's policy was anti-nuclear not anti-American. 

CSO: 4200/1044 



BISHO? 5- BL SINESSMEN’ > ON} ERI vel ‘ Mi rikils » if 

Cebu City VISAYAN HERALD in Enclish 2 u 7. , 4 

[Text] Manile, Philippiaes (AP)-- roup of businessmen an 

leaders asked President lTerdinand L. ‘arcos t« ire military 

sponsibl Lor protectin; assassinated Beni re AG s " 

include armed forces c 

e 

whould 

orti ial ré 

icatec the 

nie! rEli« Fabiar . er. 

In a letter dated Jul’ hut released onl’ friday, the is inessmen's 

conference told liarcos the dismissal of the oificia ilong wit toe repeal ol 

some of his martial law decree: will co a say towar le! in the mount- 

ing tension in our land. 

ine aseociation saic that irrespective oi a: Sidi liitar lvement in 

the él, 1933 assassination, the olticial remove ecause < 

tei ross incompetence in preventi the nxiiil Aquino uncer military 

wuard nad caused Filipino mtoic sulferin ermined t ountry’ 

economic and political stabilit: 

Ihe letter was sircned y Lour ist le rodis lime in a } roni- 

nent lianila sinessmen, includi ircos rhe tr inister Vicente 

ratern “ 0) Laan € Uj} the ad »\ Latioys ? e( t © itte > 

Aquino was shot in Che ' the a atter ler rresté it the 

Manila international Airport of j retur r t e. ear intar 

exile in the Lnitec State 

ihe government clains he wa ot aco ist tar } e] j 

mec late! liled by soiciers. juino’ i , ‘ kille 1 soldier 

in an allexe ilicary conspir;ra to ri AT t nzest ti i] 

rival. 

A .a@rcos-appointed board investisating the as i t ‘ ‘ t i 

near i) ‘% and is © xX} ectea < atiti tii e it ii ‘ [ ; t- ee 

Attached to the letter wa } stronger versi ‘ i the 

assoO Latior ; . ©enerai a 1 ia in 4 té¢ ‘ t ‘ | 

‘e4 ls 
jit ACiaiS military < 



While the aviation security command (AVSECOM) was given that task, the as- 

sociation noted that AVSECOM was directly under Ver. ‘The commander is re- 

sponsible for what unit does or fails to do,” the resolution said. 

It added that it is only after the military officials are fired that ‘the 

people's confidence in responsible military leadership can be restored and the 
people's faith in the government's sense of justice be prevented from bein 
seriously eroded.” 

Vicente Barrios, a bank president and a member of the association's executive 

committee, said in an interview the resolution was sent to Marcos only last 

month because the committee wanted to wait until after the May elections and 

it also took some time to reword the original resolution, which made no refer- 

ence to Ver. 

He said it was only coincidental that copies of the association's letter to 
Marcos were released to the press three days after the first anniversary of 

Aquino's death. he said they did not make an earlier disclosure “for reasons 

of protocol and courtesy.’ 

“We have not received any response and after a month and a half we thought 
now would be a good time to let the public know," Barrios added. 

CSO: 4200/1035 



BULLETIN TODAY PUBLISHES SALONGA ARTICLE ON OPPOSITION 

Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 24, 26, 30, 31 Aug 84 

PHILIPPINES 

[Series of articles by Jovito R. Salonga, Liberal Party president: “The State 

of the Democratic Opposition; a View of the Future”) 

24 Aug 84 p 7) 
-_ 

[Text } 

MAY 14, 1984 
elections only 

served to confirm 
a!) exasting amor 
leaders of the demucre 
tc Opposition As stated 
earler, « wae hoped 
thet theee whe hed 
signed the document. 
entitled “A Call for 

a 

Hl Bi 
Bt if 
is 7 

cereeertay etl sat fre lta (taall : B 
; i tl 

F F fit 

CRERFESSEENS EES EE eta fart Init bsfete i ; : 
meeting that te elec 

tions would only give 
the US Government. 

| | 
tion Given Marcos’ 
Stubborn imaistence to 

cling t his euthonte 
Man powers deapite his 
election “setback.” the 
boyootters could be cor 
rect im contending that 
the new Batasan would 
not be tao different from 
the old. except that 
there «= now « bugger 

representation of the 

terronem thet marred 
the elections more 
repedly eroded the leg) 
tomecy of the regime 

then « brveott ehich 

hed it been erdely 

adopted eould have 

Ht 4 . i 
id 2 

+ 
Ff fl 

§ ; ¢ 
tis A 



and viebility of the Mar 
cos regime 
How shout the ore 

Betanen’ 
Ameng the Oppor 

tron in the nee Be taser 
there are undoubted» 
theee eho fee! thet the 
leadership of the demo 
cretec Oppoertron has 
been tranalerred to their 
hands by virtue of the 
mandate of the people in 
thew respective areas 
In ther wire. perhaps. 
the situs of Oppasrtion 

how mm the 
Betasan The validity of 
the wee will depend 
lees on the tithe of 
“Assemblyman” then on 
the function end accom. 
pliehments of the 
Assembly as « whole. 
the conduct and per- 
formance of the Oppum- 
trom their readiness and 
capacity to fulfil! thew 
pre election promises 

and their ebility to 
translate the sepire 
tions of our people into 
conctete realities If the 
Betasan prover & be 
tenthless i ©!) cease 

[26 Aug 84 p 7] 

| Text) 
On ite pert, the 

ceTERT TERE ea eal ee 

inepire bope end our 
people sill probebly 
look for lesderehip 
teyond ste halle Ind- 
vidual performance and 
thehevrour e:l! shape 
the proples peroepion 
of the Opperiticon a 6 
whole Uf they refuer & 
yorld Uneur allegiance lo 
Marcos and turn ewny 
from indefensible co > 
promise. they could 

prove to many sheptices 
that the Batasen w no 
honger the rubter stamp 
t uaed to be On the 
other hand ff « goud 
number o Opposition 
representatives om the 

Betesen elloe them. 
arlves to be corrupted. 
intimidated or carroed 
by the Marcos regime. 
they would te « pathetic 
mght indeed As stated 
im Our recent pre- 
election ane! yee 

Tees would be 

quired to take they cath of 

lovely to the marnal low 

Conmstuenon mined & 

Mele arang f , steie 

fun noms end other an 
sees ened end Gained 

rule” In 1978. & wae 
alee be ‘Laurel! @he 
“euggeetad te President 
Marcoe to creete ean 
umbrelie organization 
to incerporele rucal 
parties euch as Laurel + 
NP The umbrelle came 
to be known af the 

KEL” (MM. Jone 
1984) Yeiguer de 

Leader of the Oppeertron 
' “Were practically 
brothers ~ (Thed | 

Whether the couse of 
the entire Oppmervon on 
the Phuloppenee ool! be 
promoted of aerourly 

damaged by the wet of 

deep interiacking rele 

Lonahipe @& important 

in Philopprne pei rtecal 
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SL nla VE i STICES SVL LLITARY Vee PCO’s 

Quezon City ANC PAHAYAGANG MALAYA in Eaglish 31 Aug 34 pp 1, 2 

[Article by Antonio Nodena! 

[Text] Two senior justices of the Supreme Court yesterday scolded the military 
for continuing to hold as prisoner by Presidential Commitment Order (PCO) 

people whose subversion charces have been disrissed by the courts. 

Justice Claudio Teehankee and Justice Vicente Abad-Santos said that an aceuit- 

tal by the courts should result in immediate release from prison of an accused, 

recardless of a standins PCO. 

ihe two most senior justices of the liirh Tribunal held that the President does 

not have a constitutional power to continue to put in jail a man already found 

not suilty of charges by the judiciary. 

Teehankee and Abad-Santos issued the opinion in dissent over the dismissal of 

a petition for writ of habeas corpus tor spouses Aristeces and Laura Sarmiento 

on the sround of it being moot and academic, since the two have actually al- 

ready been released trom jail. 

The Sarmientos were arrested by plainclothes rilitary men on Oct. 9%, 1952 in 

Gumaca, Quezon for allered subversion and as allesed members of the New People's 

Army. On Oct. 27, 1962, the Constabulary ot a PCO tor the Sarmientos, tor- 

feitins their richt to bail even when “rs. Sarmiento was at that tine prernant. 

ihe Sarmientos were charced before the courts for subversion on “arch 31, 

1953, but alter a lenet trial on “arch 15, 1954 the tudce dismissed the case 

arainst then tor lack of evicence. 

In the dismissal. the trial » even chided the militarw for ite failure to 

show a shred of evidence s)owin an irmientos’ ae subweresives, despite the 

i blw efficient tatellicence networ' of the armed forces. 

Despite the acquittal, however, the military refused to release the Sarnientos 

on the crowed tat since tw are vel e] mer a , onl tt rresicent 

can orcer their release. 



Abad-Santos, who, despite his dissent, was assicned to write the majority opina- 

lon, saic that the court should noc have dismissed but resolved once and for 

all the ineffectiveness of a PCO once an accused has been acquitted. 

Abad-Santos said that the military authorities acted in cavalier fashion in 

assessing the evidence asainst the Sarmientos which proved ‘so worthless that 

it dic not even have to be refuted in court. The whole process, from arrest 

to their continued detention under PCO, was a serious affront to their liber- 

ties, he added. 

leehankee said that the Court should rule squarely “on the funcamental issue 

of the effect of a decision of acquittal upon a PCO, and to hold that a verdict 
of acquittal entitles the accused to his liberty despite the PCO.” 

Justice Felix Makasiar, while agreeing with the majority, suggested that the 

military should look into “whether the President was deceived into issuing the 

PCO, and who initiated the arrest of the couple without supporting evidence. 

This is the second time that the Court dismissed a writ of habeas corpus case 

on grounds of being moot and academic without ruling with finality on the PCO 

effect on the acquittal of an accused. 

Earlier last Aug. 17, the court dismissed a habeas corpus petition of Renato 

Canete since his subversion charses had been dismissed and he has been released 

by the military. 

In that case, Abad-Santos and Teehankee were joined by Justice Aneurt ina 

‘Melencio-Nerrera and Justice Lorenzo Relova in calling for a tinal ruling that 

would establish the standards that once a case has been filed in court, the 

President and the military no longer have control and the case becomes a [full 

judicial concern. 

Chiet Justice Enrique Fernando, who did not take part in the Sarmiento case, 

but wrote the resolution on the Canete case, was quoted by the other justices 

in his position that “if and when a formal complaint is presented the court 

steps in and the executive steps out...t'.e detention ceases to be an executive 

and becomes a judicial concern.’ 

Teehankee said that for the military to insist on a right to hold prisoner a 

man already acquitted by the courts because of a PCO is a subversion of the 

independence’ of the judiciary and abrogates the constitutional allocation and 

separation 0. powers. 

CSO: 4200/1066 



MUSLIN LEADERS TO OPT FOR SECESSION IN LIEU OF CIVIL WAR 

PHILIPPINES 

Quezon City ANG PAHAYAGANG MALAYA in English 23 Aug 84 pp 1, 2 

[Article by Dennis Fetalino] 

{Text } 

If the country enters as 

sete of 0 6 cow) «war, the 

Muslim population wil 

not participate. a will 

secede and bwald its own 

Moro nation 

Ths warning was 

aged >) fiwe Muslun 

leaders who met the 

press Sunday night, even 

as they decreed the fast 

deterwration of the eco 

nomy. and what the 

called “the loomarg cer- 

tainty of national frag 

mentation — 

They maintained that 

uniess nationa! reunfice 

tion uw achtweved and civil 

war has become certam 

the Muslin people will 

“seeert) = 6the)=—=— hstorecal 

identity of the Moro 

nation and wil] mot take 

part in the conflict, ins 

tead they will wage they 

own “secessionsst war” 

“A Chretun-Musiom 

cenfrontation el be an 

reversible pount and oil 

push us to pursue our 

quest to build out own 

nation. they aon 

They. howewer, made 

cleat ‘heg intentron to 

peace with thew 

brothers and 

make 

( Wieteen 

to do 

avoud the terrifying con 

sequence of 

dusu tty 

“We are appealiirg to 

4200/ 1046 CSO: 

thew Pest to 

national 

Presdent Marcos’ sense 

of patriotism to engage 

us mm a peaceful du- 
logue,” they added 
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PHILIPPINES 

LAWYER DENIES CONNECTION WITH TERRORIST GROUP 

Quezon City ANG PAHAYAGANG MALAYA in English 25 Aug 84 pp 1, 2 

{Text} Lawyer Jejomar (Jojo) Binay yesterday laughed off military claims that 
he is a ranking officer of the Gerilya Anakpawis sa Kalunsuran (GAK), an 
urban guerilla group which the military identified as “a third fundamental 
Marxist terrorist group.” 

Binnay said his only association with Dr. Nemesio Prudente, alleped head of 

the group, is that the latter was his god-father when he was married. 

Binay said he is defending Dr. Prudente in court, as part of his commitment as 
merber of the Movement of Attorneys for Brotherhood, Integrity and Nationalism, 
Inc. (Mabini). 

The Mabini lawyer's name came up, as two labor organizers who had been missing 
since early this month surfaced the other day in the hands of the military as 

suspected members of the new terrorist group. 

Another ‘suspected terrorist," Rodolfo C. del Rosario visited the Malaya of- 

fice with his wife and daughter yesterday to denounce the armed forces press 

release quotiny chief of staff Gen. Fabian C. Ver as linking him with the 
underground group. 

Del Rosario, 48, director for organization of the National Association of Trade 
Unions (Natu) and chairman of the ad hoc committee of the Alyansa ng Lakas np 

Aping Bayan (Alb) said the military allegations of his being a ‘leading person- 
ality’ of the People's Liberation Movement-People's Liberation Army (PLM-PLA) 
and the anakpawis "is baseless and smacks of an attempt to discredit open and 

legal organizations." 

Del Rosario said the military must have been angered because he is a dissenter 

although he is involved in a legitimate labor federation which militantly de- 
fends workers’ rights. 

Alab, on the other, is an organization “motivated by a sincere desire to pro- 
mote and protect the hishest interest of the great masses of our people, he 
pointed out. Del Rosario denied having known the suspected terrorists nabbed 
by the military, although he has known Dr. Prudente, having met him during his 

two-year detention after the president suspended the privilege of the writ of 
habeas corpus in 1971. 

CSO: 4200/1046 



MEDIA, SUSPECTS AFP DOWNPLAYS ILOCOS NPA ACTIVITIES 

PHILIPPINES 

Quezon City ANG PAHAYAGANG MALAYA in English 26 Aug 84 ppl, 6 

[Article by Larry V. Sipin] 

[Text } 

LAOAG CITY — Print 
and broadcast media re 

porters here suspect that 

local military authorities 

may be ddiberately down- 
playing the extent of 

dusident activities) im 

liocos Norte to project a 
very peaceful image of 

the President's home pro 

vince 

They based thew sus 

picion on denials and 

news blackouts imposed 

by military officials at 

Camp Juan, here, on dis- 

sident sightings and en- 

counters between ~overn- 

ment troopers and rebel 

forces 

Last week, Col. Arse- 
nio Paredet, locos Norte 
provincial commander, 

denied a story which local 

newsmen said was based 

on official military re- 

ports 

Pare dias issued a public 

denial on a news report 

that aconstabulary troop- 

er was killed Aug 13 by 
six heavily armed men, 

“believed to be New Peo- 

ple’s Army (NPA) ter- 

ronsts”, who attacked a 

PC detachment stationed 

near a P67-million mini- 

hydro project in Agua 

CSO: 4200/1046 

Grande, Pagudpod, some 
80 kilometers north of 

Laoag City. 
The incident was re- 

ported by the Philippine 
News Agency (PNA) and 
the Office of Media Af- 
fairs (OMA), both gow 
ernment informaion arms. 

The reports identified 

the casualty as constable 

first class Robert Castillo 
of Binmaiey, Pangasinan. 

Local newsmen said 
that earlier, PC authorities 
also imposed « one-week 

news blackout onthe kill- 

ing of four men, later 

identified as NPA ele- 

ments by Recom I com- 
mander Gen. Victorino 
Adata, in a raid conduct- 
ed by militery operatives 

at ateach-ir +s Barangay 

Ester, Vintar. — 
At tne same time, some 

local newsrnen complained 
that they cannot get details 

On reports coniing from near- 
by Batac last week on the 
alleged capture of four NPA 
members posing as tobacco 
traders. 

A veteran local reporter 
disclosed that the president 
of the locos Norte mayor's 

league recently asked PC 
suthorities to  ectablish 
check points in towns loca- 

73 

ted at the fringes of Dacos 
Norte mear the Kalinge 
Apayeo, Abra and Cagayan 

bowndarss in wew of te 

ports that disudents have 
launched) masuve = rectuit- 

ment drives 

Mayors keague prewméent 

Leonardo Velaxo of Bacarra 

town asked the constabulary 

command to strengthen 

check points in Dooos Norte 
border town, inch dig 
Pagudpud, Adama Burgos 
Badoc, Solsona and Nueva 
Era the newsman said 

Another local officwal 
vice mayor Rogdio Beneme- 
fito of Pagudpud, was also 
reported to have asked for 
edditional PC check-point 
at the provincid borders to 

Sop the entry of dissent 

elements 

The widerpread fear is 
that rebels displaced by &- 
tensive military operations in 

Kalinga Apayeo, Abra and 
Cagayan might be finding 
mafnctuary in Pocos Norte 

lf cil officials § ave 

worried on the extent of di» 

adent activities, military of- 
ficia) should be doubly 
worried because the task of 
mainvaining peace and or- 

der in primarily in thei 

hands, the newanen said 

The military, however, 

maintasns tne position 

that Tlocos Norte is very 

peaceful 



AFP BUSTS LEYTE NPA NETWOR: 

Manila BULLETIN TODAY IN English 30 Aug 84 pp i, 1! 

[Text | The military reported yesterday the busting of the communications 

and collection network of the New People’s Army (NPA) in Leyte with the 

arrest of suspected rebels manning three mobile checkpoints and the seizure 

of 10 light submachineguns. 

Brig Gen Salvador P. Mison, regional unified command (RUC) No & mnaandsr, 

reported to Gen Fabian C. Ver, Armed Forces chief ol farti, that a pecial 

counter-insurgency task force conduct: i series of raids on three adjacent 

barangays in the area. The task force is led by Col Domingo Rio. 

Mison said that a couple identified as Mr and Mrs Antonio Canabe were first 

caught by surprise manning a communicat io: network in sitio Ugpong, 

Agustin, Jaro, Leyte. 

A follow-up raid in barangay San Pedro of same town resulte in the arrest 

of five persons who reportedly yielded four submachine gun 

They were identified as Franc i >< ilv iaor . il le ‘;* | Ss <¢ re tary OT rhe ‘ { 

farmers’ committee; Gloria Salvado, alleged head of the NPA women’ 

organizing committee; Eduardo Salvado, Edgardo Batucan, and Ernesto Batucan, 

all alleged members of the local NPA party bran 

Soldiers seized from the suspects a list of members in the area, financial 

records, and several documents, the report said. 

Mison's reports said six other suspected rebels were arrested in another 

raid in sitio Kapitohan, barangay San Pedro, Jaro, Leyte. 

They were identified as Apolinario Badilla, alleged member of the NPA tiger 

squad; Simplicia Badilla, alleged head of the committee on finance of the 

local party branch; Venerado Barazaga, Francisco Florendo, Henry Oliveros, 

and Romulo Aure, all alleged members of the NPA party branch. 

CSO: 4200/1025 



PHILIPPINES 

FIVE NPA SUSPECTS KILLED IN AGUSAN DEL NORTE GUNFIGHT 

Davao City THE MINDANAO MIRROR-BULLETIN in English 20-26 Aug 84 pp 1, 7 

[Excerpt ] 

CSO: 

Five suspected members of the 
New People’s Army were killed 
in in hour-long gunbattle with 

government troops at barangay 
Concepcion, Cabadbaran, Agu- 

san del Norte, Friday morning. 

Brig. Gen. Madrino C. Muftoz. 

commander of the 10th reg oral 
unified command, said the slain 
terrorists were members of a 20. 
man band which tried to sam. 
bush army soldiers condutra; 
Clearing operation in that baran. 

8*y 
Mufoz also said two soldiers 

were wounded in the attack 
As the terrorists band took up 

defensive positions in a cave, the 
troops fired back, killing five of 

‘the terrorists. 
They dispersed towards diffe- 

rent directions and left behind 
military uniforms and ammuni. 
tons 

Traces of blood indicated that 
the enemy suffered heavy casual. 

‘ties but managed to evacuate 
itherm. 

In another development, mem- 
bers of a scout ranger company 
were reported to have engaged 
a group 30 fully armed commu. 
nist guerillas in two  firefights 
shortly before midnight Friday. 

The first encounter occured at 

about 10:45 P.M. when four 
communist guerillas engaged the 

soldiers in a brief gunbattle. 

4200/1022 
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‘monsada, 

As the military pursued, they 
encountered a bigger band at 
about 11:50 P.M. 

There were no report 
of casualties on both 

sides. However, govern- 

ment troops recovered a 
hand grenade and several 

supplies left behind by 
the terrorists who escaped 

under cover of darkness. 
Meanwhile, the regional 

trial court Butuan started 
hearing the subversion 

charges filed by the mili- 
tary against three ranking 
communist leaders in north- 
ern Mindanao. 

Accused of subversion were 
Nido Nabong, alleged chairman 
and secretary of the northeastern 
Mindanao Regional Party Com- 
mittee (NMRPC), Isabelo Re. 

vice secretary, and 
Florentino Branzuela, second 

vice chairman. 
The three were arrested on 

March 4 by the police at baran- 
gay Camagong, Nasipit, Agusan 
del Norte. 

Remonsada carried a 50,000 
pesos prize for his capture. 

(PNA) 
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‘ [ficiais said that a repetition ft the NPA attack wii rompt a st 
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in Negros Uccidental 

: , . os . 
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mn. ‘ — 
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a : , , jas ¥ : ¥ ; ihe rebels toox along the scnooi driver and a 0 ent OF if wostage 

before withdrawing trom the area. [hey also tiled with P10OO,0 worth of 
TTL... + 7.1, ; “~¢ ] ¢ ] i A 
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General Cites NPA Cane 

Davac City PEOPLE'S DAILY FORUM in English 16 Aug 84 pp 1, 10 

[Text | 

DAVAQ) CITY ls Bars bore an uncanny resem >iance t publs mend om what to bebeve 

Mandug fallhng mteo te \andug “Chor foret task «@ to seperate the 

ands He ached all sectors of soceety gram trom the chaff. tects team 

Sire t Lm ls to help government bring samits ben arsay - he explained 

(satue, fr regroma! comet abwiers hack to the termes Tan4ostue tard undwe frat 

mmander cited the dang He mentromed the trequencs was spewed by Cotmneces csagyr 

vesterdas ehen be bared that of armed encounter, terrormt tas tatong terroret strength nearly 

the Teatte Ma 1" ~wles ef@ stron ower the past tee (2) vrs poo «0 We kawe enough data & 

rf angen destruct os the and the recent dusarmung of ek shoe that the armed grewp " 

' hw tace +> \ ce w« ‘ut boame defense vooun omiy sommehere beteeen 30 t 

P Arm, and the Barges = teers a 
Mf Arn In the samme breath, Tan4eatee As of presstume, hall of = the 

rt s Neca veces . coed that the eucletary had epers evaceres placed at 130 tarnelers 

‘ ‘ a : od 2 wet atteem drive m Beira sere reported tt have pone 

‘ " ; . gucted Miandug, where an eve hy one 

i amd -— one cuatron was tregered last Sat Even as the armed = mer 

ive tt - is Nex r. wrday by am emedentited arm temed the threat of a weer oe 

; Sem can car 2 Dame : " Tam4eatwe sad sth 

pntatoon at the cutshurts of Leitist agitators were blamed — Kegvonal Command w prepared 

"eS scenee 6 : 7 hor the comfwesan regneng om the ' embrace ter reets back nt 

the folds of the low | Ai 

Armed Group Threatens barangsy Captain 

ava ity THE MINDANAO DAILY MIRROR in English 16 Aug 3 pp i, % 

‘Article by Ram Maxey! 

= ve 

,ext Let your barangay aptain come out in the open so we can sein his 

alive:” 

That threat was shouted from the Tugbok district side of the river that 

separates its communities of Uyon Uno and Uvon Dos from barangay Mandugz, 

Buhangin district, this city, one night last week. The shouted threat 

reportedly came from a member of a armed group sasquerading as the Bangsa 

Moro Army (BMA) ‘rebel returnees’. 

The object of their threat, Mandug barangay captain Alex Orcullo, has since 

then, on the advice of friends and relatives, evacuated to the city poblacion 

as 4 precautionary measure, according to Mandug councilwoman Linda M. Berdos 

yesterday when interviewed by !t’ LRROR. 

Hundrede of residents have in the past week evacuated from Mandug and adja- 

cent communities, such as Uyon Ono, Uvon Dos and Tigatto in the wake of a 

sudden appearance upon the scene of armed elements identifying themselves 

as ‘rebel returnees’ who were once membors of the secessionist group called 

Bangsa Moro Army (BMA). 







Columist Plays Down Publicity 

Davao City PEOPLE'S DAILY FORUM in English 17 Aug 84 pp 2, 8 

(Commentary by Tony Vn. Figueroa in the “Footprints” colum: “The Mandug 
Revolt”) 

[Text) It looks as if everything’ about the celebrated Mandug evacuation is 

big: a lot of journalists are playing up the theme with gusto to the 

consternation of the military officials. Its proportion, in fact, has 

outgrown the controversial hamletting in Asuncion and the murder-slay at 

Buhangin. 

For a time, we have been hearing so such about Mandug. Specially the 
Tigatto-Mandug-Callawa strip, we were told by informers that, as early 

as 1975, it has become a critical area for both the ailitary and the rebels. 

Although the military will not openly admit the existence of a critical zone 
in the area, banana firm workers and security guards in the area are one in 

mind that if the situation there is not given the necessary check, it might 

break the proverbial camel's back. 

wr concrete observation about Mandug needs enough reading from the military 
themselves. Since the infamous killing of barangay captain Panlilio many 

years ago, more and more people have succumbed to bullets. Nobody really 
knows until when this condition will continue. 

\s a refresher, almost all chief security guards of Lapanday development 

corporation, a banana plantation, had been killed. In fact, the latest to 

fall was a retired chief security also; he was killed only about three 

weeks ago. 

It is interesting to note that the activity of the rebels coincides with 

their “agew-armas”™ plan. Most of those who were felled were either lav 

enforcers, or men who had firearms. 

Despite the critical condition abounding the Mandug area, it is also worth 

knowing that it is in this place that Marines can roam with lesser risk. 

This is because the rebels do not want to have a head-or collision with these 

fine soldiers. The information we got noted that rebels in the area find 

fighting the Marines a useless struggle because it might end up with the 

masses fully supporting the cause of the government. 

Why this concept has evolved is simple. Marines have been consistent 

civic-minded soldiers, and their main motive in pursuing these activities is 

to bring back the populace closer to the people. If the rebels strike at 
them, the anti-government forces fear that they will lose hold of the masses 

in return. 

Although we have been to the area only twice, any visitor can immediately 

feel the kind of condition the place is into. Seldom do people talk about 

anything but work. They do not want to interfere, much less be dragged and 

accused of being a rebel or a government informer. In short, they are playing 

safe. 
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PHILIPPINES 

MUSLIM LEADERS URGE ISLAMIC WORLD TO HALT MARCOS AID 

Cecu City VISAYAN HERALD in English 21 Aug 84 pp 1, 4 

[Text] Manila, Philippines (AP)--A group of Filipino Moslem leaders called 
for a military withdrawal from Moslem areas on Southern Mindanao island and 

urged the Islamic World to stop aiding President Ferdinand E. Marcos regime. 

In a statement, the group condemned the intensified military operations against 
Moslem separatist rebels in Mindanao, saying this “merely hardens the convic- 

tions of Moslem leaders" agitating for the establishment of a separate Moslem 
republic on the island, located 500 miles (800 kms) south of Manila. 

The military has claimed killing 92 insurgents of the separatist Moro National 
Liberation Front (MNLF) in a two-week-long air and ground offensive in Lanao 

del Sur province. It listed government casualties as seven dead and 15 

wounded. 

But a member of group, Abul Khayr Alonto, disputed the government figures. 
Alonto, a former MNLF commander who surrendered in 1978, told reporters he 

has just visited Lanao del Sur and reports he gathered from area, including 
from MNLF sources, put rebel losses at only seven dead and military casualties 
at more than 100 killed. 

Alonto said 32 civilians had been killed in military bombings and strafing of 
some villages and that "from 5,000 to 10,000" inhabitants had fled their homes 
to nearby Cotabato province. 

The groups joint statement was issued at a news conference in the name of 15 

Moslem leaders, led by former Sen Namintal Tamano who attended the conference. 
The 15 are considered to be moderate elements in the Filipino Moslem community. 

The groups statement blamed the country's political and economic difficulties 

on the "arrogant posture of President Marcos" whom they accused of ignoring 
demands for genuine reforms. 

"We call upon the world Moslem community to desist from any and all acts that 
would contribute to the propping up of the Marcos dictatorship and to exert 

its moral influence to prevail upon the Marcos regime to resort to peaceful 
persuasion, rather than brute force, in the solution of domestic problems," 

the statement said. 

86 



The statement did not specify what kind of assistance to the Marcos govern- 

ment should be stopped. Two leading members of the Islamic world, Saudi 

Arabia and Indonesia, supply the Philippines with oil. 

Alonto, replying to question, accused the military of using “napalm and 
chemical bombs" in Moslem villages. But he could not provide evidence to 

support his claim. He said he was willing to escort reporters to villages 
where he said the chemicals were used. 

Defense Minister Juan Ponce Enrile has denied the military is using napalm 
or chemicals in Mindanao saying the government has no such weapons. 

The MNLF spearheads a 12-year-oli revolt for Moslem self-rule in Mindanao. 

More than 60,000 people are estimated to have died in the rebellion. 

CSO: 4200/1022 
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PHILIPPINES 

AFP OFFICER LINKS NPA GROWTH TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT FAILURES 

Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 13 Aug 84 p 12 

[Article by Tony Pe Rimando] 

[Text ] 

CSO: 

DIPOLOG CITY — 
The growing strength 
of the New People’s 
Army in the rural com- 
munities of Zamboan- 
ga del Norte has been 
attributed by a rank- 
ae military comman- 
der to alleged failure of 
local officials to bring 
the government closer 
to the people. 

Lt. Col. Benjamin 
Samonte, commanding 
officer of the ist com- 
= infantry batta- 

said pen oe NPA has 
succeeded in streng- 
thening its mass base 
of supporters and sym- 
pathizers because 
many provincial and 
municipal officials 
“have not been making 
contact or dialogue 
with their constituents 
in the rural areas.” 
Samonte told the 

Mindanao Observer, a 
local crusading news- 

4200/1013 

weekly, that the in- 
surgency problem and 
“prevailing atmos- 

phere of unrest” in the 
province has its politic- 
al roots. 

The Army officer 
noted that local politi- 
cal leaders, like pro- 
vincial and municipal 
officials, seldom if 
ever, visit and meet 
with their own people 
especially those in far- 
flung communities. 

Samonte pointed out 

that ifonly local e 
tives, who are 
posed to be the bes 
link of the government 
to the people, had 
shown more concern 
and compassion for the 
people's needs and 

88 

NPA could not have 
succeeded easily in 
sowing the seed of dis- 
content in the pro- 
vince.” 

The battalion com- 
mander bewailed the 
popular claim among 
some local officials 
that the insurgency 

in the Zam- 
peninsula “is a 

no-win situation.” 

implemented 
effectively alone by the 
military. The cam- 
paign, he added, is the 
concern also of civilian 
officials as well as the 
people themselves 
since the two groups 
are the ones directly 
as by the prob- 
em. 



COLUMNIST ON ‘SUGGESTION’ IN BOSWORTH REMARKS 

Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 13 Aug 84 p 6 

[Article by Orlando F. Aquino: 

[Excerpt ] 

CSO: 4200/1013 

HE delay in the approval by the 
International Monetary Fund 
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"That Filipino Capital Abroad"] 
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PHILIPPINES 

BUSINESS TASK FORCE REPORTS FOREIGN EXCHANGE RATE STABILIZATION 

Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 13 Aug 84 p 20 

[Text ] The foreign ex- 

Concepcion In 
tries president Raul T. 

: 3. 3 2 i 
have likewise stabil- 
ized. 

Concepcion express- 

CSO: 4200/1013 

ed the view that the 
major reason for the 
stabilization of the 
foreign exchange rate 
in the paralle] market 
was the tight credit 
and high interest rate 
policy adopted by the 
Central Bank in an 
effort to dampen im- 
ports, curb inflation 
and comply with the 
requirements of the In- 
ternational Monetary 
Fund (IMF). 
Concepcion added 

that industrial and 
business firms are now 
cautious and have be- 
come conservative in 
financing their raw 
material requirements 
from the parallel 
market. 

On the other hand, 
he said further, the 
need for more pesos in 
the banking system is 
aggravated further 
with excess funds of 

90 

business firms and in- 
vestors being attracted 
to the high-yielding 
CB bills. 
The retention of 20 

percent of foreign ex- 
change receipts by the 
commercial banks, 
Concepcion reported, 
further eased press- 
ures on the foreign ex- 
change requirements 

of export-oriented in- 
dustries and, to a cer- 
tain extent, the essen- 
tial and vital domestic 
industries. 
Commercial banks, 

he said, were now in a 
better position to pre- 
dict, plan and allocate 
their foreign exchange 
requirements to prior- 
ity industries. 
The joint PCCI-MTI 

survey was based on 
selective interviews 
with commercial 
banks, financial in- 
stitutions, major in- 
dustnal firms and in- 
dustry associations. 



PHILIPPINES 

ARTICLE DESCRIBES NUCLEAR ATTACK EFFECTS ON MANILA 

Quezon City VERITAS in English 12 Aug 84 p 9 

[Text ] 

Joint US Military Advisory Group 
(JUSMAG) headquarters in Que- 
zon City. 

What would happen if a one- 
megaton nuclear device were to be 
detonated each on these four 
sites? 

Jorge Emmanuel of the Friends 
of the Filipino People studied and 
described in il the resulting 
devastation, published in the 
Southeast Asian Circle in April 
1983. The following is a sum- 
mary of his report: 

The effects of a one-megaton 
nuclear bomb detonating 6000 
feet over the intersection of Que- 
zon Bivd., West and South Aves. 
near the JUSMAG headquarters 
would be felt in areas as far as 
Antipolo, Taytay, Parafiaque and 
Valenzuela. 

Two million would be killed by 

more than two million would suf- 
fer from bums, fractures, and 
lacerations. 

Students from St. Joseph's Col- 
lege, and San Francisco del Monte 
elementary school and patients of 
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St. Luke’s hospital would be 
crushed by collapsing buildings or 
succumb to 10,000 rems (A rem 
is a measure of biological damage 
due to radiation.) of intense radia- 
tion. Houses in Philam Life 
Homes would be razed to the 

Initial radiation of over 650 
rems would extend to as far as the 
Carmelite Church in New Manila 
and the Sienna College in Del 
Monte Avenue, killing anyone 
who initially survives the intense 
heat and blast wave. 

At the edge of Ring | (pls. re- 
fer to Figure 1), winds of 480 kph 
(equivalent to the extreme levels 
of tornadoes) would send even 
earthquake-resistant concrete 
buildings crumbling like a deck of 
cards; eardrums will rupture and 
lungs will hemorrhage. 

In this ring are St. Paul College, 
Sta. Mesa market, UERM Hospi- 
tal, Quezon Institute, Balic-Balic 
Church, St. Theresa's College, the 

National Hospital, Ve- 
teran’s Memorial Hospital, Que- 
zon Memorial Circle, UP Village, 
and Cubao. 

About 900,000 people will die 
underneath fallen structures or 
from being smashed against solid 
surfaces, or from severe burns and 
nuclear radiation. No one in this 
ring, about 3.9 km from ground 
zero, is expected to survive. 

At the edge of Ring 2, farther 
away at 6.1 km from ground zero, 
winds of 260 kph would demolish 
multi-storey edifices and com- 
pletely destroy residential houses 
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PHILIPPINES 

RALLY HONORS RETURNING LUCMAN WIDOW, CATHOLIC CHURCH ASSAILED 

Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 13 Aug 84 pp 1, 10 

[Text ] MARAWI CITY —For- Normallah and Lorraine thousands of Muslims and 
mer Lanao del Sur Gov. and sons Noruddin, Sala- = Christians at the PC-INP 
Princess Tarhata Alonto buddin and Haroun Al 1 Command 12 
Lucman, widow of former Rashid [1 who hed just anniversary celebration 

and Sultan returned from Saudi Ara- yesterday, Pendatun 
Haroun Al Rashid Luc- bia where the late Sultan —_—called on the Catholic 
man, appealed yesterday Responding with hearty with government, instead 
for unity among all Muse of “Allahu Akbar” _—of ‘attacking it 
lim Filipinos during p (God is great), some He said that it is not 
prayer rally in honor 40,000 rally participants, within the ity 
the late Muslim leader. one of the biggest crowds of the Catholic church to 
Princess Tarhata * assemble in Marawi interfere in government 

stressed that it was Luc- City in recent times, affairs. 
man's dying wish that the crammed into the 

unite so that the peace Islamia aay terested in helping find 

and prosperity that they solutions to the country’s 
had long aspired for — | - nace problems, it should exert 
would be realized at last. listened to the exhorta- efforts to help govern- 

She said that Lucman tions of the Sultan's ment. 
was basically a man of ' Pendatun said that the 
peace and lived all of his Princess Tarhata also reason why government 1s 
life i of | ’ stressed that peace in the running after some mem- 
ue in quest of it for his eneland of Muslim Fili- bers of the Catholic 
a. -Every Filipino pinos is wel! within reach Church is govern- 

uslim should, therefore, if the citizens had the will ment has proven that 
look for peaceful solutions for it and the conditions some prnests and nuns are 
to the country's problems were Lanao de! Sur, actively engaged in sub- 
so that Sultan Lucman’'s during her incumbency as versive movements 
martyrdom will not be in , she said was re- ving — es -- <a against the Catholic 
un abe oe CAMP PARANG, church followed « resolu 
Lecmen was revered in ay th ~ tion a the Ulama 

all the 19 Muslim Royal — pendatun ofthe Batasang charged the Catholic 
Houses of Mindanao and Pambansa assailed Church meddling in 
Sulu having once been yesterday the Roman affairs of government 
designated Paramount Catholic church in the The Ulema Council's 
Sultan by his peers. country for allegedly de- resolution was submitted 
The rally also served as anti-government = to: Batasang Pambansa 

a homecoming for Prin- from the pulpit. Speaker Nicanor Yhi- 
cess Tarhata, daughters Speaking before gz. (Roy Sinfuego) 

CSO: 4200/1013 
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PHILIPPINES 

DEMONSTRATORS BOO BOSWORTH AT MEETING WITi! BACOLOD BISHOP 

Cebu City VISAYAN HERALD in English 30 Aug 84 pp l, 9 

[Text] BACOLOD, Philippines (AP)--Demonstrators protesting U.S. support for 
President Ferdinand E. Marcos booed U.S. Ambassador Bosworth as he met 

Tuesday with Roman Catholic Bishop Antonio Fortich at the churchman's resi- 
dence here. 

The booing from about 150 protesters gathered across the street from the 
bishop's palace came as Fortich was giving Bosworth a briefing on locul is- 
sues, including the killing last May of nine peasants accused by the military 
of being subversives. Twenty-three soldiers are being investigated in the 
incident. 

“Bosworth tell (President) Reagan to stop propping up Marcos dictatorship,’ 

said a protester's placard. The demonstrators also chanted anti-U.S. slogans. 

Bosworth, recently posted in the Philippines, is visiting Bacolod, 300 miles 
(480 kms) southeast of lianila, in a familiarization tour of Negros island, 
scene of agrarian unrest. Communist guerrillas are also active on the island. 

Before calling on Fortich, Bosworth met with provincial officials at a Bacolod 
hotel about 300 meters from the bishop's residence. The same group of protest- 
ors also demonstrated outside the hotel. 
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NPA DISARMS PC DETACHMENT IN DAVAO ORIENTAL 

Davao City PEOPLE'S DAILY FORUM in English 22 Aug 34 pp 1, 10 

[Text] Two hundred armed rebels believed to be members of the New People's 
Army (NPA) attacked a PC detachment in Calapagan, Lupon, Davao Oriental last 

Monday at 4:00 in the morning, killing the detachment commander and seriously 
wounding another soldier. 

The rebels who were wearing bandanas (head bands), upon reaching the con- 
stabulary camp, ordered Sgt. Michael Urbiztondo, the commander, and C2C 

Maximo Fabros to surrender their arms, otherwise they would be strafed. 

Being only two inside the detachment did not threaten the soldiers. Urbiztondo 
immediately started firing at the rebels, then an exchange of volley ensued. 

After a one-hour gunbattle, the rebels were able to fell Urbiztondo and serious- 

ly woulded Fabros. All the firearms available inside the detachment were cart- 
ed away. 

Before fleeing away from the scene, the leader of the rebel band chopped off 

the head of the constabulary sergeant and applied first-aid to the wounded 
soldier. 

Reports that the Fabros was given an anti-hemorrhage tablet and was applied 
a torniquet before fleeing. 

Two other civilians were killed nearby. They were obviously hit by stray 
bullets. 

The attack at the PC detachment was the second to happen in two months. 
The first attack was made on June 13, 1984 by 50 rebels who had slain a certain 
PC Sgt. Verano. 

The reports also indicated that the soldiers who figured in the latest encounter 
with rebels belong to the 433rd PC Company. 

Constabulary elements from Mati and Lupon in Davao Oriental have started track- 
ing down the rebels, the reports added. 
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FORMER MNLF APPOINTEE NEGOTIATES FOR REBEL SURRENDER 

Davao City PEOPLE'S DAILY FORUM in English 23 Aug 84 pp 1, 10 

[Text] llundreds of secessionist elements belonging to the Moro National 

Liberation Front are expected to return to the folds of the law following 
the recent appointment of former MNLF Commander Insam Janggayan as deputy 
minister of local government for central Mindanao. 

Janggayan is presently working for the surrender of rebel commanders of 
the formerly undivided Cotabatos (South Cotabato included) and Misamis Occi- 
dental. 

The former rebel commander said that the surrender will come momentarily after 
the finalization of the terms and conditions between the MNLF and the govern- 
ment. 

To achieve better results in the introduction of development projects in the 
areas, Janggayan makes it a point to be in constant consultations with local 
officials and the military. 

The appointment of the deputy minister was signed by Local Covernment Minister 
Jose Rono upon recommendation of President Marcos. 
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BUSINESS GROUP ASSISTS BATASAN ON PUBLIC ISSUES 

Quezon City VERITAS in English 26 Aug 84 pp 18, 19 

[Article: 

[Text ) 

ee ei ers Fee rite 

private sector members.” And, he 
adds, unless there is unanimity, 
the PSCPI or any of its commit- 

"Private Sector's Own Batasan™] 

Jr. (banking and finance); Dante 
G. Santos (trade and industry); 
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restaurant in the heart of fi 
nancial center, Makati, the PSCPI 
gave an overview of the different 
problems which its committees 
eesee & cbteans Chemadtee ¢. 
udging from the strong state- 
ments of each chairman, it was 
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He also made note of the pro- 
posed P13 billion share of agri- 
culture in the P673 billion 
national budget and said “it is too 
small ~ 

Banking and Finance commit. 
tee chairman Cuisia said that this 
sector will move from a tradition- 
ally conservative role im the 
Philippine financial system to a 
more active one. He said this bs 
needed to face “the worst crisis of 
the country since the post-war pe- 
riod.” 

Cuisia also noted that the 
private sector is getting “stiff 
competition from the Central 
Bank itself through the latter's 
strict conditions and Treasury 

quality and performance of the 
ry system. Romulo wid: 

My appointees to the judiciary 
are unfit. Merit appears to have 
taken a back seat” 

Namfre!'s Joe Concepcion, 
chairman of Legal Reforms II, laid 
down his croup’s objectives: the 
review of all the presidential 
decrees conceined with basic hu- 
man rights; the move to submit 
Arnendment No. 6 to a plebis- 
Gite; the promotion _ ac- 
countability of public funds, the 
streamlining of government pro- 
cesses, highhghting deregulation; 
the strengthening of legal 
sanctions with special emphasis on 
the move for a strong electoral 
code and the appointment of men 
of integrity to the Comelec. He 
also included the re-4nstrt ution of 
Namfre! as a citizens’ electoral 
arm 

Fr. Varela mentioned the de- 
teriorating quality of education as 
wel) as imstructors He said hus 
committee wil) study how educa. 

tional services to ron-Metro 
Manila institutions can tbe 

and “to put more 
teeth” into the decentralization 
policies on education. 

The social development 

coramittee, through chairman 

Jayme, will watch the offices in 

vernment, to see that they per- 
orm their public responsibility of 

service to the people who elected 
therm inte office 

this could there be a ma 
appreciation of how national 
money ts spent.” He said they will 

Dante Santos pledged that hus 
commiutteee will show concern for 
smal! and medium scale industries. 
not just big businesses He said. 
“We will prove that the PSCPI s 
not composed solely of the s- 
called Makati-based busnessmgg,” 

that the PSCPI forur —e 

committee heads haw brought out. 

the 
the 

T THE same event, the private sector invit- 
mp whee nag ty Heme 

Referring to Jose Concepcion's beef against 
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who say, dont remove the PDs. When the 
change in power comes, we can use the very 
same PDs on those in power now)” _< 

He said he s confused about the present 
govcrmment system. “kh is @ monerelized 
system, neither fish nor fowl. In all honesty, | 
havent seen a government such as this.” 

Laurel also told the group that he was once 
a political law teacher But he has stopped be- 
cause “eno nemang betes eng ituturo ko (What 
kind of laws will Iteach, anyway’) The law bs. 
what Marcos says it 1.” 

wutos na thulog ang se bengin (He is 
not a good driver. He his backseat 
driver who tells him to drive the economy off 
the cliff.” 

to keep the group as simply a forum of national 
issues OF an assistance arm to the Batasan, they 
added - 

While most of the committees carefully 
chose their members to provide for a wide sec- 
toral representation, the samme observers said 
that the agriculture group seems composed only 
of the agri-business elite. As such their motives 
wil] naturally be suspect io the government and 
public sectors. they added 

Bete cen the government's Batassn and the 
private sector's parliament, the public can 
expect a lot of meddling, lobbying, bickering, 
they went on. There is that promise of excite. 
ment at the forum but there is no assurance yet 
that the public good will not suffer in the cross 
fre. - CHIT L. MACAPAGAL 



WEEKLY PROFILES ‘UNPREDICTABILITY’ OF CARDINAL SIN 

Quezon City VERITAS in English 26 Aug 84 pp 8-10 

{[Article: 

[Text ] 
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ot the Philippi : 
lic church in a swirl of 
controversy centered 
on the issue of Church- 
State relations, and his 
own role in supposedly. 

. exacerbating the rifts 
between the two enti- 
ties. His detractor¢ on 
one hand, score him for 
using the pulpit “to 
sow anger and envy.” 
On the other, they view 
him as vacillating, dis- 
missing his anti-govern- 
ment stance as a pub- 
lic relations ploy. It is 
not really all that sur- 
prising to find that he is 
scorned and denounced 
by rightist and leftist 
alike. 

Says he: “It is in- 
deed difficult for me to 
be saying thi that 
sometimes boil 
down to offending 
other people, But it is 
my duty to say things 
in order to comply with 
my duty as a prophet, 
beca has 

game time, the arch- 
. bishop explains, he may 
not speak all that often, 
or as harshly as some 
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would like him to, be- 
cause “I try to balance 
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Cardinal! Sin will 
only say that “Imee is a 
very clever woman, 

very intelligent. She 
knows her religion.” 
The Cardinal speculates: 
“Maybe the picture pub- 
lished in the papers was 
before she was married, 
and she was receiving 
tommursdon. But never 
did I give, 1 know that.” 

But even if Imee did 
approach him at the 
communion rail, de- 
clares the Cardinal, 
“Canon Law says that 
you cannot turn away 
a person already at the 
communion rail. Ima- 
gine the embarrassment, 
it would be a terrible 
scandal. Even if you are 
a public sinner and you 
are in the communion 
rail you (the priest) 
have to give, you are 
allowed to . You 
see how and the 
Church a 
dignity’ ecisely 
me say that the sac- 
raments were instituted 
for sinners. If you are 
saved, what's the need 
of the sacraments?” 

The tempest around 
such a seemingly trivial 
incident illustrates j 

how Filipi- 
nos take their politics — 
and their religion. Criti- 
cizéd for telling the Ro- 
tary Club Marcos is a 
dictator one day, then 
going to Malacafiang to 
say Mass for him the 
next, Cardinal Sin re- 
plies: “Well, dictator is 
in the dictionary, no? It 
means that he dictates, 
and in a democratic 
country, it should not 
be that way, and | 
think I am helping him 
even if he is offended 
by that word. And then 
I go to Malacafiang be- 
cause my duty does not 
— at the door of 

cafiang. He is still a 
member of my flock, 
and he needs my pre- 
sence. So I go.” 
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UCH sophisticated 
juggling may seem 

incongruous for a man 
who feels patently un- 
comfortable in his role 
as respected churchman 
and venerable author- 
ity. He would like peo- 
ple, he tells his inter- 
viewers, to “see me as] 
am.” And to paint that 
picture, he says, one 
would need to see him 

“as 1 was in Iloilo.” 
He nods vigorously 

when an associate says 
he thinks “your heart is 
bigger than your inte)- 
lect.” When newspaper- 
men, a receiving 
news of his appoint- 
ment to Manila, asked 
him what he had done 
to deserve the promo- 
tion, he said he didn’t 
know. “Imagine, I am 
just a product of the 
provincial seminary. I 
have not even stepped 
into the Pontifical Uni- 
versity of Santo Tomas 
(this to a largely UST 
group). Not at all. Im- 
mediately when I came 

Aklan, the Cardinal in 
his extemporaneous 



taks, turns folksy, 
’ translating Biblical epi- 
sodes into everyday 
terms (Jesus always 
calls Mary “mommy”): 
He teiis mothers im the 
audience to “kiss your 
babies for me.” And he 
often refers to weddings 
as “referendums,” where 
bride and groom “vote” 
yes for each other. 

- The y= is 
tailor-made for the Fili- 
pino audience, who re- 

turns off listeners, who 
may feel he is patron- 
izing them. 

But the air of bene- 
volence, of innocence, 
even, can be de . 
For all his avowed lack 
of intellectual capacity, 
the Cardinal, in his ten 
years as archbishop of 
the premier see, has 
proven himself an adept 
administrator. 

When asked how he 
would assess his term, 
the Cardinal refers to 
his fiscal accomplish- 
ments: “Radio Veritas 
is functioning, the Pen. 
sion Pian is there, the 
St. Joseph the Worker 
Foundation is working 
very well, the Arzobis- 
pado (the archdiocesan 
administrative office) is 
being 

(held in 1979) has given 
the archdiocese new di- 
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Unfortunately, 
Archdiocese of Manila 
at that time proved re- 
sistant to the urgings of 
change. In 1970, stu- 

g 

fi 
- ei ey 

felt confident enough 
to denounce the Catho- 
lic church in the Philip- 
pines as the “single big- 
gest obstacle to pro- 

Few people know 
that one of ihe first 
acts of Cardinal Sin 
when he came to Mani- 
la was to give away 
some P30-miiiion to 
the dioceses in 
the ippines. He set 
only one conditicn for 
the gift: that it be used, 
not in building or im- 
proving churches, but 
in social action proj- 
ects. 

Though putting the 
Archdiocese’s bvoks in 
order may have been 
the most urment task 
fi; Cardinal Sin, to 
the faithful, his most 
valuable achievement in 
the past ten years may 
have been the almost 

totel re-furbisting of 
the image of the 
Church in the country. 

From the image of 
a wealthy, reactionary 
institution allicd with 
oppressive inte:ests; the 
Church is now seen as 
more accommodating 
to change, less opuknit 
and grandiose, on the 
side of the poor and the 
oppressed. This, of 
course, is not Cardinal 
Sin’s accomplishment 
alone (his severest cri- 
tics may claim he has 
nothing to do with it) 
but also the end-result 
of years of inteina! 
examination and cour- 
ageous action, not just 
in Rome and Manila, 
but in other parts of 
the country (especial- 
ly in rural areas) and 
the world (such as La- 
tin America). 

_ Most observers will 
also admit that the mo- 
rale of the diocesan 

in Manila is 

dinal Sin says of this 
remarkable record. 
“When a priest is down, 
you help him.” His 
sympathy for his priests, 
he says, is a result of 
past experience, be- 
cause, he says enigma- 
tically, “I was also a 
victim of continuous re- 
pression before.” 

, THEN, de. 
spite his conten- 

tion that he preferred 
the quiet life in Iloilo, 
did the Cardinal choose 
to make himself uncom- 



fortable by taking on 
the government? 

in November, 1974, 
a few months after his 
installation as Archbi- 
shop of Manila, Cardi- 
nal Sin released to the 
foreign press a state- 
ment saying: “All 
Christians — men and 
women, young or old, 
priests or laity — must 
be witnesses to justice. 
As such it is their duty 
to denounce injustice 
wherever it may be 
committed.” 

Before the release of 
this statement, the Car- 
dinal had issued a Pas- 
toral Letter denouncing 
a military raid on San 
Jose seminary in Nova- 
liches, which the mili- 
tary said was done with 
the approval of church 
authorities, _ eliciting 

nuns and priests ex- 
pected Cardinal Sin to 
follow through with 

_ even stronger denuncia- 
tions and actions. But 
they would only be dis- 
appointed when the 
Cardinal proved unwill- 
ing to prevent the de- 
portation of two Italian 
priests working in Ton- 
do, whom the military 
accused of subversion. 

Laymen, expecting a 
liberal attitude on most 
other church matters 
because of his strongly- 
worded speeches, are 
rather surprised and 
even shocked at his ba- 
sic conservatism. His 
statements belie a deep- 
seated suspicion of 
communism and social- 
ism, but he expresses 
no great alarm over alle- 
ged leftist infiltration 
of church-based organi- 
zations. 

The protest move- 
ment also views the 
Cardinal's call for re- 
conciliation with skep- 
ticism, sensing some- 

how that reconciliation 
dilutes and blunts the 
people’s anger at the 

ciarifies that his idea of 
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3 : t 7 ey he 
done or erred in doing, would leave the semi- 

she notes, “he has al- nary (the asthma was 
ways spoken up, at cured and has not 
least he has a recurred). 
shirked that of his 
duty.” Ovenall she The simplicity and 

says, “Il think we are sk 
mains : very fortunate to have ee OS en ot 

the Church turn when 

not explain the and is heavily bur 
lar charisma of this man dened? Reflectiyely, he 

of the church, a man of replies: “For me, the 

such simple faith he only satisfaction is re- 

once gave Our Lady a membering God is 

there. I go to the chapel every day, I stay there for 30 minutes, then, oh 

goodness, my worries are over. I just bow my head and say “Dear God, help me, 
I am depressed,’ and then I end my prayer with, ‘Oh dear God, please love me.' 
Love me!" 

Saying this his face takes on a glow, even as he gaffaws at his simple prayer 
and his naked need. One wonders, is this where Jaime Cardinal Sin gets his 

strength and courage? Could this faith be the wellspring from which flows his 
enigmatic dignity, the wholeness of being that journalists, statesmen, academi- 
cians, and religious leaders from all over the world, including the Pope, 

recognize and admire? And is it also faith that arms him with the resiliency 
and cunning demanded of those who would do battle with serpents. 

"My duty as a pastor is to animate, to make people happy. That is why I go 

around making them happy, and also making them sad, by denouncing." The Cardina 
Cardinal laughs at this delightful paradox. But his voice merely echoes the 

raging, lonely, wonderful voice that sounded from the desert, that promised 
and proclaimed thousands of years ago: 

I will speak out to encourage Jerusalen; 

I will not be silent until she is saved, 

And her victory shines like a torch in the night. 

(Isaiah 62:1) 
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NPA LIQUIDATES MARIJUANA GROWERS, DRUG SUPPLIERS 

Davao City PEOPLE'S DAILY FORUM in English 21 Aug 84 pp 1, 10 

{Text } 
Marijuana growers and push- 

ers who have caused the drug 
menace in the i have 
been liquidated the New 

- People’s Army (NPA). 
This was disclosed by Jetf 

Sommer, a foreign journalist 
who wrote an article about 
the NPA activities in Davao 

Sessa in his report entitle! 
Guerrillas Step Up War on 
Marcos which ‘was recently 
published in NEWSDAY (a 

- foreign-based tabloid) said 
that “the NPA sometimes im- 

the ultimate punish- 
ment (death penalty) to big 
marijuana growers or big drug 
suppliers.” ae 
Anywhere in. the country, 

parents are alarmed over the 
increasing drug abuse perpe- 
trated by marijuana pushers 
who have victimized the 
youths. 
“When the NPA discovers 

_ marijuana cultivation,” . Som- 
mer added, “in an area under 

its control, it first attempt to 
convince the grower of the 
evil of his ways.” If the mari- 
juana grower would not des- 

- troy the crop, the NPA des- 
troys the plant for them. How- 
ever, big planters receive deat! 
punishment. 
The NPA has strict rules 
verning the use of violence. 

ince they must rely on popu- 
lar support to survive, guerril- 
las are strictly prohibited from 

| Stealing or harassing peasants, 
- and they must select their tar- 
gets carefully, Sommer report- 
ed. 
Sommer in his article about 

the guerrillas ‘n Southeastern 
Mindanao said: that the Com- 

‘munist Party demands that its 
armed wing, the NPA, ob- 
serves a “strict, almost ascetic 
discipline.” 
“The use of drugs, including 

marijuana is a ground for im- 
mediate dismissal” from the 
‘movement, Sommer said. 

“Drinking is discouraged,” 
‘he said. 

PHILIPPINES 
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REBEL BAND KILLS FOUR AFP IN MOUNTAIN PROVINCE 

Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 31 Aug 84 p 36 

[Text ] ' A 30-man rebel 
group killed four 
Army soldiers and 
wounded four other 
troopers in an 

tain Province, last 
Aug. 26. 
In a report to Gen. 

Fabian C. Ver, 
Armed Forces chief of 

A. Anselmo, Pfc. 
’ Benhur Olaso, and 

CSO: 4200/1041 

Pvt. Fidel A. 
Sibayan, all of “C” 
Company, ist AFP- 
GHQ@ battalion. 

The wounded were 
Privates 
Buenaventura Lopez, 
Esperidio Zufega, 
Pedro Tagata, and 
Rolito Ybanez, all of 
the same unit. 
Azada said the 

New People’s Army 
also suffered an unde- 
termined number of 
casualties when the 
sidiers returned fire. 
The report said a 

geven-man Army 
group aboard a mini 
cruiser was returning 
to their station in 

106 

Sadanga when the re- 
bels staged an 
ambush, killing three 
and wounding four 
soldiers at once. A 30- 
minute gunbattle en- 
sued. 

Azada said men of 
the same Army outfit 
reinforced the be- 
sieged soldiers. A 
second exchange of 
fire lasted for three 
hours, kiiling 
another soldier end 
an undetermined 
number of rebels. 
Azada said the 

wounded soldiers 
were taken to the 
Bontoc Genera! Hos- 
pital. 
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ISABELA GOVERNOR PROMISES AFP ‘SUPPORT,’ NOT 'SUBSERVIENCE' 

Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 31 Aug 84 p 16 
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SULTAN URGES NEGOTIATIONS WiTH MNLF 

Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 21 Aug 84 ppl, 6 

[Article by Vic Arevalo] 

[Text] 

lah S. Mangelen, su- 
head of Amirul 

in Islam Al- 

_ Mangelen made the 
Suggestion as he 
appealed to the military 

gee in Le ; h 
= ; 3 B 5 
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.men know “that they 
push the Mus- 

lims to the wall or force 
them to surrender 
against the en mies of 

National Liberation 

108 

Front (MNLF) rebels 
and s Civilian Home 
Defense Force (CHDF) 
member were killed 
when some 50 seaborne 
rebels attacked lest 

NLF commanders: 
Munab Aste, Hadji 
Abba Mansul, and Ibno 
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BATASAN BILL WOULD CLIP CENTRAL BANK HEAD'S POWERS 

Manila PHILIPPINES DAILY EXPRESS in English 21 Aug 84 p 16 

[Article by David Borje] 

[Text } 

CSO: 

A BILL designed to decentralze 
the powers of the Central Bank 
governor is now under study by 
the Batasan finance committee 

Arturo V. Barbero (Ind., Abra) 
said in Parlamentary Bill No. 68 
the concentration of monetary 
and fiscal powers in the governor 
of the Central Bank who also 
doubles as the chairman of the 
monetary board..is the weakness 
of the entire system, and proposed 
the creation of the Philippine 
Central Monetary Authority. - 

Barbero sid his bill is in 
line with a Constitutional mandate 
directing the Batasan “to establish 
a central monetary authority which 
shall provide policy direction in the 
areas of money. banking and 
credit.” 

The Abra solon said the double 
role of the CB governor “appears to 
be the principal reason why the 
country is now suffering from an 
acute and debilitating economic 
crisis that finds its roots in the 
improper handling of the country's 
fiscal and monetary affairs.” 

4200/1022 
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The proposed legislation was be- 
lieved also spurred by the debagles 
in the financing system, inchding 
the collapse of — — 
companies and the ¢ ¢ at 
least 15 savings and a banks 
since CB Gov. Jose B. Fernandez 
Jr. assumed office carly this year. 

HE SAD the tramers of the 
1973 Constitution. in inserting 
the provision for the creation of 
monetary authority. already saw 
“the need to check the already 
deteriorating conditions of the 
Philippine economy due mainly to 
the ‘ seemingly confused and 
bungled state of the nation’s 

‘monetary and fiscal affairs.” 

The constitutional provision on 
a central - monetary authority 
give its supervisory ers over 
the operations of s and regu- 
latory authority over the opera- 
tions of finance companies and 
other institutions _ performing 
similar functions. 



cso: 

[Text] 

ticipation of non- 

4200/1041 

Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 31 Aug 84 p & 

among some sections to- 
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BODY POSED AS STEP TOWARD DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL LANGUAGE 

achievement of national 
mandate for a national 
language in 1985, be- 
wailing an “awkward 
ll-year interval in the 
status of the national 
language,” since rati- 

fication of the Constitu- 
tion providing that the 
Tagalog-based Pilipino 
be the basis for the de- 
velopment of Filipino.” 

Quirino said the 
stagnation was caused 

precisely by Tagalog 
dominance. “This has 
not made the non- 
Tagalog happy since 
they 

the major language 
roups, including 

Nocano, Hils- 
gaynon, Bicolano, Pan- 
asinense, Pampango, 
aranao, Maguinde- 

nao, Waray-Waray, 
Aklanon, and Hamt- 
kanon 

PHILIPPINES 



NAVY WARSHIP BUILDING CAPABILITY REPORTED 

Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 24 Aug 84 p 28 

[Text] 

cso: 

Philippine Navy 

the Naval Defense 
Forces in Cavite, Ale- 

mization’s moderniza- 
thon and conversion 
programs through self- 
rehance have led to the 
acquisition of fun- 
damental technolo- 

pes. | 
These technologies 

4200/1025 

have made the navy 
capable to produce 
ship's spare parts and 
other 

bat systems facility, 
naval research de- 
velopment center, and 
naval communications 

Alejandro said some 

electronic and com- 

11] 

sea infiltration dnve, 
especially in Tawi- 
Tawi and Zamboanga. 

The acquisition of 
the craft resulted in the 
confiscation of 69 
rounds of ammunition, 
several drums of gas 
and fuel oil, and hun- 
dreds of tan barks and 
lumber. 
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PHILIPPINES 

BULLETIN TODAY COLUMNIST DOUBTS NUCLEAR PLANT WORTH ‘RISK’ 

Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 30 Aug 84 p 6 

[Commentary by Benedicto David: "Nuke Problems”) 

[Excerpt] A few days ago a French freighter, the Mont Louis, sank with a 
load of radioactive waste that could explode and/or contaminate the North 
Sea. A few years abck, the nuclear power plant on Three-Mile Island in the 
United States began leaking radioactive material, causing evacuation and 
panic. 

A couple of years ago, a similar plant was scrapped because of the risk to 
be encountered in its operation. Indeed, in the United States, at least, 
the move has been to veer away from nuclear power generation because of 
public outcry against such plants. 

Naturally, the Philippines has bought one for a sum that is virtually 
unconscionable considering the announced life-span of the Bataan nuclear 
power plant--30 years. After 30 years, the plant will have to be dismantled 
and the site abandoned. The radioactive components will have to be dumped 
somewhere, hopefully in a place that will not contaminate the Philippines. 

This does not even consider the problem of nuclear waste disposal which 
would cost another small fortune annually, thus hiking the cost of power 
generated by the Bataan nuclear power plant. This does not even consider 
the risk of accidents which would be mroe probable than at Three-Mile 
Island since the area is in an earthquake belt. 

We are, in short, seriously doubting whether the Bataan nuclear power plant 
is worth the risk, the expense, and the trouble to run. We are wondering 
if going through with it isn't throwing good money after bad and incurring 
risks such as what the French are now experiencing in the North Sea. 
France has the advantage of having the technology and resources (which we 
do not yet have) for dealing with the problem. And there is no assurance 
that the problem will not blow up, literally, in their faces. 

If we recall correctly, the Bataan project was seized upon in a moment of 
panic during the first energy crisis in 1974 when it was feared that the 
price of crude oil might go up as high as $60 per barrel--rationed to users. 
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We can appreciate that. We can also point a finger at those who negotiated 

the plant for not making for nuclear waste disposal; for not looking for a 

better design; and for not considering less expensive plants tnat wight 

last longer and which would not have te be dismantled after a mere 30 years. 

As far as we know, coal-burning and oi.-burning power plants last virtually 

forever, have no waste-disposal problems that would endanger people, and 

do not have to be dismantled and carefully disposed of after 30 years. 

The people who thought up the project could hav: likewise considered the 

possibility of tidal-powered plants and wood-burning plants and garbage- 

burning plants which we are sure would not have been as expensive. 

CSO: 4200/1025 



CHURCH GROUPS DISPUTE COMMUNIST INFILTRATION CLAIMS 

Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 13 Aug 84 p 32 

[Text ] 

CSO: 4200/1013 

Sr. Mariani Dimar- 
anan, Task Force De- 
tainees (TFD) chair- 
person, and Fr. ‘Pete 
Arguillas, secretary- 

nounced yesterday 
military claims of com- 
munist infiltration of 

ity in the context of the 
times.” 
Dimaranan cited 

previous allegations of 
infiltration against re- 
ligious-based institu- 
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against the politico- 

ple; frpm the gr. grave 
issues- we are facing 
today,” she said. 
! The two religious 
cited the duty of the 
Church “to proclaim 
and-:bring about 
dhumankind's total sal- 
wation ...in the 
concrete realities of 
people’s existence” as 
the core message of the 
Mission Statement 
issued by the AMRSP. 

"In the. Philippines, 
we are called to a com- 
mitment to work for 
justice and help trans- 
form unjust structures. 
The defense of human 
rights is a constitutive 
dimension of the 
ey S oe wee 
pel. 
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BULLETIN TODAY COLUMNIST LINKS NPA POPULARITY TO MILITARY ABUSES 

Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 13 Aug 84 p 32 

[Article by Ramon Tulfo: 

[Text ] 

CSO: 

ENJAMIN “Kokoy” Romualdez can- 
not seem to make up his mind — 

whether to become member of parliament, 

Mayor Cesar Ciwnaco is in the same 
boat. Perhaps just to determine how strong 
he is with his constituents, the feisty but 
popular mayor ran in the May 14 Batasan 
polls and as expected, won, but he now 
refuses to assume his new elective postion. 
This is political vanity. 

his way with President Marcos. The recent 
order by the President for the pullout of 
uniformed military and police personnel 
from the country’s premier airport was Mr. 
Tabuena’s idea. The MIA czar had com- 
pained about too many law enforcement 

4200/1013 

"Military Abuses Continue"] 

nance company is so inefficient it cannot 
repair the defective aircon which has bog- 

Abuses against ordinary civilians by the 
very people sworn to protect them con- 
tinue. Last Aug. 6, at 3:15 p.m., a messen- 
ger of Dr. Miguel R.S. Cornejo Jr., a 

You still want to know why some ordin- 
ary folk are sympathetic with the New 
People’s Army? 



PHILIPPINES 

COLUMNISTS EXPLAIN PEACEFUL NATURE OF 21 AUG RALLIES 

Bigornia on Communist Influence 

Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 26 Aug 84 p 6 

[Article by Jesus Bigornia: "Why Rallies Last Aug 21 Were Peaceful") 

[Text] Despite their massiveness, the protest demonstrations and rallies 
marking the first anniversary of the assassination of opposition leader 

Benigno Aquino Jr were generally peaceful and orderly to the surprise and 
relief of the mass of Metro Manila's citizenry. Peace-loving citizens 

need not wonder too long. If the anniversary observance was tumultuous 
but orderly and unmarred by violence, it was because radical agitators 

from the left were just following the current communist line: Do not rock 
the boat. 

Leaders of the far left here are apparently convinced that they are gaining 
broader popular support. Triggering violence and massive disorders in 
rallies and demonstrations that had attracted a broad spectrum of political 

orientation could only touch off an equally violent government reaction. 

Moreover, it could alienate and antagonize the masses, most of it politically 
uncommitted. 

Presence of communist provocateurs and their agents was everywhere evident 

in the marches and rallies last Tuesday. Their ideological identification 
was unmistakeable in their red headbands, red banners and streamers contain- 

ing anti-administration and anti-government slogans, and in their shouted 
protests following the usual Marxist line. On occasion their boos and hoots 
drove moderates, including Member of Parliament Eva Estrada Kalaw, from 
continuing speeches. 

The column's praise of police forbearance in the face of taunts hurled by 
demonstrators has not, however, escaped the acid prose of a Ms Dette Pascual, 

who gives her address at P.O. Box 218, University of the Philippines. She 
asks, and quite rightly, if they "weren't doing just what they (the police) 
are paid to do." She adds: "Is it too much to expect them to discipline 
themselves that when they do so they are commended? Or should credit x x 
go to them or to the millions of ordinary citizens uniting peacefully for 
a cause?" 
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Valencia: Everyone Got What He Wanted 

Manila PHILIPPINES DAILY EXPRESS in English 23 Aug 84 pp 4, 5 

[Article by Teodoro F. Valencia in "Over a Cup of Coffee:: "Aquino Rally 
a Huge Success"] 

[Excerpts] The massive Aquino demonstrations proved that we are a civilized 
people. The hordes of foreign correspondents who trooped to Manila in 

hopes to film a “revolution” or trouble in our streets were disappointed. 
Foreign agitators und even local ones know it won't be easy to get our 

people to make fools of themselves just to please foreigners. 

The Aquino demonstrations were peaceful, even festive. What was frightening 
were the newspaper stories predicting all kinds of trouble several days in 

a row before Aug 21. On the day of the rally itself, what was frightening 
was the way radio newscasters kept expecting trouble. As it turned out, the 
No 1 radio news was the fact that the radio stations had so many mobile 
units manned by announcers who need schooling in humor. 

All those predictions of trouble resulted in an unofficial holiday. Employes 
stayed home, not so much in fear of trouble but more in fear of being caught 
in hopeless traffic jams that were experienced in rallies just last week. 
We at Rizal Park did not expect trouble--we were certain that there would 
be nothing like what the papers and some morbid pessimists were saying 
before the rally. The record is clear--Rizal Park authorities granted the 
permit for the rally one week before the Supreme Court hearings on rally 
permits took place. The Supreme Court took notice of that permit allowing 

the rally to be held at Rizal Park. 

Don't laugh at the extra precautions taken by the military to secure 
Malacanang and the rallies themselves. Some credit must go to the police 
who sacrificed a lot to serve notice on all who could have had provoked 
trouble that they were not going to be treated with kid gloves. Infiltra- 

tors, if any, did not have the easy time they had always had in including 
otherwise peaceful rallyists to go elsewhere to make mischief. 

Don't say that the crowds on Aug 21 were smaller than what was predicted. 
Of course, the predictions would always lean heavily on some exaggeration, 

but the crowds that actually gathered at the Rizal Park were bigger than 
those that greeted the Holy Father, much bigger than the Magsaysay 

inauguration crowds. It was a huge success any way you look at it. What 
made it a real success was the mood and the fact that it was peaceful. 
The marchers were happy. The organizers were happy. The police were even 

happier. Only those who had predicted or wanted trouble, or prayed that 
the Filipinos "perform" foolish things for them, were disappointed. The 
foreign correspondents must only feel frustrated. 

Many enterprising people made money selling iced water to the thirsty 
demonstrators at Rizal Park. One man I know made P300 selling iced drinking 

water at 25 centavos a glass. Last Tuesday was a big day for all vendors 
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selling cigarets, candy, and cough drops. Vendors of yellow ribbons made 

a killing at Pl a ribbon or as much as the traffic will bear. The mood 
was festive because everybody got more or less what he wanted out of it. 
Even the firecracker salesmen were happy. 

The nearly half a million demonstrators who swarmed all over Rizal Park 
trampled on our flowers and decorative plants and left tons and tons of 

liter, but that's all in a day's work. By afternoon yesterday, we have 
had swept the park--the rains made cleaning difficult. All in all, the 
damage to Rizal Park ran to P50,000, but nothing was deliberate. You 
could not have stopped anything with so many people. We at the Rizal Park 
are happy that everything went well. After all, we gave the permit for the 

rally and expected the worst. The best happened. 

As far as I am concerned, what was regrettable was the way some people 

tried to exploit the Aquino memory for political reasons. The adulation 
for Aquino was meant for him, his memory. It's not meant to make any 
politician look great. Yet, that was the obvious motivation of many who 

were at the forefront of the demonstrations. Many did not succeed. 

CSO: 4200/1025 
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PHILIPPINES 

"INCOHERENT' UNIVERSITY OF PHILIPPINES ECONOMIC REPORT ANALYZED 

Manila PHILIPPINE PANORAMA Sunday Magazine of the BULLETIN TODAY, in English 
26 Aug 85 pp 5, 46, 50 

[Article by Alejandro Lichauco: "Review of UP Report on the Economic Crisis-- 
Disturbing Proposals in an Incoherent Paper"] 

[Text ] 
HE UP Report on the 

economic crisis is basically 
"an endorsement of IMF 

prescriptions, notably for the 

continuation of a free-wheeling 
import policy which the country 

has followed since 1962. The 
Report is an open plea for free 

trade and free enterprise. 

This is immediately manifest in 
proposals of the Report calling 
for: (1) the abolition of the pro- 
tective tariff system and its re- 
placement by a tariff schedule 
mainly for revenue purposes; 
(2) the adoption of a freely 
floating exch»roe rate, which 
means continuous devaluation of 

the peso and a foreign exchange 
policy essentially, if not totally, 
free from restrictions designed 
either to conserve foreign 

exchange or limit imports in 
order to protect domestic indus- 

tries; and (3) the government to 
refrain from interfering with the 
mechanism of the market which, 

in the words of the Report, 
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echoing the free-enterprise creed 
of the IMF, “should be allowed 
to work and select economic sur- 
vivors without preemption by the 
state.” : 

The proposals are familiar 
enough to anyone acquainted with 

the conditions being demanded 

by the IMF. 
Once the Report is recognized 

for what it is, its obvious failure 
to live up to its title as An Analy- 

sis of the Philippine Economic 
Crisis becomes understandable. 

The Report is not at all con- 
cerned with the economic crisis. 
It is concerned with explaining how 

the Philippines got into the debt 
mess, and of attributing the mess 
exclusively to certain policies of 
the government end to the euthori- 

tarian nature of the political 
system which came with martial 

The Report, of course, fails to 
mention that the IMF strongly 
supported martial law when it 

was declared in 1972, and support- 

ed it long thereafter. 



If the Report failed to analyze 

the economic crisis, it can only 

be due to its having confused the 

debt problem with the economic 

crisis itself. This is clear from 

its assertion that the “economic 
crisis was precipitated by the 

assassination of former senator 

Aquino in August 1983.” 

Even the ordinary layman 
knows that the economic crisis 

had been with us long before 
Aquino was assassinated. What 

that assassination precipitated 

was not the crisis, but the panic 

flight of short-term foreign spe- 
Culative capital on which the tech- 

nocrats had relied to windowdress 

an already bankrupt international 

reserve. 

The panic flight of foreign spe- 

culative capital, in turn, exposed 

in its full nakedness the nature 

of the nation’s crisis. 

The failure of the Report to 
distinguish between the economic 
crisis, on one hand, and the 

debt problem, on the other, 

accounts for the Report's inco- 

herence and the disturbing nature 

of its proposals. 

THE DEBT PROBLEM is 

merely one symptom of an under- 

lying sickness. The nature of 
that sickness is explained by the 

absolute dependence of the 

economy on imports, not only 
for growth, but for its very 
survival. The absolute and peri- 
lous nature of that dependence is 
what the debt problem has ex- 

posed, and it is that dependence 

which lies at the heart of the 

Philippine economic crisis. 

The debt problem is but a symp- 

tom which can disappear overnight 

should our creditors agree to a 

moratorium on payments, as 

the report has proposed. 

But a moratorium on payments 

won't wipe out the powerless 

and dependent nature of our 
economy. 

The question to which the 

Report should have addressed 

itself therefore is how and why 

the Philippine economy became 
absolutely dependent on others 
for its survival. If the Report had 

so addressed itself, then it 

wouldn't have concluded with 

the recommendations it made. 

A principal factor behind the 

economy’s absolute dependence 

is colonial free trade’ an arrange- 

ment under which a country 

whose economy is in a pre- 

industrial stage, is coerced, 

through political, military or fi- 

nancial pressure, to open its 

domestic market freely to the 

products of industrial countries. 

This is what happened to us 

in 1909 when the US government 
forced the free-trade relation on 

us, over the strenuous objections 

of the Philippine Assembly. That 

arrangement has persisted since 

then (except during the ex- 
change-control decade of the 
1950s), and constitutes the core 
and essence of the IMF condition- 

alities. 

Through the IMF conditional- 

ities, Our country has been 
forced to pledge that it will 

never place any direct restrict- 
ions on imports, either to save on 

foreign exchange or to protect 
domestic industries. That commit- 

ment started in 1962 and has 

been in force since then, at least 

until last year when the country 



ran out of dollars. 

Through the free-trade arrange- 
‘ment, in force for almost 75 

years, the country’s capacity to 

produce what it needs has been 

completely stifled, and it is this 

which accounts for the nation’s 

total dependence on imports for 
its survival. 

That arrangement is also what — 
is primarily behind the debt mess. 
No less than Prime Minister Virata, 
who had Tong been an advocate 
of IMF solutions, admitted last 
February that the debt mess has 

been brought about by 22 years of 

free-wheeling importation. And 
only recently, Minister Roberto 
Ongpin was forced to the same 
conclusion. 

Over the period 1970-1984, 
the Philippines squandered more 

than $12 billion on non-essential 
and luxury imports, for which 

we have borrowed. Our govern- 
ment couldn't restrain or control 
these importations because of 

its standing commitment to the 

IMF to maintain an import prog- 
ram that, in Mr. Virata’s own des- 
cription, is “totally free.”” And 
in the first four months of this 

year, our importation of non-essen- 
tials reached $500 million. 

Now comes the UP Report 
proposing that the very arrar-ge- 
ment which has led to the econo- 

mic crisis, and to the debt problem, 

be continued. 
If the professors are so con- 

cerned and so disturbed over 
how monopolies lead to a waste- 

ful use of resources, how come 
they ere silent over the enormous 

misallocation of resources that 
comes with the IMF -prescribed 
free-trade policy? , 

The Report, on this account 
alone, has done itself and its 
authors a singular disservice. 
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Its failure to grasp the perverse 

and stultifying impact of a free- 
wheeling import policy on a pre- 

industrial society like the Philip- 

pines accounts for the Report's 
inaccurate explanation of why 

an Asian country like South 
Korea, which has borrowed more 
heavily than the Philippines, has 

managed to avoid the debt mess 

to which we have been brought. 
The Report explains that South 

Korea has been able to avoid the 

debt mess because of its efficient 

export industries. 

That is only a fraction of the 

tvuth. 

South Korea's remarkable 
export performance is based on 

a solid and heavy industrial base 

which the South Korean gov- 
ernment consciously cultivated 

through a rigorous application of 
economic protectionism. The 

dynamism of South Korea's 
export capability springs from 

a heavy industrial structure 

which enables her to produce, 

and export, machineries, engines, 

industrial factories, ships, com- 

puters, steel and metal products— 

a capability which she would 

never have developed had she 

anchored her development prog- 

ram on the free-wheeling import 
philosophy prescribed by the IMF. 

The anemic export record 

of the Philippines, on the other 

hand, follows from a soft internal 

production structure, which 

remains agriculture-based. Hence, 

our main exports are low-priced 
agricultural, semi-processed 

commodities, such as sugar, 

coconut, fruits, food products, 

garments, handicraft, footwear and 

the like. 
if the failure of the Report to 

understand the essential nature 



of the economic crisis accounts for 

its inadequate explanation of 

South Korea’s export performance, 

it similarly acounts for the 

Report's inconsistency in blaming 

the authoritarian nature of the 

Philippine political system for the 

debt problem. 

South Korea, along with 

Taiwan, has an authoritarian system 

even more authoritarian than 

the Philippines. South Korea, in 

addition, is just as guilty as ? 

the Philippine government.in ~ 

dispensing favors to a nrivileged 
action and in having its own 

state monopolies — factors 

which the UP professors strongly 
deem accountable for the debt 

problem. 
How then account for the fact 

that South Korea is not in the 
same debt plight? 

And if authoritarianism, state 

monopolies and government inter- 

vention in the market make 

bad economics, as the professors 

contend, how explain the dynamism, 

progress and stability of centrally 
planned economies, such as China 

and the Soviet Union, where 

government is all encompassing, 

power is concentrated, and the * 
free market virtually non-existent? 

How explain, for that matter, 

the case of Japan, one of the 

most controlled economies in 

the capitalist world, and yet 

one of its most dynamic? 
The answer is that all the 

progressive economies in the world 

today, regardless of ideology, 

were founded on, and continue 

to adhere basically to, a kind of 

economics which our schools 

don’t teach: that is, the econo- 

mics of protectionism and nation- 
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alism. This brand of economics 

is regarded with hostility by 
the schools of economics in this 

country, which today remain tied 

to the free-trade doctrine: a 

doctrine that has functioned as 

the economic basis of the 

colonial relation, and which no 

less than the United States, which 

founded the IMF, repudiated 

while still an underdeveloped 

country in the 18th century. 

It isn't surprising that the 

Report should receive the enthu- 

siastic endorsement of elements 

in the Makati business community, 

some of whom have gone as 

far as to recommend that the 

Report be made compulsory read- 

ing. 

Big business, particularly 

those elements of it tied with 

transnational corporations and 

the IMF-World Bank Group, has 

an interest in seeing the Report's 

recommendations carried out. 

| would recommend the Report 

for compulsory reading also, but 

for a different reason. 

The Report is a documentary ex- 
ample of how our schools function 

as part of an apparent conspiracy 

to perpetuate an economic doctrine 

responsible for the country’s under- 

development, and the economic 

crisis it is now experiencing. 

The Report should provoke a 

parliamentary investigation into 

the state and purpose of econo- 

mics education in the Philippines: 

to determine why our schools 

conceal from their students an 

important aspect of economic 

theory indispensable to any nation’s 

Struggle against underdevelopment, 

and in systematically, as well-as 



CSO: 

one-sidedly, cultivating in our 

youth a bias for an economic 

doctrine that expedites colonial- 

ist ends. 

Anyone who advocates free 

trade (which is what IMF prescrip- 

tions are all about) in this day and 
age is not only the captive of a 

theory which nation-states have 

never taken seriously; he gives 

aid and comfort to economic co- 
lonialism, is instrumental in further- 

ing the ends of our economic ad- 
versaries and facilitates the country’s 
exploitation in their hands. 

This nation is dying, because its 

economy is dying. And yet it is 
a nation which contains within it- 
self the seeds of power and great- 

ness. 

Why then must it die? 

4200/1025 
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_ The answer is colonial free 

‘trade. 

By adhering to that doctrine, 
we have rendered ourselves power- 

less against the economic aggres- 
sion of others, abdicated our 

sovereign power to protect our 

international reserves against 

massive profligate importations 

as well as massive flight of capital, 
and made prohibitive the cosi of 

our industrialization and develop- 
ment. 

No nation-state in Asia has 
practiced free trade except us. 

And that is why we die, while 

the rest around us, some more 
corrupt, and others more author- 

arian, survive and prosper. 

The government's ultimate 
guilt has been its embrace of 

free trade and the IMF. @ 
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RED CROSS AID TO DETAINEES NOTED 

Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 27 Aug 84 pp l, 8 

{Article by Marcia C. Rodriguez] 

{Text} Ensuring humane health and living conditions for hundreds of 
Filipinos locked in prisons as “public order violators," also known as 
"political detainees," "“subversives," or “oppositionists. 

Providing food assistance to thousands of civilians displaced from their 

homes in Mindanao and Samar due to internal fighting. 

These are the major concerns of an all-Swiss delegation from the Interna- 
tional Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) who are now in the country. 
Their work is shared by other ICRC delegates in 39 other countries facing 

internal strife or engaged in war with another country. 

Founded in Geneva in 1863 by Henry Dunana and four other citizens of 
Geneva, ICRC works to protect and help civilian and military victirs of 

conflicts and war. 

But how do ICRC personnel help improve conditions of political detainees 
and displaced persons without being mistaken as subversives themselves? 

The ICRC has reportedly been allowed to go through the barbed wire, so to 
speak, because it has maintained a neutral and impartial image. 

It “tells the world what it is doing but not what it sees," said Paul 
Mettler, head of the ICRC delegation to the Philippines, noting that this 
policy is not something unique to the country. 

The ICRC has been conducting prison visits in the Philippines since 1960. 

Last year, an all-Swiss ICRC delegation visited 193 public order violators 
in 14 detention centers between April and June, and 340 prisoners in 40 
places of detention from October to December. 

During prison visits, private talks are held with the prisoners without any 
witnesses. The ICRC then submits a confidential report to the detaining 

authorities, believing that simply pointing the accusing finger will not 
improve, but may even worse, the prisoners’ conditions. 
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Recommendations on prisoners’ needs for health care, food, recreation, 
needs and necessary contact with families are often carried out, though 

not immediately. 

ICRC’s ability to protect prisoners is reportedly limited but prison visits 

have generally saved lives, reduced torture, and contributed to a substan- 
tial improvement in the prisoners’ conditions. 

Nicolas Sommer, one of the ICRC delegates to the Philippines, said the ICRC 

is not interested in trying to get general amnesty for so-called “public 
order violators" but to intervene in ensuring that as long as they are in 
prison certain standards of humanitarian treatment are met. 

The ICRC acts as intermediary between authorities and detainees, helps 

prisoners’ families by arranging for them visits to their jailed relatives, 
and keeps a list of "security detainees." 

If the ICRC accuses the detaining authorities publicly, it may lose its 
opportunity to visit prisoners, especially those who are not allowed to 

communicate with their families, Sommer said. 

For displaced persons in Mindanao, the ICRC together with the Philippine 
National Red Cross, extends relief supplies such as rice, milk powder, 
rolled oats, and vegetable oil during emergency periods. 

Last year, 1,150 tons of rice for newly displaced persons were distributed; 

580 tons of milk powder, 290 tons of rolled oats and WO tons of vegetable 
oil were given to supplementary feeding centers for children under six 

years old. 

More than 230 of these centers had been opened in Mindanao in 1983, provid- 
ing nutritious food supplements to young children, and expectant and lactat- 

ing mothers. 

In some troubled areas of Mindanao, and Northern Samar, an information 

drive was launched last June to explain the activities of the PNRC, ICRC, 
the Red Cross principles, and basic humanitarian rules. 

CSO: 4200/1025 
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PHILIPPINES 

SUGAR EXPORT EARNINGS DROP TO 1979 LOW 

Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 25 Aug 84 p 10 

[Article by Samuel Senoren] 

eael. _ Foreign exchange lion tons, $17.4 mil- Indicating that earnings of the sugar lion; March, 74.1 mil- earnings this year industry dropped to a lion tons, $26.2 mil- could plunge to their 
precipitous low of lion; April, 14.2 mil- lowest in five years, $129 million during lion tons, $2.6 mil- Cruz noted that sugar _ first aay oe hon; May, 111.9 mil- export ‘receipts in 

2 a a lion tons, $38.4 mil- 1979 amounted to threatening to send lion and June, 41.6 only $212 million as export receipts this million, $12.9 mil- world prices then year to their lowest lion. dropped to $184 per since 1979. _ The export figure metric ton and Industry statistics in June was off 75 volume totalled only showed that first percent from year ago 1.1 million metric Se er te levels. tons, nearly half the formance was off According to Ms. export volume in percent in value on @ Abbie Cruz of the 1977. volume of 408,860 CRC industry mon- | 
metric tons, which toring unit, the sharp The low foreign ex- 
also fell 28 percent. decline in export change earnings from ~On a monthly ‘earnings stemmed Sugar, according to basis, the industry re- from a similar drop in Cruz, is clearly reflec- 
corded its worst production and badly tive of the imbroglio 
showing in April depressed interna- which has beset the when export = tional sugar prices. industry. 
venues up 
only $2.6 million on a In the coming me. Ay, 
volume of 14 million mente, caper output eu ar shipments 
-_ hy eee hcg ome made ond the Breakdown of the low mainly because of follows ent 
nee Soe © & es en $80,000 worth of follows: January, Selective sugar crop . = wae deli . 
105.3 million tons loans, limited finan. us ted — 
worth $31.3 million, cing and increased to contra yers. 
February, 61.6 mil- production costs 
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GOVERNMENT TO REVIEW SUGAR PRICE POLICY 

Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English 25 Aug 84 p 10 

[Text ] 

CSO: 4200/1025 

BACOLOD CITY, 
Aug. 24 (PNA) — 
Philippine Sugar 
Commission chair- 
man Roberto S. Be- 
nedicto has said the 
government will re- 
view its policy which 
increased the domes- 
tic price of sugar to 
300 pesos per picul in 

Addressing sugar 
lanters of the La 

the planters as well 
as to control the 
domestic price of 
sugar. 

In free trading, Be- 
nedicto said private 
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over prices 
will even dictate the 
price. This will ulti- 
mately result in the 
lowering of suger 
prices, he added. 
The Philsucom 

chairman also dis- 
closed that the condi- 
tions for the granting 
of loans for crop year 
1985-1986 will be 
submitted to the Phi- 
lippine National 
Bank and Republic: 
Planters Bank. 
According to Be- 

nedicto, PNB and 

The crop loan 
which covers costs of 
planting, fertilizer, 
milling and conting- 
er.cy will be subject to 
the availability of! 
funds. 
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PHILIPPINES 

COCONUT EXPORT INCOME RISES BY 40 PERCENT 

Manila PHILIPPINES DAILY EXPRESS in English 25 Aug 84 p 18 

[Article by Antonio G. Macapagal} 

[Text] Coconut export receipts during the first seven months of the year 
reached $478.36 million or 40.4 percent more than the industry's export 
earnings in the same period last year. 

Volume shipments, however, suffered a 34-percent drop at 678,000 metric 
tons (MT), in copra terms, from 1.02 million MT in January-July 1983. 

According to the Philippine Coconut Authority (PCA), for July alone, exports 
exports of coconut products totalled 101,004 MT, registering a 59.8 percent 
improvement from the June level. 

This volume was valued at $75.05 million, posting a 64 percent one-month 
gain. 

During the month under review, all coconut products--except coconut oil and 
coconut chemical--registered reductions in volume and value compared with 
June, the PCA said. 

However, the dramatic increase in volume and value of coconut oil exports 
more than compensated for the declines. Coconut oil volume went up by 
84.8 percent from June's 29,564 MT to 54,648 MT in July; and in terms of 

export earnings, it enjoyed a 108.8 percent improvement of from $28.79 

million in June to $60.13 million in July. 

Earnings from coconut chemical, on the other hand, shot up by 39.2 percent 
from $5.48 million to $7.63 million despite a slight reduction in volume, 
from 4,328 MT IN June to 4,314 in July. 

The items that had reductions in volume and value were: copra cake/meal, 
from 23,776 MT to 4,700 MT (80.2 percent decrease in volume) and from 

$2.86 million to $519 million (81.9 percent reduction in value); desiccated 

coconut, 5,776 MT--4,532 MT (21.5 percent volume reduction) and from $8.09 
million--$6.51 million (19.6 percent down in earnings); coconut shell char- 

coal, 1,672 MT--585 MT (65 percent less in volume) and from $.329 million-- 
$.1116 million (64.7 percent decrease in amount); and activated carbon, 

234 MT 226 MT (3.1 percent down in volume) and from $.213 million--$.153 
million (28.1 percent decline in value). 

CSO: 4200/1025 
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THALLAND 

CHAT THAI SUPPORTS MOVE FOR PARLIAMENT SESSION 

BK100129 Bangkok BANGKOK POST in English 10 Sep 84 p l 

[Text] Chat Thai will support a move to reopen Parliament for another extra- 
ordinary session to grill the government over economic problems, party leader 
Maj-Gen Praman Adireksan said yesterday. 

The party, he said, also intended to submit a no-confidence motion against the 

government for its handling of the country's economy. 

Chat Thai, the party leader said, would not take the initiative on the reopen- 
ing move, but would give support and join with other parties to call for the 
special session. 

Chat Thai alone, he said, would not have adequate backing for the move which, 

according to the Constitution, would require at least one-third of all MPs, or 
190 signatures. 

A group of senators and MPs reportedly began to lobby for the reopening of 
Parliament after the first extraordinary session which ended last Monday voted 
to postpone indefinitely the controversial army-backed constitutional inter- 

pretation. 

Major-General Praman said that his party's support for the new special session 
of Parliament had nothing to do with the constitutional amendment. 

"The military has nothing to do with politics. Military officers are only 
ordinary citizens and have no place in Parliament," he said. 

The opposition leader declined to comment on the amendment proposal, saying 
that he had never declared publicly that he would support the charter change. 

One item of the proposed constitutional change is a move to allow civil 
servants to be appointed to Cabinet posts. The proposal is believed to have 

been spearheaded by certain senior army officials. 

Major-General Praman said: "Economic problems are our main concern. We, 
therefore, want to reopen Parliament so that we can talk to the government 

about various economic problems." 
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The special session, he said, could be scheduled any time, regardless of 
Prime Minister Prem Tinsulanon's absence. 

What It Means 

The opposition Chat Thai Party's support for a proposal calling Parliament 
into an extraordinary session will make the holding of the session almost a 
certainty. 

Chat Thai's 108 members together with the more than 100 armed services and 
police officers in the Senate will provide the necessary minimum for a request 
for a special session during the present parliamentary recess. A total of 
190 votes is needed to call for such a session. 

Senators can sign a motion for an extraordinary session. 

Because it is the Opposition, Chat Thai is not expected to take the lead to 
propose an extraordinary session but will follow the lead of other parties. 

Some Prachakon Thai Party members are reportedly moving for a special session 
and a number of senators have expressed privately their interest in recalling 

Parliament to active duty. 

Although the objective of the Prachakon Thai is to pass the Bangkok 
Administration reform bill, in which the party has expressed great interest 
because it plans to try and win the governorship and an absolute majority in 
the city assembly, the chief purpose of the session is most likely to be to 

consider constitutional amendments. 

CSO: 4200/1037 
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THALLAND 

BANGKOK POST URGES LAOS TO JOIN BORDER SURVEY 

BK100215 Bangkok BANGKOK POST in English 10 Sep 84 p 4 

[Editorial: "Laos Should Join Border Survey") 

[Text] If Vientiane really wants the problem of the three disputed villages 
settled peacefully and with justice as the objective, it should participate 

in a joint Thai-Lao technical committee to survey the border to establish the 
true boundary line. For such a committee to work properly, it is necessary 
for there to be no military presence at all in the area. 

Thailand, it must be noted, has offered to withdraw its forces from the three 

villages if Laos makes a definite commitment not to introduce soldiers into the 
territory while the committee is stili operating. That is only fair in view 
of the fact that both sides agree to the Thai-France treaty on the border with 
France Indochina. [as printed] They have the same opinion that the watershed 
serves as the boundary line. 

However, Thailand does not accept the map made by the French to establish the 
exact line of the border. The Laotians insist on the map being the only 
instrument on which to base the boundary. However, Thailand has in its posses- 
sion a detailed map made possible by modern technology using satellite 
photography. With this map the three villages are shown as belonging to 
Thailand. 

Since there are both Thai and Laotian inhabitants in the villages--with people 

crossing and recrossing the border and with inter-marriages bringing about 

relatives on both sides of the frontier--it is hard to determine to which 
country the villages belong until a joint committee is set up to examine the 

boundary from the technical aspects, 

If the Laotians are doubtful about the idea of the two countries involved try- 
ing to the [as published] settle the border question they can suggest the 

inclusion of a totally neutral third party. The Thai authorities 2° willing 
to turn over the villages to Laos, if the finding of the committe: ;: sat they 
are owned by Laos. However, if the committee judges the villages tc te in 

Thailand, the Thai Government cannot give them away. It will have to answer to 

the people if it does so. 

The Laotian Government is in a position to break the deadlock in the Thai-Lao 
negotiations by simply agreeing to join with Thailand in surveying the border 

to establish where exactly it is. Im fact, if the exercise is successful, which- 

ever side gets the decision of the committee, it may even lead to wider dis- 

cussions, probably negotiation of a new border treaty--one between an inde- 
pendent Laos and Thailand, not between a colonial power and Thailand. 

CSO: 4200/1037 
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THAILAND 

OFFICIAL REPORTS TRADE DEFICIT IMPROVES 

BK100259 Bangkok BANGKOK POST in English 10 Sep 84 pp 17, 22 

[Text] The country's trade deficit improved significantly during the first 
eight months of this year due to higher exports and lower imports--much to the 
relief of monetary authorities. 

For one thing, such performance has wiped out anticipation that the baht might 

be devalued this year. And judging from the country's international trade per- 
formance during this period, the country is likely to suffer a trade deficit 
of aroung 75,000 million baht this year--a target estimated by the Bank of 
Thailand earlier this year. 

Mrs Praphaphim Sakuntaphai, deputy director of the Economic Research Department 

told the BUSINESS POST that the trade deficit at the end of August amounted 
to 47,000 million baht--a decrease of 10,000 million baht from the same period 
last year. 

Exports and imports from January to August this year amounted to 113,000 million 
and 160,000 million baht respectively, she said. 

Compared with the same period of 1983, exports increased by 21 percent while 
imports increased only 6.6 percent. 

She said imports in the last four months of the year are expected to reach 
about 80,000 million baht, meaning that total imports for the whole of 1984 
will be 240,000 million baht. This volume would represent an increase from 

last year by only 2.5 percent while exports by the end of this year are expected 

to increase by about 15 percent over that of last year. 

The nation's current account at the end of August showed a deficit of 33,400 
million baht. But the balance of payments still enjoys a surplus of 8,000 mil- 

lion baht. 

Although Prime Minister Prem Tinsulanon decided last month to do away with the 
18-percent limit on bank credit extension, Mrs Praphaphim--who will be the first 
chief spokeswoman of the central bank from October l--was confident that 
commercial banks were still continuing their own controls on credit extension. 
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As for foreign trade, Mrs Praphaphim said that controls on letter of credit 

still had to be maintained to prevent imports from rising drastically. 

In August alone, she said, imports amounted to 19,500 million baht--about 
500 million baht more than the previous month. 

Exports in August totalled 14,000 million baht--about 500 million baht less 
than in July. 

The balance of payments in August alone suffered a deficit of 2,000 million 
baht while the deficit in the current account amounted to 3,900 million baht, 
Mrs Praphaphim said. 

CSO: 4200/1037 
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THALLAND 

SEPARATE STATEMENTS PROTEST LAO ATTACKS 

BKO49042 Bangkok BANGKOK POST in English 4 Sep 84 p 3 

[Text] Thailand yesterday issued statements protesting against Laotian 
attacks which killed two soldiers, wounded three others and destroyed three 
highway construction tractors at the weekend. 

The attacks occurred only a week after Laotian troops shelled a Thai position 
in the same area, killing one soldier and wounding nine others. 

The statements were issued separately by the Foreign Ministry and the army 
which pledged immediate and-violent retaliation if Laos continued the attacks. 

The Foreign Ministry said Laos aggression showed Vientiane's insincerity on 
solving the border dispute and “its intention to aggravate the problem into 

an armed confrontation." 

The army in its statement, announced on television last night, said that since 
last April Lao troops have fired across the border 17 times and on 15 occasions 

sent in troops to attack Thai units. 

The troops also fired on Thai surveillance planes several times during the 

period, the army said. 

The attacks, the army said, have claimed the lives of six soldiers and two 

villagers and wounded 33 others. 

The latest incident took place last weekend. 

Lao troops on Saturday shelled a cavalry unit about a kilometre north of 
Ban Sawang, one of the three disputed villages, killing two soldiers and 
wounding three other people. 

On Sunday Laotian commandos attacked a road construction camp, damaging 

three tractors. 

Supreme Commander Gen Athit Kamlang-ek told reporters at Suranari Military 
Camp in Nakhon Ratchasima yesterday that Thailand would be careful on the 

use of force in view of its long-time relations with Laos. 

Mearwhile Foreign Minister Sitthi Sawetsila held a meeting for leaders of the 
four government coalition parties yesterday to brief them on the progress of 

government attempts to settle the border dispute. 
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THALLAND 

2D ARMY DIVISION TO STAY AT KAMPUCHEAN BORDER 

BKO70714 Bangkok BANGKOK POST in English 7 Sep 84 p 1 

[Text] The Prachin Buri-based Second Division will be permanently in charge 
of Thai-Kampuchean border security as of next year when it is expected to be 
developed into a full-strength division, military sources said yesterday. 

At present combat units from the First, Second and Ninth divisions take 

turns to guard the area. 

The Second Division consists of two main infantry units, the Second Regiment 
based in Prachin Buri and the 2lst Regiment based in Chon Buri. 
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THAILAND 

BIODATA OF NEW NAVAL COMMANDER IN CHIEF 

BKO50135 Bangkok BANGKOK POST in English 4 Sep 84 p 7 

[Text] Birthplace: Admiral Niphon Sirithon was born in Phatthalung on 
21 December 1925. 

Education: After studying till Matthayom [grade] 6 at Wat Sutthi Wararam in 
Bangkok he attended the Pre-Military Cadet College and later graduated from 
the Navy Academy College in 1945 at the age of only 20. 

He also passed from the Navy and the Armed Forces Staff colleges and completed 
commanding courses in the United States. 

Career: Admiral Niphon began working as a career navyman in the Royal Thai 

Fleet at the beginning in 1947. His first position was chief officer on 
HMS [His Majesty Ship] Khlong Yai before moving to serve in the same position 

aboard HMS Prasae and HMS Thayan Chon in 1949 and 1950, respectively. 

In 1957, Admiral Niphon was promoted communications chief of the Naval Operations 
and Information Division, the Royal Fleet, before becoming commander of the 

HMS Mae Kong. 

The admiral was then promoted chief-of-staff of the Gulf Patrol Fleet, the Royal 
Thai Fleet, in 1960 and held this position for three years before being trans- 

ferred to become a lecturer at the Navy Staff College for another two years. 

He became the director of the Naval Operations and Information Division in 1965, 

the deputy chief-of-staff of the Royal Thai Fleet in 1970, commander of the 
Anti-Submarine Fleet in 1972 and commander of the Gulf Patrol Fleet a few months 

later. 

Admiral Niphon began serving as chief-of-staff of the Royal Thai Fleet for two 

years in 1979 before becoming deputy commander of the fleet. 

He was promted Navy chief-of-staff on 1 October last year before becoming the 

new Navy commander-in-chief yesterday. 
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THAILAND 

9 SOLDIERS KILLED IN LANDMINE BLAST DURING CLASH 

BK240053 Bangkok BANGKOK POST in English 24 Aug 84 p 1 

(Text) Nine soldiers were killed in a landmine explosion during a clash with 
communist insurgents at a rugged border junction of Surat Thani, Ranong and 
Chumphon provinces yesterday, Surat Thani Governor Niphon Bunyaphattharo said 
last night. 

Five soldiers were also wounded and a communist insurgent was killed in the 
clash, he said. 

The governor said most of the dead victims sustained fatal wounds above their 
waists when a claymore mine planted near a captured communist camp exploded. 

Military sources said all the dead and wounded belonged to a patrol unit of the 
4153d Infantry Company which was carrying out a mopping-up operation on the 

Tanowasi Mountain range where the borders of Lamae District of Chumphon, the 
Chana District of Surat Thani and Kapoe District of Ranong meet. 

The sources said the unit seized an abandoned communist camp at the border 
junction yesterday afternoon. 

While they were scouring the camp perimeter, some of the troops apparently 
stepped on a landmine. The e. © ‘on was followed by heavy gunfire from 
insurgents hiding nearby and *reated after 20 minutes of fierce 
fighting. 

The dead soldiers were identified as Pvt Mun Madi, Pvt Danai Makuncha, 
Pvt Prachuap Chanklam, Sgt Seri Pathumsap, Subt-Lt Somchai Wichaiyut, 
Cpl Surin Kongcharoen, Pvt Thop Thongnak, Sgt Suphachai Nakkoet and 

Pvt Sawat Kongchai. 

An army helicopter later took all the victims to Surat Thani provincial town. 
The five injured were rushed to the provincial hospital for treatment. 

Meanwhile, Thai and Malaysian forces are to hold a joint patrol along a border 
road linking Betong salient in Yala Province with the northern Malaysian town 

of Kroh on Monday. 
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Colonel Kitti Rattanachaya, deputy commander of the combined tasks force 

(Thai), said yesterday that the one-day joint patrol--the first of this year-- 

was aimed at boosting morale of border villagers and demonstrating security 

cooperation between the two countries. 

A mopping-up operation vas Launched vesterday against remnants of the Marxist- 

Leninist faction of the Communist Party of Malaysia in Sadao District of 

Songkhla. 

The operation, code-named Taksin 8405, will concentrate on two target areas in 

the district, one about 15 kilometres to the northeast and the other 10 km to 

the southwest. 

Four long-range reconnaissance units, one company of Border Patrol Police and 

one specially-trained army wnit are involved in the week-long drive. 

Fourth Army Region Commander Lt-Gen Wanchai Chitchammong said yesterday he was 

ordered by Supreme Commander General Athit Kamlang-ek to map out a suppression 

campaign from Chumphon Province downward to eliminate fluential people who 

have commercial interests with loca! ommunist insurgeni:. 

Lt-Gen Wanchai also said he did not believe that communist insurgents vere 

responsible for the ambush last Saturday which killed six rangers and wounded 

eight others on a highway in Ban Nasan District of Surat Thani. 
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ENVOY TO MEXICO DISMISSED 

BK250140 Bangkok BANGKOK POST in English 25 Aug 84 p 1 

[Text] Two former top Thai diplomats to Mexico have been dismissed by the 
Foreign Ministry for alleged breach of discipline and corruption, ministry 
sources disclosed yesterday. 

Former ambassador to Mexico Wut Chuchom and first secretary Siyon Sinsamut 
had been transferred to inactive posts at the ministry before their dismissal 
by ministry order on August 1. 

Wut was alleged to have speeded up renovation of the Thai Embassy in Mexico 

resulting ia the government having to bear unnecessary high construction costs. 
He was also charged with hosting a wedding reception for his daughter on 
July 2 last year with ministry funds and stating the publication cost of a 

promotional brochure “Thailandia” higher than what it actually was. The 
ministry also claimed that he authorized the payment of a larger sum than 
necessary to meet the rental charges of the ambassador's residence. 

The ministry's Civil Service Sub-committee initially ruled that Wut be dis- 
missed without pension. But it later agreed to give him a pension because he 
had been in the service for a long time and had contributed considerably towards 

the ministry's work. 

Siyon was dismissed for allegedly having made unlawful financial gains by using 
his diplomatic privilege to import cars and sell them to outsiders. He was also 

alleged to have made a false allegation against a fellow embassy official to 
United States authorities charging that the official attempted to smuggle 
heroin to the United States from Mexico. 

The sources said that both Wut and Siyon have been at cdds for quite some time. 
Siyon once lodged a complaint with the ministry alleging that Wut had refused 
to pay the contractor who renovated the embassy. A co-owner of the construction 

company which did the renovation work had also come to Thailand to lodge a 

complaint with the ministry, the sources said. 

The sources added the two dismissed officials had a right to appeal the 

ministry's order with the Civil Service Commission. 
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THAILAND 

HAN'S FORMER AID MOVED TO ‘INACTIVE POST' 

BK101009 Bangkok BANGKOK WORLD in English 10 Sep 84 p 32 

[Text] Major Pathomphong Kesonsuk, a former close aide of Gen Han Linanon, 
has been transferred from the post of deputy commander of the Fifth Infantry 
Regiment's Fourth Battalion based in Hat Yai, a military source said this 
morning. 

The transfer order, sent through the Fourth Army Region recently, said 

Major Pathomphong would become an officer attached to the army, which is 

considered an inactive post. 

Fourth Army Region's Assistant Chief for Civil Affairs Maj Phisan 
Watthanawongkhiri was named to succeed Major Pathomphong under the same order, 

which becomes effective next month, the source said. 

Major Pathomphong was charge i with violating a Defence Ministry regulation 

last year for making a public speech without authorisation. 

He was later placed under a 15-day house arrest and put on probation for a 

year. 

A controversy erupted when the Army challenged an order by the Defence Permanent 

Secretary Office which transferred Major Pathomphong to the Defence Ministry. 

He returned to the Fourth Army Region after Deputy Defence Minister 

Phaniang Kantarat stepped in and revoked the transfer order. 

Major Pathomphong told reporters last week that he had already learned of the 

transfer order, adding that he wanted to be transferred for a long time. 

CSO: 4200/1037 
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THALLAND 

PREM TO STAY IN U.S. ‘FOR AT LEAST’ 1 MONTH 

BK310848 Bangkok BANGKOK WORLD in English 31 Aug 84 p 36 

[Text] Prime Minister Prem Tinsulanon is likely to be in the United States 
for at least one month for treatment of what is suspected to be a heart condi- 
tion, informed sources told WORLD this morning. 

The treatment will be in Atlanta, Georgia, the source said. 

It was announced yesterday that General Prem will leave on 14 September for 
the United States. 

According to the latest information, he is likely to be back in late October. 

On the trip, he will be accompanied by several officials including his personal 

physician, Col Dr Chawin Pawiphada. 

Foreign Minister ACM [Air Chief Marshal] Sitthi Sawetsila also said that 

General Prem might take a rest in the United States for a while after his 

medical check-up planned for him next month. 

Speaking this morning, ACM Sitthi said that the physical check-up may take 

only one or two days, “but the doctor may ask him to take some days rest before 

he returns to Bangkok.” 
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THAILAND 

COLUMNIST DEBUNKS SULAK SIVARAK 

Bangkok THE NATION REVIEW in English 1 Aug 84 p 4 

[Article by Sumet Jumsai ] 
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raksa nor those who want to prosecute him 
have any sense of humour ve + wage 

Our common friend, Angkhan 
do cka tant lnsstindooounet 
Ses Gam ben pans end cote ont Gains 
has several excellent outlets for his pent 
emotions Angkhan is antiestablishment lke 
true artists and like them he transforms social 
criticism into poems and paintings. 

Now, a lawyer (like S. Sivaraksa) can never 
be an artist and consequently is denied such 
refined outlets. Moreover, a lawyer with a pen- 
chant for Plato and Aristotle will never 
ciate humour because for him and his Greek 
heroes the world is tragedy. 

Now that “Unmasking Thai Society” has 
been assigned to the bonfire I am afraid it will 
become literature (which it clearly is not) and 
because of the publicity given to it by the 
Police Department, instead of it being read in 
a small circle of disciples — and the author only 
has a very small circle of disciples - it will now 
be read by many. 

On a more serious Note, | wish to convey 
to the authorities that they should leave dis 
senters like S. Sivaraksa alone. The strength 
of the country lies in not confiscating ideologi- 
cal publications and arresting authors however 
outlandish. In fact, | would say that our very 
strength lies in having sich outlandish thinkers 
and writers around, unnoticed. 



POLLUTION IN RIVERS REACHES CRITICAL STAGE 

Bangkok THE NATION REVIEW in English 15 Aug 84 pp 1, 2 

[Text] POLLUTION in the Chao Rhya River, the main lifeline for Bangkok, and 
three other rivers in neighbouring provinces has reached a critical point with 
an excessive volume of bacteria that is hazardous to marine lives and human 

warned yesterday. beings, senior officials of the Public Health Minister 

Public Health Min- was found at 24 mil- 
ister Marut Bu lion MPN in every 100 
and Director Gener millilitres of water. 
of the Health De- The standard volume 
~— Dr Pairoj of bacteria which is 
ingsanond told a safe for human beings’ 

press conference that health is the maxi- 
there was a chance mum of 10,000 MPN 
that the pollution in for every 100 milli- 
the Chao Phya River litres of water. 
and three other rivers They said the vo- 
~ Thachin, Mae Klong lume of coliform 
and Pranbun — would bacteria in the Chao 
become worse and Phya River, found this 
reach an unsalvable year, was 500 times 
level. higher than the vol- 

ume last year which 
A survey by the ple | 

Environmental Health 48,700 MPN per | 
Division between Jan- millilitres. 
vary and May this At Wat Pailorm, 
year found that the Samkoke District in 
volume of bacteria of Pathum Thani, the 

coliform type, which volume of bacteria in 
causes diarrhoea, in the Chao Phya River 
the four rivers was was measured at 
much more than the 740,000 MPN per 100 
standard level millilitres. The volume 

At the Chao Phya was only 13,800 - 
River — — 100 millilitres 
t age in Yan: f. 
mS the volume of yThe officials said 
bacteria of coliform the volume of oxygen 
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THAILAND 

RTA ORDERS SUPERTRANSPORTS 

Kuala Lumpur ASIAN DEFENCE JOURNAL in English Jul 84 p 4 

[Text ] The Royal Thai Army (RTA) Attache 
in Washington, D.C. has signed a contract 

for the purchase of two Bell Helicopter 
214ST aircraft. Deliveries of the Super- 
Transports, which will be operated as 
general purpose aircraft, will be made in 

the third quarter of this year. Bell Presi- 
dent L.M. (Jack) Horner said the Thai 

Army acquisition of the 214ST is parti- 

cularly gratifying since the RTA had 
conducted a sophisticated evaluation of 

other helicopters in this weight class. The 
RTA has operated Bell turbine-powered 

aircraft for the past 15 years and current- 
ly has more than 100 Bell helicopters in 
its inventory, including the Models 206B, 
UH-1H, 212 and 214B. Other Thai mili- 

tary services and government agencies 

operate an additional 100 Bell aircraft. 

The 20-place 214ST combines advanc- 
ed technology in both the aircraft and its 

General Electric CT7-2A engines. The 

214ST has a gross weight of 17,500 

pounds and an internal useful load of 

approximately 8,000 pounds. It has a 
range of more than 450 nautical miles. 

In the civil area it is used primarily in the 

petroleum industry for long-range off. 
shore crew change missions. The aircraft 

has performed admirably in extremes of 
temperatures, altitude and terrain during 
its two years in the field - from Saudi 

Arabia to the North Sea and from the fri- 
gid coasts of Canada to the Gulf «of Vexi- 
co and the lowland humidity to m ountain 

tops of South America. Throug) all of 

this it has maintained an availabi ity rate 
of well over 90 per cent 

CSO; 4200/1006 



BOOM EXPECTED IN LIGNITE CONSUMPTION 

THAILAND 

Bangkok THE NATION REVIEW in English 19 Aug 84 p 28 

[Text ] 

CS0O: 

lignite. The state enterprise has undertaken 
large-scale lignite excavation in Mae Moh 
District of Lampang in which it has huge power 
plants fuelled by lignite. 

EGAT wants to build seven om t- 
in 

the northern region for tobacco curing. Lately, 

295,000 tons annually. “We have made 
jection in the growth for demand of lignite 
re-estumated lignite reserves to suit our invest- 

tha 

53 
ment planning,” he said. 

O00 ‘indossal plosts in sine | 90, industria ts in provinces sur- 

rounding Bangkok and all of them use fuel oil 
for boilers. To replace fuel oil about five mil- 
lion tons of lignite will be required annually. 

Mathee disclosed that Bangkok Bank, in its 
bid to encourage consumption of domestic 
energy, offered loans for converting machinery 
to consume lignite. 

So far two factories — an instant-noodle and 
food producer, and a textile mill — have switch- 
ed to lignite. “In the case of instapt-noodle pro 
ducer, it resulted in bringing down fuel-oil 

4200/1006 

from 1.2 million baht monthly to only 700,- 
000-800,000 baht when it switched to lignite. 
The second factory succeeded in reducing its 

If more lignite is used in industries the coun- 
try can cut down imported oi] substantially. 
Mathee mid the company has made ove- 

that it leaves little ashes af- 
also wnproved heating 

: : 
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THALLAND 

POST, WORLD UNDER NEW SETUP 

BK181429 Bangkok BANGKOK WORLD in English 18 Aug 84 p 11 

[Text] The Post Publishing Co Ltd has become the main operating and holding 
company of the BANGKOK WORLD and the BANGKOK POST newspaper publishing group. 

Before this reorganisation, publishing and management of the two newspapers 
were contracted to Allied Newspapers Ltd. Also involved in the changes is the 

acquisition by the Post Publishing Co of the equity interests of the World 
Press Co Ltd. 

Former diplomat Konthi Suphamongkhon has accepted the chairmanship of the 
board, while Mr lan Fawcett has been appointed managing director of the Post 
Publishing Co and group chief executive. 

Under the new corporate structure, the number of shareholders in the Post 
Publishing Co has increased to 370, of whom 339 are Thais holding 83.2 per- 

cent of the shares. 

Multi-Credit Corp of Thailand Ltd has been acting as adviser on the reorgani- 

sation and diversification of the shares. 

CSO: 4200/1037 



THAILAND 

ARTHIT TO MEET FINANCE FIRM OFFICIALS 

Bangkok BANGKOK POST in English 31 Jul 84 p 15 
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THAILAND 

PETROLEUM CONSUMPTION JUMPED 15 PERCENT IN JAN-JUN 

Bangkok THE NATION REVIEW in English 7 Aug 84 p 4 

[Text } PETROLEUM consumption in the country jumped by 15% 
months of this year, push 
same period, the Bank of 
Ministers in a report yesterday. 

the first six 
during the imports of petroleum 7. 

ailand told os meting of the Covel Coen 

The high growth of import of petroleum products was in contrast to the slow- 
down in the import of most raw materials, the report said, adding that total import 
value for January-June, this year, rose by 11.2% compared to the same period the 
year before. 

The overall trade deficit re remains 
negative although the balance 
tion has improved, according to the summary 
which said that trade deficit for the first six 
months amounted to 38,100 million baht, close 
to last year’s 37,100 million baht during the 
corresponding period last year. 

Exports rose by 15.1%, with the increases 
recorded moslty in volumes. Prices of exported 
agricultural products were down in the world 
market due to overall global increase in world 
production. 

Balance of payments position during the 
first six months showed a surplus of 14,54] 
million baht, compared to a deficit of 1,148 
million baht during the same period last year. 
This was attributed to the capital inflow 
during this period. 

Overall for 1984, the report expects total ex- 
ports to be in the range of 164,000 million 
baht, representing a 12% increase while imports 
should reach about 240,000 million baht, 
which will represent a 2% increase. Total trade 
deficit for 1984 is expected to be about 76,000 
million baht, compared to 1983's deficit of 
89,000 million baht. 

The Bank of Thailand's report also said that 
price levels since the middie of last year have 
stabilized, resulting in “very low inflation rate.” 

The average increase in the Consumer Price In- 
dex was about 2.3%. That was due mainly to 
the low prices of farm products while prices of 

payments posi-" 
industrial recorded a slight increase. The 
overall tion rate for the whole of 1984 

been nt in the US, Canada and Japan 
But the US dollar continues to be strong. 

Local farm production for 1984/85 is ex. 
pected to show a bumper crop from nearly 
every kind of agricultural product due to the re 
gular rainfall. Yield per rai will be high for al 
most all crops but prices for the first half of the 
year maintained the levels of those of last year 

Industrial production in al continued 
to expand as part of the spillover from that of 
last yea. Export-oriented industries picked up 
markedly such as canned pineapple, textiles. 
garment, synthetic fibres, integrated circuits 
etc... But exports of jewelry, canned marine 
food faced problems 
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There was, however, 2 slowdown in indus 
tries producing goods for local consumption 
The drops included machinery, passenger cars, 
liquor and tobacco. Construction business con- 
tinued to expand, except for steel rods which 
did not pick up 

The report said the overall economic gowth 
rate for the country this year will be in the 
range of 5.5-5.8%, relatively the same as that 
of last year's 



THAILAND 

PRIME MINISTER APPEALS TO LRAQ OVER WORKER 

BKOS0326 Bangkok BANGKOK POST in English 8 Sep 8 p 1 

[Text] Prime Minister Prem Tinsulanon’s first task upon returning to work 
yesterday was to sign a letter to the Iraqi Government urging clemency for 

Thai worker Thitthai Charoentham who has been sentenced to death in Iraq for 
espionage. 

Thitthai was arrested in Iraq earlier this year along with five other Thais 

on charges of spying for Israel. The five others were iater released and re- 

turned to Thailand in June. 

Before working in Iraq, Thitthai worked for an American construction firm in 

Israel. 

According to a fellow worker, Thitthai had told a German woman that he used 

to work in Israel. The woman turned out to be a secret agent for Iraq and taped 
the conversation which was later used in evidence against hin. 

The worker said he believed Thitthai confessed he was a spy because he thought 

they would give him a light sentence. 

There have been allegations that Thitthai was tortured while in detention. 

In addition to the letter from the prime minister several other groups are 

seeking help for Thitthai. 

Magsaysay award winner Thongbai Thongpao is petitioning Iraqi President 

Saddam Hussein for Thitthai's release while the Labour Department is also 

actively trying to help the condemned vorker. 

Despite Thitthai’s death sentence, the number of Thai labourers seeking jobs 

in Iraq has not slackened off, Labour Department Director-General Chaman 

Photchana said yesterday. 

He said that job placement agencies were sending about 400 workers to Iraq 

every month and that there were about 20,000 Thais already in that country. 

A number of Thai workers who have previously worked in Israel are now working 

in Iraq he said, adding that all workers were warned not to get involved in the 

political and internal affairs of that country. 

He said many workers in Iraq faced problems, particularly that of employers re- 

fusing to pay their salaries. In addition the [Iraqi Government only allowed 

workers to send 70 percent of their salaries home. 

LSU: +200/ 1037 
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MILITARY RADIO, TV PROGRAMS ATTACK PIYANAT 

Bangkok THE NATION REVIEW in English 1 Aug 84 pp I, 

[Text | 

(Sie ws ' 

MILITARY radio and two television 
stauons last might broadcast special 

amme lambasting at Deputy House 
Piwanat Vayaraporn (Si Sa 

Ket<hat Thai) who was cleared by 
a specullyconvened party executives’ 
meeting for tus controvermal remarks 
against the military establishment and 

scouts. 
controversy took a turn for the 

worse yesterday when a group of village 
scouts went to Parliament with of 
& protest note against Piyanat essed 
to House Speaker Utha Pimchwicbon 
and Chat Thai leader Maj Gen Pramarn 
Adireksarn. 

Piyanat had sparked off the controver. 
sy when he criticized the village scouts 
for having submitted a mow agains: 
author Sulak Swarake st Thursday for 
the publication of his interviews entitled 
“Unmasking Thai Society.” 

t the following day mad im a 
ducumion that the move was un- 

democratic and that the country's unsta- 
ble democrat system had been caused 
by the military more than other groups of 

Piyanat yesterday morning said the 
village scouts were being used as a politi. 
cal tool. That statement angered the mili- 
tary once again. Last evening, military 
radio Stations came up with a strongly. 
worded commentary read by «dl dnoen announcer 

Arkhom Makkaranond charging Piyanat with being u- 
respong tie 

A special television progamme on Channel S$ and 7 
SS ae 
a he amme. known as Con 

on The Rand Mems 8 normally 
brosdcast on Sunday but last night § broedcae was an 
apparentiy last minute arrangement to counter Prya 
nat 

The two other epeskers on televigen were Cu 

and Lectwer Rangran Sacngsvs of Ramahamheeng 
Univerdty eho harshly crincized My anst 

They stronmgy accused Piyanat of Naving made wre- 
statements as Deputy Howse Speaker, and 

out on the upve despite the protest from the vil. 
lage soo wuts Pps. J db J - 
mad Thats all right with me | dncerely hope that the 
— ay el) defend and protect democracy, Piyanat 

Chat Thal leader Pramare called » qpecel 
of the ty § executives yesterday on (he issue 

that Pivenst bed spoken as an VP ot ot ms 
@*R CEOMviction and ded not represent the party im any 

societ militar way 

Y, Prompting the tO accuse Chat Thai spoteeman Pratuang Vic her cad 

Piyanat of having made unwartantedand _—that the party «as convinced that it should not Gall 
ble staternefits tap to a pose Om mack to use (hs Hwee to Cover Up 

other m t he ( 
strong reaction from the military oe bes meet oon Lh by Ge Copediten such as 

was broadcait on televmsion Monday Piyenet qpoke shout sellers io the past. ast 

night prompting the vdlage scouts to hand present ores televigion stteck on Pivanst could 

over a protest note yesterday to Mouse 
Speaker Uthai and Chat Thai leader Pra. 
marn “to do something about Piyanat's 
remarks.” 

affect Chat Thai's plan to tour the Provinces to reise 
various imees on government performance | he wid 

Pratuang sad Chat Thal Party comtinuce to betarve 
thet the mulitary woud not wage 6 coup ‘becouse 
ewoldiers deo uphold democracy ~ 



THALLAND 

ARMY TO PUSH OUT 1,400 FOREIGN HILLTRIBESMEN 

BK100319 Bangkok BANGKOK POST in English 10 Sep 84 p 5 

[Text] The Third Army Region will push about 1,400 foreign hilltribesmen out 

of three districts of Chiang Rai Province under a newly-adopted measure to stop 

forest destruction in the area. 

A source said the campaign would start next month and all the hill tribe 

people, mostly belonging to Iko and Hmong Tribes, would be pushed out of 

the country. 

The group had illegally entered the country and had encroached into national 

reserve forest« in Mae Chan, Mae Sai and Mae Suai districts. 

The tough measure was part of the recently-drafted policy of the Third Army 

Region and a committee to prevent forest destruction chaired by Deputy 

Permanent Secretary to the prime mini ster’s office S$ mpong Prachuabmo. 

Under the policy, officials will try to confine hilltribe people to only one 

place and conduct a population census followed by registration to prevent them 

from moving around freely and encroaching into the reserved forests. 

Hilltribe people refusing to follow the above steps would be warned and pushed 

out of the country if they mtinued to encroach int the forests. 

CSO: 4200/103/ 



THALLAND 

ATHIT PUTS ARMY FLOOD RELIEF UNITS ON ALERT 

BKO90652 Bangkok BANGKOK POST in English 9 Sep 84 p 1 

[Text] Supreme Commander Gen Athit Kamlang-ek has ordered the Second Army 
Region to put its flood relief unit on alert to help villagers affected by 
the floods should the need arise. 

Talking to reporters in Nakhon Ratchasima Province, General Athit said he 
had asked the Second Army Region Commander Lt-Gen Phak Minakanit to prepare 

flat-bottomed boats for use in flood-relief operations. 

The boats will be used to transport food and other necessities to the flooded 
areas and to help evacuate villagers cut off from the outside world by the 
floods. 

The situation in the Northeast was expected to improve if no more heavy rain- 
fall occurred in the region, General Athit said. 

Reports from the provinces yesterday said that seven provinces in the north 

and the Northeast were still flooded but the situation was expected to improve. 

Floodwaters were steadily receding in Sisaket, Ubon Ratchathani and Surin 
provinces in the Northeast and Nan, Chiang Rai and Chiang Mai provinces in the 

North, 

There was no rainfall yesterday in Uron while the volume of rain in the other 

flood-hit provinces was less than 10 mm, Bangkok weathermen said. 

As floodwaters began receding, flood relief teams moved through the affected 

areas to help people in remote villages. 

In Ubon Ratchathani, Det Udom and Khong Chiam districts were reported hard hit 
by flash-floods. More than 13 provincial roads have been inundated and 12 

bridges damaged. 

Governor Charoensuk Silaphan said he expected that the 2,000 families which 
had been evacuated to higher ground would be able to return to their farms 

within a few days. 



In Surin the Chokchai-Dat iom Highway wa till impassable as were dozens 

of other roads in the province. 

In Nong Khai, orti i 7S. rep rte | vy tera | Ln it oo * vi + > 4" hii rr ti Pis ii 

District have been under water since Thursday and the raintaii there 

between September 5-/ was 106 m. 

In the North. floodwaters were reported to be remaining in Chuang District 
, 

of Nan Province and parts of Chomthong District of Chiang Mai and Muang 

District of Chiang Rai. 

CSO: 4200/1037 



SHARP RISE RECORDED IN JOBLESS GRADUATES 

Bangkok BANGKOK POST in English 8 Aug 84 p 2 

[Text 

CSU: 

ECONOMIC stagnation 
has led to high unemploy- 
ment among college and 
university graduates, Na- 
tional Education Council 
Secretary General Dr Po; 
Sapiencha: said yester- 
da y 

Dr Po; said there were 
fewer jobs available these 
days as there had been no 
new investment in the 

country for the past four 
years 

The Government had 
also reduced the number 
of new civil servants it 
employed by two per cent 
in each of the past two 
years, he said 

The National Primary 
Education Commission 
used to have openings for 

20,000 teachers each year 
but in the previous school 
vear thie number was re- 

duced to only 4,000, the 

counci|'s deputy secretary 
general Dr Panom Pong- 
patboon said 

4200/ 100¢ 

Unemployment among 
graduates im ~—s social 
science, humanities and 

New teachers were 
able to get employment at 
only the Education 
Ministry and private 
schools 

The ratio of new gradu- 
ates and those who found 
employment in the past 

two years was five to one. 
he said 

The Interior and For 
eign ministries had also 
reduced the number of 
new graduates in politi 

cal scrence they em- 
ployed 

Only doctors and engi- 
neers were still in high 

demand, Dr Panom said 
He added that about 10 

years ago 60 per cent of 
new graduates preferred 
to become civil servants 
while 40 per cent opted 

158 

for private enterprise 
this trend still contin- 

ued and some graduates 
would rather do nothing 
than work for private 
companies. he said 
“Some vofational 

school graduates do not 
mind working as janitors 
at a government office,” 
he said 

These graduates rea- 
soned that even though 
they got paid less by gov- 
ernment organisations as 
compared to what private 
companies offered them. 
they gained more 
through the welfare bene- 
fits that the Government 
offered, he said 

Government employ- 
ees have not only their 
children’s school fees paid 
for but also their hospital 
bills as well as that of 
their parents and private 
companies do not offer 
such benefits, Dr Panom 
said 

THAILAND 

all the 14 state universi- 
ties and 14 private col- 
leges has a job placement 
bureau to help its stu- 
dents find employment 

About 26.594 job seek- 
ers participated in the 

ised 

sity last January but only 
1.152 were hired by 300 
participating companies 

A National Economics 
and Social Development 
Board official accused pri- 
vate companies of being 
choosy in employing inex- 
perienced graduates 

They do not want to 
waste their time training 
them. he said 

A second job bazaar, 
organised by the NESDB 
and Labour Department, 
is to be held at Chula- 
longkorn University for 
three days from today 



TEACHERS QUESTION GOVERNMENT ON LESE MAJESTE ARREST 

Bangkok BANGKOK POST in English 3 Aug 84 p 3 

{Text ] 

USO: 

CHAIRMAN Use Phasaku! of the 
Northeastern Teachers Club will 
submit a letter to the Government 

seeking clarification on the arrest 
of one of its teachers on charges of 

lese mayeste 
Mr Chitakorn Tangkasemsuk 

36. an assistant professor at the 
Teacher's College in Udorn Than 
was arrested on Tuesday and is 
being detained at Udon Thani po 
lice station 

A pole source said Mr Chita 
korn had edited the “Mong Karn 
sueksa Tha: — Ardeet. Patchuban 
Anako ‘A Look at Tha: Educa 
tion — Past, Present. Future a 
book reportedly banned by the po 
lice for containing statements a! 
legediy derogatory to the mon 
archy 

Some 5,000 copies of this book 
were published last September and 
distributed on the colleges 60th 
anniversary 

Mr Chitakorn had reportedly 
interviewed writer and critic Mr 
Sulak Sivaraksa for an article pub 
lished in that book When the 
Special Branch Police was about to 
take action against the article, Mr 

Suwan Chansom. deputy director 
enera! of the Teachers Education 
Jepartment, reportedly talked 
with the police and the matter was 
dropped 

Then last. month Mr Sulak 

released his own book “Lokkrab 

Sangkhor Tha: ‘(Unmasking Tha: 
Society) in which he reportedly 
used the same statement at 
tributed to hum in Mr Chitakorn’s 
article 

Mr Chitakorn was arrested after 
police confiscated Mr Sulak's book 

last week Udon Than: police said 

4200/ 100¢€ 

they were keeping Mr Chitakorn 
as witness in the case concerning 
Mr Sulak who, though «till at 

large. 1s wanted by police on a 

simular charge 

Director-general Panom Kaw 
kamnerd of the Teachers Educa 
tion Department said his depart 
ment had stil! to receive any offi 
cial police notification of Mr Chita 
korn 's arrest and so far. “we have 
only had reports from newspapers 
and the Teachers Training College 
in Udorn Thani,” he said 

Meanwhile. club chairman Mr 
Usa said he had written letters and 
made telephone calls to all mem 
bers of the club's committee to seek 
ways to help Mr Chitakorn and to 
visit him at Udorn Thani police 
Station 

With a Masters degree in 
Education from the United States 
Assistant Prof Chitakorn is at 
tached to Udorn Than: Teachers 
College He is known to have been 
the leading force im the move to 

upgrade prachaban (provincial 
teachers in 1980 from the status of 
provincial employees to that of 
civil servants 

Meanwhile, the Metropolitan 
Police Department has appointed 
two senor officers to the Special 
Branch Police team which is trying 
to establish the whereabouts of Mr 
Sulak 

Metropolitan Police Comissioner 

Li-Gen Mana Wongsombeoon said 
he has assigned First and Second 

Sub-Division commanders. Po! Lts 
Col Ura: Sri-ura: and Sena Nacha 
roen. to work with the Special 

Branch Police team He said M: 
Sulak « arrest will be made only by 
the Special Branch Police 

THAILAND 



CONTINUED MEMBERSHIP IN TIN COUNCIL URGED 

Bangkok BANGKOK POST in English 30 Jul 84 p 19 

[Text ] 

CSO: 

A SENIOR Department 
of Minera! Resources offi 
cial belheves that Tha: 

land should retain mem 

bership in the Interna 
tional Tin Council be 
cause it had more to gain 

by staying 
Vicharn Upattisaling 

told more than 200 

miners and government 
officials at the Chamber 

of Mines extraordinary 
meeting, held at the 
Indra Hotel last Friday 
that miners would stand 
to lose more if Thailand 

were to withdraw from 

the ITC 
Mr Vicharn said the 

miners would gain little 
from such a move, which 

would have an adverse 
effect on them as the tin 

market was likely to 

detervorate 
One advantage was 

that miners could export 
as much tin as they could 

produce because Tha: 
land would be free of ex 

port curbs 

Thailand also wouldn't 
have to contribute to the 
tin buffer stock or pay the 
counc!!| annua! adminis 

trative fees which to 
talled more than three 

4200/100¢ 

millon baht. if nt re 
signed 

However he said that 

the previous tin agree 

ments, each term lasting 
five years, have been suc 
cessful in stabilising 

prices. which have man 

aged to remain higher 
than the floor price 
Commenting on the 

buffer stock contribu 
trons, Mr Vicharn said it 
appeared that miners had 
profited during the en 
forcement of four previ 

ous Un agreements, as 

each buffer stock account 
was liquidated after the 
agreements expired 

Mr Vicharn said Thai 
land has already contrib- 
uted about 893 million 
baht to the buffer stock 

If Thailand’ annual 
production capecity of 
10,000 tons were to flood 
the world market it 
would be beyond the 
stock managers capa! 

ity to stati lise prices 

He said that Thailand 
would suffer most if the 
tin counci! was dissolved 
because tin production 
costs were higher than 
other producing coun 

tries 

Tin prices could hit « 
low of 15-18 Malaysian 
ringgits a kilo and this 
would lead to joblessness, 
mine closures and lower 
royalty earnings for the 
Government 

LOW PRICE 

The low price would 
prevail for at least two 
years as more than 
240,000 tons of tin stock. 
pile from the United 
States’ General Service 
Administration. com. 
bined with the fifth and 
sixth tin = agreement 
stockpiles and tin stocks 
held by producing coun. 
tnes would be released 

at the same time 

The Penang market 
price which i« ew 

by the buffer stock man- 
ager and quoted by the 
Thailand Smelting and 
Refining Co — Thailand's 
only emelter which buys 

tin ore from miners 

would also be lifled This 
means that the sraelter 
would be free to fix buy 
ing prices, he added 

THAILAND 



THAILAND 

ISLAND TO GET RADAR STATION 

Bangkok BANGKOK POST in English 28 Jul 84 p 1 

Text ] THE Royal Thai Air 
Force plans to set up « 
radar station on Samui 
Island, off Surat Thani, 
@ source said yesterday 

The RTAF source 
said Samui was chosen 
because it ided an 
rdea! site w a redar 
system can scan a large 
-_ of the Gulf of Thai- 
and currently not 
covered 

The system, likely to 
be installed by the end 
of the vear, will be able 
to scan a 150-mile 
radius and greatly 
benefit naval opera- 
tions 

The source also said 
the system, already pos- 
sessed by the RTAF, 
would be hooked up to 
other stations in Hat 
Yai, Phuket and Chum. 
phon 

The planned radar 
station, which will cost 
about 15 million baht, is 
not part of the RTAF's 
air defence automation 
syetern which i# still 
under discussion 

CSV: 4200/ 100 
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MPLICATE AFFORES 

POOR farmers and for 
estry offictals have 

clashed often in north 

east Thailand, the 
farmers seeking food 
for today, the foresters 
protecting forests for 
the future There are 

signs thal peace is at 
hand 

Farmers have threa 
tened forestry workers, 
pulled up seedlings and 
even tried to start fires, 
according to a report by 
the Thai Roya! For 
estry Department 

Some 63 per cent of 

crowded Thatland’s po 

pulation of over 30 mil 

hom lives in the coun 

iryside. Intensive 
farming in the fertile 

southern “rice bow!” re 
gion is squeezing the 

poor and iandiess 

northwards Immi 
grants from war torn 

Laos and Kampuchea 
have swelled the north 
ward drive onto the 

sandy. deforested 
uplands 

Invaders 

Three quarters of 

north-east Thailand 
once half covered with 

hardwood and ever 
green trees, is now bar 

ren. A 1882 UN Food 

and Agriculture Or 
ganisation (FAQ) re 

port estimated that 

330,000 hectares 

(815.500 acres) of forest 

were disappearing an 
nually 

LAT 
~~? 

LON 

- 

WORK 

Au 4 B4 p 2] 

The erosion caused 
by such rapid defores 
tation has caused parts 
of Thailand's tradi. 
tional waterway sys. 
tem to clog up with silt 
The government has 
become so alarmed 
that it has threatened 
severe punishment, in 
cluding summary exe. 
cution, for the illegal 
cutting of trees. Such 
threats are aimed 
mainly at poachers of 
valuable hardwoods 

But for political rea 
sons. that government 

is also committed to 
aiding farmers in the 
north-east region. It 
fears that this sensitive 
area, bordering on Laos 
and Kampuchea, could 
fall prey to communist 
insurgents if left unset 

tled 

Forestry officials are 
unhappy about the “in 
vaders.” The Forestry 
Department report esti 
mates that “in the ten 
year period 1970-1980, 
only one third of the 
60,000 hectares (144,000 

acres) replanted could 
be considered fully es 

tablished. The rest was 
Gestroyed by fire and 
degraded by farmers ~ 

Despite Forestry De 
partment protests, the 
government maintains 
that trees cannot al 

ways come before peo 

ple. With aid from the’ 
UN Development Pro 

THAILAND 



gramme and FAO, tt is 
aiding agricultural de 
velopment in the north 
east, while at the same 
time encouraging the 
farmers to plant trees 

Reconciling these 
two goals is not casy 

FAO project manager 
LK. Danso says that 
the programme “creat 
ed conflict in the 
farmers minds be 
cause they were being 
asked to grow trees 
where they wanted to 
grow food” 

The key to the go 
vernments policy has 
been a type of land re 
form whereby farmers 
are given “user rights” 

to land which technical 
ly belongs to the For 
estry Department In 
the last (wo years, 
10,000 “user certifi. 
cates” were issued 
They enabled farmers 
to cultivate and profit 
from the land withoui 
owning it outright 

Each certificate 

grants « family the use 
of about 25 hectares 
‘six acres) which is 

part of an “agro for 
estry village” Water. 
roads and schools are 

made available to each 

village Grouping 
farmers im this way is 

thought to minimise in 

discr minate deforesta 
tion 

Trouble 
Security of tenure 

has made it poss! bie for 
the farmers to get bank 
loans for farm imple 
ments seed and fert| 

liser Put their certifi 

cates are teeued on the 

condition that they 

plant © certain number 
of trees on their land 

The Forestry Depart 
ment, in early 1983. had 

had “nothing but trou. 
bie” in its attempts to 
enforce the tree plant. 
ing rule. Mr Danso 
maintained that the for. 

esters antagonised the 

farmers instead of 
working with them and 
gaining their confi. 
dence 

By mid-1983, how. 
ever, things had begun 
to change Farmers be 
gan planting frult trees 
around their homes and 
were asking for cuca 
lyptus seedlings 

According to gov- 
ernment extension 
worker Pornchai Ve 
tayanegu!l, farmers 
were prepared to plant 
trees once their own ba 
sic needs were met 
They mo longer saw the 
trees a8 standing in the 

way of their own survi 

val. “They said they 
wanted water and 
roads Once these were 
provided, they were 
prepared to compro. 
mise.” he said 

Thailand is not the 
only Asian country 

where landless farmers 
are moving in on valua- 

bie forests) The same 
pattern is being repeat 

ed in the Philippines. 
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, 
Kampuchea and Laos 

In their search for 
land, these poorest of 
peasanis represent one 
of the greatest threats 
to the world's receding 

tropical forests As the 
Thal experience de 

monstrates, it is only 

when their minimum 

needs are met that they 
can live with and even 

plant trees rather than 

chop them down 
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BRIEFS 

TOURISM COOPERATION WITH PRC--Thailand and China have agreed to boost bilateral 
cooperation in the field of tourism. During a board meeting at the Tourism 

Authority of Thailand on 16 August both sides agreed to draw up five guidelines 
to promote bilateral cooperation. Under major guidelines, Thailand would pro- 
vide hotel and tourism training to Chinese tourism officials. Both countries 
are also to design and produce jointly bulletins and other publications for 
publicity and promotional purposes. Officials of both countries will meet in 

October to discuss the issue further. [Summary] [BK210512 Bangkok Domestic 
Service in English 0000 GMT 18 Aug 84 BK] 

GOVERNMENT BORROWING AND INCOME--The government borrowed about 25 billion baht 

from domestic and overseas sources during the first 10 months of this fiscal 

year. It collected 121 billion baht in revenue during the same period. Most 

of its budget has been spent on administrative expenses while loan repayment 

amounted to about /.4 billion baht. Of the 121 billion baht in revenue, 

about 50 billion baht came from the Revenue Department's tax collection and the 
balance from excise and customs tax collection. [Summary] [Bangkok Domestii 

Service in English 0000 GMT 18 Aug 84 BK} 

THAILAND'S EXPORTS--Deputy Commerce Minister Phairot Chaiyaphon reported that 

Thailand exported about 87 billion baht worth of goods during the first 

7 months of this year, or about 14 billion baht more than the same period in 

1983. The increase is due to greater yields in agricultural production because 
of favorable weather as well as better prices for certain goods. Exports of 

rice, corn, jute, textiles, and canned food increased in volume whereas 

exports of rubber, corn, sorghum, and green mungbeans increased in value. 

[Summary] [Bangkok Domestic Service in Thai 1300 GMT 18 Aug 84 BK) 

CSO: 42 /1037 



MILITARY AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC SECURITY 

SUBWARD DOES GREAT JOB IN MAINTAINING ORDER, SECURITY 

Hanoi QUAN DOI NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 10 Aug 84 p 3 

[Article by Phan Van Toan: "Hang Dao Subward Self-Defense Force Sets Good 

Example in Maintaining Order, Security " | 

[Text] Hang Dao Subward in the heart of Hoan Kiem Ward has the main com- 

munication axis of Hanoi and the streetcar line running along its entire 

length. It is close to the central streetcar terminal and also near Dong Xuan 

Market, where there are many private vendors’ counters and a very large 
flow of people and traffic, including foreign visitors. With such characteris- 

tics, Hang Dao Subward is one of the complex locations where hoodlums, 

thieves, people doing illegal work and dishonest business people regularly as- 

semble to carry on their activities. Many cases of thefts, stealing from pock- 

ets and robberies have taken place. 

In spite of its complex location, Hang Dao Subward not only has been doing a 

good job in maintaining security and order, it also is a model subward in 

terms of mobilizing the masses for fighting against the negative aspects. The 

subward also has much experience in educating the slow-progressing people. 

The self-defense force has really been playing a key role in changing the sub- 

ward's weak aspects. The self-defense company of the subward has a platoon 

of the musical instruments cooperative, which has been holding the Deter- 

mined-to-win title for 13 consecutive years. The chairman of the subward 

People's Committee had this to say: ‘In the complex situation of the subward, 
particularly after having learned the directives and resolutions of the superior 

echelons, the subward CPV Committee and People s Committee have organ- 

ized conferences among sectors, mass organizations, organs, enterprises 

and cooperatives to discuss the leadership and guidance measures aimed at 
carrying out the plans the subward had drawn up for maintaining order and 

security and coordinating the activities of the four forces. In addition to mobi- 

lizing the masses for building 29 security teams and groups with hundreds of 

security agents, the subward pays special attention to perfecting the self- 

defense force in order to ensure its size and high quality and to apply many 

diverse formulas to carry out its activities. 



The subward self-defense force consists of two platoons. A neighborhood 
platoon has three squads. A platoon of the musical instruments cooperative 
has two squads. In addition, there are express communication, reconnais- 
sance and first-aid teams, which are subordinate to the company. The sub- 
ward has been paying attention to selecting outstanding people to bring into 
the self-defense force from the youth and civil defense units and urging the 
troops who have fulfilled their active service to take part in its self-defense 
force. It also firmly expels any unqualified people from the self-defense 
force. Party and youth union members account for more than 65 percent 
while the reassigned, demobilized and discharged military personne! account 
for over 50 percent. The chairman of the subward People's Committee is the 
company commander and party committee secretary and does political work. 
The self-defense platoon of the musical instruments cooperative is the mobile 
unit that is ready to fulfill any unexpected task. Last year, not only did this 
unit overfulfill by 50 percent the production goal set in its plan, it also fulfill- 
ed the task of being combat ready, safely protecting the socialist properties 

and actively coordinating its activities with those of the neighborhood self- 
defense platoon in maintaining security and order in the area where it was 

stationed. 

Being assigned the task of coordinating the four forces, the neighborhood self- 

defense platoon has determined the key locations on the basis of the actual 

area it is in charge of. In these locations, patrolling and control is carri« 
out through unified plans and strict coordination among the cadres who com- 
mand and head the self-defense force and subward public security stations. 

In addition to the regular patrolling duties, on holidays, during the Tet, or 
whenever there are unexpected tasks, the self-defense force also volunteers 
to do patrolling work for 24 hours a day. The subward self-defense force also 

actively coordinates its activities with those of the self-defense f& e of the 

Hanoi Pastries and Candies Enterprise in strengthening patrolling and euard- 
ing duties, protecting the socialist properties and maintaining security in oub- 

lic places. The three neighborhood self-defense squads, which have been set 
up in accordance with street locations, are responsible for maintain y secue- 

rity and order right in their assigned areas. In the first 6 months of thi 

year, the subward self-defense force helped to detect many cases of illega 

business and dealing in counterfeit goods and to arrest hoodlums. Some tyopi- 
cal achievements: Hiep, a squad leader, caught a hoodlum while he was steal- 

ing a motorcycle; Toan, a neighborhood self-defense platoon leader. thanks t 

his quick-wittedness and courage, single-handedly captured five dlums as 

they were stealing from customers. Duong, a combatant in Squa: after 

witnessing a robbery committed against some pedestrians. cede it ite) 

ing both robbers. Squad cadres Tien and Ban showed no fear for their 

lives while unmasking hoodlums and robbers and always tried ¢ tch o 

and to hand them over to the public security officers. Ths war 

defense force also received from many sources political a: rryit i ffa 



information; reported on a timely basis to superior echelons false rumors 

and enemy osychological warfare arguments for proper handling; and actively 

fought against, unmasked and arrested those who were engaged in fortunetell- 

ing and superstitious practices itd kept decadent publications and music tapes 

and seized the latter. 

As to other activities like checking and handling the cases of households ille- 

gally using electricity, managin, housing affairs, collecting industrial and 

commercial taxes, managing the market, keeping streets clean and attractive 

and promoting civilized living and new-culture family life, not only did the 
subward self-defense force carry them on ina serious manner, it also en- 

couraged everybody to follow its lead and do the same. 

With the above-mentioned activities and results, the Hang Dao Subward self- 

defense force has made active contributions to building the neighborhood sta- 

ble politically and strong in terms of order and security. The fact that has 

been dermonstrated here is that the task of fighting against the negative aspects 

and maintaining order and security will bring about many good results if the 

party committee echelons and administration show their concern, are able to 

mobilize the masses in the revolutionary movement, pay attention to building 

the self-defense force as a hard-core unit and know how to develop a com- 
bined strength in the coordinated activities of the four forces in accordance 



MILITARY AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC SECURITY 

VILLAGE SUCCEEDS IN REINFORCING ORDER, SECURITY 

Hanoi QUAN DOI NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 8 Aug 84 p 3 

[Article by Ha Minh Thien: ‘An Ninh Village Has More and More Order, 
Security Everyday" | 

{| Text] An Ninh Village in Tien Hai District, Thai Binh Province, is located 
right next to a town where the provincial highway runs through; since there 

are numerous objects of criminal action and the number of its youths and 

teenagers is very large, its administration and public security force are ex- 

tremely concerned about the task of maintaining social order and security, 
particularly the fight against criminal offenders. 

Although the location and characteristics of the village are favorable condi- 

tions for the commission of crime, An Ninh for several years still held the 

Determined -to-win title in the movement for maintainiag security for the fa- 
therland and had few cases to handle. One of the main reasons was that its 

administration and public security force knew how to apply in a creative man- 

ner and to fully carry out the measures designed to prevent crime. From 

propaganda, education, building emulation movements and attracting the 
youths into productive labor and social activities to applying administrative 

measures, enforcing the law and developing the economy. 

Beginning in 1982, the village launched a very vigorous sport movement to at- 

tract youths and teenagers and to aim at many goals: to build the movement, 

to select representative teams for physical training, to attract youths and 

teenagers and to reduce their idle time to a minimum. The chairman of its 

people's committee was the head of its soccer team. The village has a num- 

ber of warehouse grounds and a large stadium, which everyday attracted 

hundreds of youths and teenagers into various activities. In 1983 it organized 

two soccer cup competitions for its youths and one for its teenagers. The ac- 

tivities that had become routine created tavorable conditions for organizing 

groups and teams, training all youths and teenagers in the collective spirit 

and sense of discipline and also giving the young guidance and education. 



On the occasion of its being honored by a Council of Ministers certificats 

praising it for having done a great deal for the country and by a visit of Sen- 

ior General Hoang Van Thai (the village was one of the two localities having 

the first CPV chapters in Thai Binh Province), the village launched a move- 

ment for developing the traditions of a birthplace of the revolution. Youth 

union chapters and teenagers’ units organized contests in which participants 

recounted the combat feats and achievements of the country's pioneering rev- 

olutionaries. They then encouraged the young to develop pride a revolu- 

tionary spirit and guided them toward building youth projects, such as taking 

charge of new-variety ricefields, caring for trees and sanitation in specific 

road sections, building soccer fields, taking care of flower becs around the 

memorial for dead heroes, protecting transmission line sec tio: nd so on. 

The village used a part of the social welfare fund to build up the movement 
and to award bonuses to outstanding units and individuals. 

As to the various types of objects of criminal action, each year the village 

public security force organized study sessions for therm to learn about legal 

policies, to write reviewing reports and to be classified througn the selecting 
process. Early in 1984 it organized two reeducation and training courses for 

50 of them. In every learning session, it always sought an in-cepth know- 

ledge of the economic situation of each and every trainee. It t: commend- 

ed that agricultural cooperatives give them appropriate jobs, gn ther 

contract ricefields and create favorable conditions for therm ' egitimate 
work. Those who had economic difficulties could borrow mom rom the co- 

operatives or get some grain as aid from them. Those were the reasons why 

petty thefts had been scarce in An Ninh Village. 

Carrying out Communique No 4 of the Ministry of Interior on protecting trans- 

mission lines, An Ninh was lately considered one of the tw illages that had 
done the best job in the district. That inve!ved from lea rnin, ‘ganda 

to retrieving the electrical wires that had been used in an illegs! manner. 

More specifically the main general school of the village wa ered a 

model in carrying out the communique. The party chapter secretary, the 

school principal along with detectives of the district public = rece and 

the head of the village public security force organized sessio: : teach- 

ers and students of the school to read the communique anc ¢ ' ts im- 

plementation. The collective teachers’ quarters did the job first. Then it 
was the turn of the classes. The school's 625 students were inst ted to re- 

write the communique as a piece of dictation for markin, Later 

they brought it home and read it aloud for their families t 

and Saturday evenings. After each reading members of th. ) t 

sign on the back and their signatures were checked by t 

Groups of three children were formed, with group lead: 

check among the families and to privately report to the 

»25 students of the main general school, who account ' e-tend 



of the population of the village, have virtually become 625 propaganda agents 

specialized in this work and have been fulfilling the task of young detectives 

by providing their teachers and public security officers with information 

connecticn with the education of youths and teenagers, the management of the 

objects of criminal action, retrieval of electrical wires and detection of thefts. 

in 

In An Ninh Village of Tien Hai District many enthusiastic and realistic move- 

ments are being on the rise. Their existence bespeaks the remarkable con- 

tributions of typical individuals, from the village chairman to the 
. . hildren. 

Everybody works so hard for the movement and the collective, thinks creative- 

ly and has valuable initiative to help drive the movement forward. 

On any occasion marking the commemoration of historical events the village 

has the habit of seeing groups of cadres, party members, cooperative mem- 

bers, demobilized military personnel, youths and students come to its memo- 

rial for dead heroes, which is the largest one in the district, to honor those 

who have died for the country. Ina sacred but glorious atrnosphere, all o 

them share one thought: One must live in a deserving way toward the dead and 

the land that has the first CPV chapter in the province and must protect the 

social order in the village that bears an appropriate name, An Ninh (security). 

5598 

CSO: 4209/ 440 
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ECONOMIC PLANNING, TRADE AND FINANCE 

SUPPLIES FAILING TO REACH ARMY UNITS INVESTIGATED 

Hanoi QUAN DOI NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 7 Aug 84 p 3 

| Article by Tran Dinh Ba: ''Why Have Some Units Failed To Receive Their 
Share of Essential Supplies? "| 

[Text] The party, state and managerial sectors have a special concern about 
supplying cadres, workers, civil servants, the armed forces and minority 

people in the northern provinces with the essential commodities. It is due to 

this concern that the supplying of quota and nonquota commodities to this 

large and important region has been assured better and better everyday. In 

this positive and strong move of the commercial sector, let us try to find out 

if the armed forces have always received all of the essential commodities 

they should get. This is a matter many people and many sectors are concern- 

ed about. 

To clarify this matter we recently came to a number of units and localities. 

' Please tell us about the state of supplying quota and nonquota commodities 

in your unit lately. '' 

K, rear service director of Group X stationed in Province H, offered this 

answer: '' The most outstanding aspect in the supplying of quota and nonquota 

commodities to the army in general, and to our unit in particular, is the fact 

that one year normally is better than the previous year, one quarter is better 

than the previous quarter. "' 

‘Can you make it more specific and give us more specific figures? '' 

"Ace: rding to our statistics, which we regularly compare with those of the 

secto nceerned like the commercial and grain sectors, in the second quar- 

ter we eived the full quantities of the following: rice, salt and pork, in 

nearly full quantities, actually. As to other articles, there was a considerable 

lack, mostly in the case of dried fish and fish sauce. 

173 



‘Indeed, in 1983 we received only 01.7 percent of the quantity of pork and 

lacked 27.5 tons (100 percent of the plan goal) of dried fish, 14,500 liters 

(100 percent) of fish sauce, 23,650 packets of tea, 83,970 packs of cigarettes, 

3,290 tubes of tooth paste, 1,270 tons {100 percent) of coal, 400 cubic meters 

(100 percent) of firewood. In the Ist quarter of 1954, the supplying of pork 

reached 80 percent; dried fish, sugar, table sauce, tooth paste were lacking 

100 percent; tea, pastries and candies, firewood were lacking 100 percent. 

And so only 2 out of 9 quota items -- salt and rice -- showed 100 percent sup- 

oly, and meat 80 percent, but in the case of other commodities, we lacked 

100 percent of therm. 

Hoang Duc Hy, director of the Commercial Service of Province H, explained 

as follows the lack of commodities: 

About six quota commodities the commercial sector still owed Unit X in 

1983, the supplying of pork, which was purchased by the locality, did not 

reach the plan goal. As to dried fish and sugar, which were to be supplied by 

the central administration, the supplied quantities were short of the goal; 

fish sauce and firewood were lacking because the locality did not have any 

means of transportation. About dried fish alone, although the plan goal in the 

lst quarter was 30 tons, actually noen atall arrived. The same situation 

with sugar in the lst quarter. 

In 1983, Province H had to give ug 10,000 tons of coal in Quang Ninh because 

ofa lack of means of traxusportation. Because that quantity of coal was not 

taken, the commercial sector had ‘to owe '' the Group X troops |,270 tons of 

coal. Although the pork purchase norm in the province in 1955 had been set 

at 2,000 tons, it was able to purchase only 1,400 tons, which was equal to 

the meat hogs purchased in only a delta district like Hai Hau (Ha Nam Ninh), 

Tu Loc (Hai Hung), etc. As the result of failing to purchase the full quanti- 

ties of pork, all cadres, workers and civil servants in the province were able 

to buy pork in accordance with state standards in only 7 months in 1983 and 

in the other 5 months had to pay extra money (which allowed them to buy only 

30-50 percent of the quantities of pork by state standards). Under the condi- 

tions of being able to purchase only 70 percent of the set quantities of pork, 

Province H had to cut off the monthly rationing usually granted to its cadres, 

workers and civil servants in order to save the small quantities of meat for 

the armed forces. However, because the deficiency was too great (600 tons), 

it was virtually impossible to cover it. '' 

Here a fact that was most obvious was that controlling, creating and exploit- 

ing the sources of commodities in the province had been very limited. We 

know that Province H is very rich in terms of forest and forest land potential. 

It has an industrial crop zone of thousands of hectares, wh..ch is being ex- 

ploited; only the branches and limbs that are left behind can be a virtually 



endless source of firewood. If it were able to organize good collection of 

those pieces, even without any means of transportation to carry 10,000 tons 

of coal from Quang Ninh it still could have more than enough fuel to supply to 

the troops, cadres, workers and civil servants in the province. 

We believe that the fact that has just been men*ioned above deserves some 

serious thinking on the part of the commercial sector about supplying fuels. 

Should we still stick to the idea of distributing coal from Quang Ninh (for this 

is a quota commodity) to the provinces while the latter have rather abundant 

sources of firewood” 

Normally grain prices of various kinds in Province H are different from 

orices in Hanoi and other provinces, with the differences ranging from 10 t 

20 dong kilogram. Feed for hogs in Province H is extremely plentiful. In 

the recent preharvest period, while prices of fresh manioc ranged from 15 t 

20 dong kilogram in the delta provinces, the same orices in Province H were 

only 4-0 dong kilogram. In all of its villages, thousands of manioc fields 

were not harvested and left until the new year. That fact indicated that the 

sources of feed for hogs in Province H were not insufficient; on the contrary, 

they were more than enough. In the meantime, the province's pig farm which 

had only a few hundreds of heads was encountering a shortage of feed. The 
4 food corporation in the province had to repeatedly request the Ministry o! 

Home Trade to send it feed to maintain the herd of hogs! 

That fact proves that it is necessary to consider improvement in organization 

and rational policies in order to ensure survival and development of the herd 

of hogs and to make hog raisers feel enthusiastic about stepping up anima! 

raising. ‘We think that fully using the local abundant sources of feed to devel- 

op hog raising will both reduce expenses and losses in circulation and main- 

tain stable food sources in the locality so as to ensure paying for all of the 

consumption needs of the people, cadres, workers, civil servants and armed 

forces. It is regrettable that Province H failed to fully exploit its own 

strengths and to some extent waited for and depended on supplies from the 

central administration. In the 2nd quarter, as to purchasing pork alone, the 

plan assigned by the central administration to 6 northern border provinces, 

with the Food Corporation I (Ministry of Home Trade) being responsible for 

purchases and transportation, was overfulfilled. According to the corpora- 

tion's data, the quantities of pork transported to supply to the 4 provinces it 

was in charge of in the first 6 months totaled 158 tons, with Province H ex- 

ceeding its share by 24 tons. 

The fact that the armed forces in those provinces were still lacking pork was 

that the mobilizing of sources of commodities in the locality had not been good 

enough and that the debts that had accumulated in the past years were very 

large. The director of the food a.id agricultural products corporation o! 



Province L said that in |1983'‘the local commercial! sector still owed unit 5 

a considerable quantity of pork. And as the situation this vear indicates, it 

is difficult for the province to fulfill its food-mobilizing olan. 

Not only in Provinces H and L but the same situation was also existing in 

other orovinces as well. 

Another factor that interfered with supplving foods to army units was that the 

distribution of the plan goals to the key organs had been carried out too slow- 

ly. According to the division of work by the state, from !|954 on, the supoly- 

ing of foods to army units mes under the responsibilities of the home trade 

sector, with rood Corooration | being directly u harge of transportatior 

But the plan goals are to be distributed by the responsible army organs. As 

of 25 Julv, this organ has not vet given to the home trade sector the goals for 

distribution of pork in the ird quarter to the key rgans. Uue to a lac 

the plan goals «nd economic contracts, although ! d Corporation I fully 

sympathized with the armed forces that were fulfilling the mbat task for 

the detense oO! the tatheriand, in uliv it dared to transt rt nivy smail quanti 

: 7 , rT} ties Of meat hogs to the more tamiuilar customers. inis situation w j 

evitably lead to difficulties in the evervday life of ourtr and the fulfill- 

nent of the plan for supplying foods t tne armecd torces in the ra qua rte 

and the whole vear of 1984. 
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greater than paveent in cash (684.85 dong versus 149.66 dong). Such a 

listribution system naturally creates an abnormal situation. Even if they 

might lose the small portion in cash, workers who only work a few days a 

month, take time off freely, have no discipline, still benefit from the 

Large payment in kind, not to mention the state food allowance provided to 

their dependents. On the other hand, those who work hard and complete their 

are highly productive and only receive a salary in cash included in 

‘ orice per uni. 

vw State has already sade many efforts to increase wages, but only the cash 

rtion. Such increases are not sufficient to enco’*ge greater productivity. 

limited amount of goods available, the large qui: ity of goney issued 

mmc the market price increases are making life even gore difficult for 

sires and workers. Set in this context, wage reforms were not possible 

many vears and if this situation continues, it would not be feasible 

mHolish the subsidizing character of the wage system. We would like to 

st the following solution. 

wage reforms, the igportance ilies not in increases of payment in cash, 

the early abolishment of the subsidizing aspect and in the correct 

ipplication of the distribution principle based on labor. If these reforms 

ire to iT, We @ust not keep on providing goods at their present low 

e level [almost free], but should include in wages the difference 

vetween subsidized and state commercial prices, including the price of 
, 

. ring iotnes. 

\ll wages at production installations are added to the manufacturing cost 

ind included in the unit price of the product. A system is created which 

rovides salaries according to the amount of work and which is conformed 

Resolution 48 dated 6 March 1982 of the Council of Ministers on budget 

illocation to wages on the basis of commercial production. Only such actions 

would strengthen work discipline and increase labor productivity. Some 

erhaps would argue that if we include in wages the differences between 

subsidized and commercial prices, wages would increase manyfold. How then 

Jo we get the cash, and if cash is provided in abundance, prices will rise 

ind nothing will be resolved. As we understand it, the production worker 

takes an advance on his salary by the giddle of the month and only pays 

back at the end; however, from the first day he already produces and earns. 

Thus workers spend in advance on goods they consume. 

if the state guarantees its fixed sale retail prices, it would have money 

before having to pay workers and civil servants. There would then be no 

ash shortage. The state goes through a cycle every sonth with respect to 

ish: it sells goods, collects money, pays wages, buys goods (the state 

pays workers, and civil servants are then able to buy goods from the state). 

While waiting for the necessary conditions to change the wage system of all 

branches, we can start with the production of goods in order to acquire 

experience. 

CSO: 4209/378 
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r me, Secretary of the Tay Ninh Provincial Party, 
r Total Agricultural Development, Agricultural and 

. ‘he provinces with an important strategic positior 

rder of r country. Through two wars of resistance 
Le ft nited States, the party organization and people of ‘a 

: irmly protected the base area of the revolution. At 

‘er * erated and the entire nation reunited, the people 

: s fight against the invading Pol Pot army, lackeys of th: 

’ nists, to firmly protect the border of the father 

trul nly been engaged in socialist construction for 
>> 

ay | has a little more than 100,000 hectares in cultiva’ 

ed terial and technical base is poor, suffering heavy danmace: 
iring * ring the first few years, Tay Ninh did not produce enough ¢ 

eat | to provide tens of thousands of tons of grain annually. 
Tllwu ition of the Fifth National Party Congress, Tay ‘in 

ted agricultural production, especially grain, with a 

short-‘ rising to erain self-sufficiency, advancing toward a: 

ting ¢ | , reating conditions for achieving other economic and 

The heen to promote intensive cultivation and multicrop; 
wr thousand hectares of winter-spring and summer-fall rice, 

Tay ! , nectares of two-crop rice by 1983. The average 
anu e fr 1.8 to 2.17 tons per hectare with some locations attain- 
ne t : ne 1983, the rains were late and the summer-fall weather 

Was abnor t, nethods of direct sowing and dry thinning, the province 

in 13,9 ectares of rice, 109 percent of the planned level, and 
ittained .2 tons per hectare from this crop. The total grain out 
put , eroent greater than that for 1982; with a 9 percent gain 
in t rage amount of grain per capita was 306 kilograms; and a 
tota , were collected for the state, 115 percent of the planned 

iy Ninh made efforts to develop subsidiary food and 
: , " 

‘h to assist in resolving the grain and food problem and * 
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~~ ~* 
: : , : ‘ * have raw materials for industry and agri ural products and commodities for 

export Tay Ninh with a manioc area of 12,000 hectares attained an out 
) 9 } of sugarcane from more than 10,000 hec- ~* 

; ie) 5 

'* w | 5 ‘ 
, , 

‘ares; and an average yield o 

s 
ton of peanuts per hectare from an area o! 

13,000 hectares. Tay Ninh has 6,000 hectares of rubber trees from which latex 

is presently being extracted. Stock raising has been promoted; compared with 
1982, the hog herd has increased by 10 percent and the buffalo and cattle herd 

~ 

by 2 percent. After many years of destructive war, there were not many forest 
resources remaining in the province; and forest reserves were nearly depleted. 
The mission of forest protection and afforestation has been put forth as ex- 

“a 

y urgent. During 1953, the entire province planted 204 hectares of lun- 
ber forest and 202 nectares of special products serest and the people planted 

million trees in scattered locations. Forest protection has been emphasized, 
forest fires have greatly declined and forest destruction has been halted. 

, 

. 

fevelop agricultural production, Tay Ninh has given foremost concern to pro- 
noting a water conservancy movement with the construction of canals, ditches 

und ponds. Dau Tieng Reservoir is a large project of extremely important si 
nificance to the production and lives of the people in the province. 

socialist transformation is being promoted. Tay Ninh has to the present tine 
. » & @ S .** : * 

basically completed land reform, established 599 collectives and 12 agricul- 
. : ie | 

tural cooperatives, collectivized 73 percent of the farming area, and brought 
1.8 percent of the farm families into collective work. 

Soncerning industrial production, the province after liberation had only a 

mall material and technical base with one electric power plant, one vehicle 

repair enterprise, and a very small post and telegraph network. During the 
past few years, the province has constructed 69 large and small industrial fa- 

cilities with a total investment of 100 billion dong, including enterprises 
producing agricultural, water conservancy and central machinery, automobile 
maintenance stations, three district machine enterprises, ‘2 small industry and 
handicraft facilities, more than 150 sugar refineries, 200 sugar crystalliza- 
tion centrifuge mortars and 140 manioc farina kilns. The industrial sector of 
the province has produced a number of valuable products such as sugarcane 
presses, plow and harrow arrays for tractors, rice threshing machines and a 
number of commodities to serve the lives of the people in the province and for 

In distribution and circulation, Tay Ninh is both striving to transform pri- 
vately operated and capitalist commerce and industry and to actively build a 
socialist commerce network. State-operated commerce has organized 51 retail 
sales agents; and all villages in the provinces have organized marketing coop- 

eratives, one of which, Mao Duoc Marketing Cooperative, is recognized as the 
standard bearer of the commerce sector throughout the country. Thanks to cood 

control of money and goods, transformation of private commerce and efforts to 
assure the supply of fixed quantities of goods, market prices in Tay Ninh have 

zed. The cultural and spiritual lives of the people have been in- 

proved. The number of students at all levels has increased by 30,000 over the 
1976 level. The people have contributed 4 million dong and 30, 000 man-days in 

1 and classroom construction. The public health sector has well-achieved 

5] 



the five urgency movement. There are now one provincia! ¢ th 

4istrict hospitals and nearly all villares in * r , 
station to look after the health of the peop le. he ff : 

tect and secure the fatherland and to build total natior 

panded: and the public security and local militar roe 
strengthened and solidified. Ouring the firs* non? : ‘ 

collected 10,000 tons of paddy for the state, ! mercent of * 

moreover, the province also collected an additior , . 

along with the entire country in overcoming the + 

collections for the 19873 fiscal bedget attain - 

and during the first © morths of the year, co! =? ' 

198%. Party construction has been stressed; mar rinar . - 

ations have been recognized as strong: and the number o' ety 3 ' 

4uring the first 6 months of 1955 equalled thos imi + te - 

Along with the achievements, ‘there are als . er ' 

agricultural production has developed, no* he tent ' 
been exploited; and labor fistribution and * r t ter 
etill irrational. Progress has been made in arr tur ‘r 

is still slow compared with requirements. ‘era* rr 
management, distribution and circulatior r 

units. Guidance lacks uniformity and the : : tr ' 

well-developed. 

In order to successfully achieve the econor ' 

in the Fifth National Party Congre ur tant : 

Third Provincial Party Congress, Tay “inh during * 
4s continuing to promote economic manaremen*t inp: 

evezy labor and land potential, and deve ne tot , : 

firet of all grain and export industrial cr + 

industry, small industry and handicrafts. : 
100,000 hectares of intensive-cultivation three-cr :; 

hectares attaining yields of 3 tons and up, in order * 

output of 300,000 tons with 60,C tor llected for 

hectares of peanuts in order to have 1”, tons for rt. A tot 

hectares of sugarcane will be raised * btain ° . : tnen* 

be concentrated in 6,000 hectares of Aireh yield ir ' ‘ tw ' ' 

e 7 _ we of Tan Bien and Duong “inh Chau to eroce : : : 
4 , ‘ all types; the total area of manioc will be incr :; 

order to attain a total output of 150, tons ¢ ir 
industry and export; and the present area of r er tr 
for while planting an additional 1, ‘ , 
ince is encouraging the people to raise cashe» t ' “ler ¢ 

create additional sources of goods for export. 

. * . " 

uring 1984, efforts will be made to bring 60 per 
5 | ' SO percent of the cultivated area int sollectiv r 
| . " * 

ally complete agricultural cooperativization by} : 

The province will plan hectare ¢ tr - : 

ple's movement of planting trees for iu r, protec’ : 

ing the living environment; and complet 
the district, village and cooperat : 
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AGRICULTURE 

TAY NINH SOCIOECONOMIC TARGETS BY 1985 

Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 14 Aug 84 p 3 

[Text] Agriculture: 

Grain Output: 300,000 tons (for a per capita grain average of more than 400 
pene, 

Industrial crops: 15,000 hectares of peanuts; 15,000 hectares of sugarcane. 

Forestry: 

Maintain 25,000 hectares cf watershed forest; plant 35,000 hectares of rubber 

trees on forested land. 

Stock Raising: 

Hogs: 100,000 head; buffaloes: 60,000; cattle: 60,000. Develop fish raising in 

Cau Tieng Reservoir. 

Industry: 

Total output value of industry and small industry and handicrafts: 80 million 

dong. 

7300 
CSO: 4209/451 
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AGRICULTURE 

18 PROVINCES, CITIES FULFILL GRAIN DELIVERY QUOTAS 

Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 14 Aug 84 p 1 

ae article: "18 Provinces, Cities Complete Overall Grain Collection 
Quota" 

[Text] According to a notice from the Ministy of Food, the rate of progress in 
grain collection of the entire nation by 31 July had reached from 91 to 97.4 
percent for the spring crop collection quota in the provinces of the north and 
the tenth-month and winter-spring crop quotas in the provinces of the south, 
including the following 18 provinces that completely fulfilled their obliga- 
tions: Nghe Tinh, Binh Tri Thien, Thanh Hoa, Ha Son Binh, Hanoi, Hai Hung, 
Nghia Binh, Tien Giang, Cuu Long, Minh Hai, An Giang, Ha Bac, Ha Nam Ninh, Thai 
Binh, Phu Khanh, Dong Thap, Quang Ninh and Haiphong. 

During July, the final month of the period for grain warehouse delivery, the 
provinces of the Red River Delta and the northern midlands collected a daily 
average of 13,000 tons. Ten provinces, 80 districts and more than 2,300 coop- 
eratives completed their spring crop collection norms. Although the harvest 
period was later in the highland provinces, the rate of collection was still 
good. Many provinces achieved high collection quotas such as Quang Ninh, Bac 
Thai, Hoang Lien Son, etc. 

The provinces of former Nam Bo delivered 95 percent of the total tenth-month 

and winter-spring crop collection quota to warehouses. Tien Giang Province 
delivered more than 20,000 tons of summer-fall grain, highest of all the prov- 
inces in the Mekong River Delta. After fulfilling their overall quotas, the 
local areas continued to purchase additional surplus paddy from the people, 
assisting along with the entire nation in resolving grain requirement. 

7300 
4209/451 
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AGRICULTURE 

SOUTHERN PROVINCES TRY TO INCREASE GRAIN DELIVERIES 

Hanoi QUAN DOI NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 30 May 84 p 1 

(Article: "South Vietnam Mobilizes Tenth-Month and Winter-Spring Grain, Attain- 
ing 80 Percent of the Plan] 

[Text] VNA-As of 20 May, southern provinces and cities from Thuan Hai on down 
have delivered to state granaries almost 80 percent of the tenth-month and winter- 
spring grain mobilization plan. The speed of delivery is faster than the corres- 
ponding period last year but, compared with the harvest schedule and assigned 
plan, remains slow. Cuu Long Province has coordinated with related sectors in 
investigating and assessing the area to establish bookkeeping, promptly announced 
the amount of grain which must be paid in taxes or is owed, and signed two-way 
economic contracts to assist in concentrating grain mobilization in each area. 
As a result, the province has delivered 92.5 percent of the plan to granaries, 
an increase of 21,000 tons over the corresponding period last year. This includes 
tax collections which are 5 percent more than the corresponding period, attain- 
ing 88 percent of the annual plan, and two-way economic contracts attaining 84 
percent, with purchases according to the incentive price accounting for only 7.4 
percent of the total grain delivered to granaries. Hau Giang Province has de- 
livered more than 88 percent of the plan to granaries, including almost 83,000 
tons of paddy for taxes and more than 100,000 tons according to two-way economic 
contracts. Tien Giang Province has basically completed the tenth-month and 
winter-spring grain mobiliziation plan, including the amount of grain settled 
according to two-way contracts which reached nearly 100 percent. 

The winter-spring harvesting season has almost ended. According to evaluations 
by the localities, the 1984 winter-spring crop was relatively successful, and the 
volume of marketable grain still with the people is fairly large, especially in 
the Mekong River delta. Southern provinces and cities are implementing many 
measures to mobilize all the existing marketable grain. Cuu Long Province is 
concentrating funds in order to mobilize 3,000 more tons and is striving to de- 
liver 13,000 more tons to granaries during June 1984. Tien Giang Province is 
reserving 1,000 tons of fuel to convert rice and support milling of the rice for 
delivery to the central government. 

Related sectors of the central government are re-examining goods, supplying more 
to provinces in the shortest time possible, and striving to mobilize and deliver 
to granaries hundreds of thousands of additional tons of 1984 tenth-month and 

winter-spring grain. 

6915 
CSO: 4209/345 
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AGRICULTURE 

BEN TRE PROVINCE SELLS HIGH VOLUME OF SUGARCANE TO STATE 

Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 28 May 84 p 1 

[Article: "Ben Tre: Farmers Sell 85 Percent of Sugarcane Yield to State"/ 

[Text] VNA-By mid-May 1984, Ben Tre had procured 425,000 tons of sugarcane, 
exceeding by 6 percent the annual plan norm, the highest ever attained. The 
two districts of Mo Cay and Giong Trom, which have specialized sugarcane culti- 
vation zones, mobilized more than 300,000 tons, exceeding the plan norm by 3 
percent -- a 50,000-ton increase over the 1983 sugarcane crop. Many investment 
measures to support production and procurement have been effectively applied, 
and farmers have reserved more than 85 percent of the sugarcene yield to sell to 
the state. Many villages are encouraging farmers to sell all the sugarcane to 
the state's processing installations. 

The province is improving more than 95 percent of the sugarcane processing in- 
stallations in the province and increasing the capability to process sugarcane 
into all types of sugar for consumption and export. The network of cooperative 
teams processing sugarcane for the state has gone into smooth operation. More 
than 200 of Ben Tre City's cooperative processing team installations have 
Signed contracts to process between 500 and 1,000 tons of raw sugar a day into 
granulated sugar, spun sugar, etc. The machinery enterprise is coordinating 
with the Federation of Small Industry and Handicrafts to help processing in- 
stallations boost product quality. 

6915 
CSO: 4209/342 
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HEAVY INDUSTRY AND CONSTRUCTION 

NHAN DAN CALLS FOR TIGHT MANAGEMENT OF CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 

Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 25 Jun 84 ppl, 4 

{[Editorial: "Management of Construccion Materials"] 

[Text] Management of Construction Materials 

Construction materials constitute one of the most vital capital goods in 

basic development. They are important goods used for exports, for exchanges 
of agriclutural products and for peasant food. In recent years, the party 
and state made notable investments to develop the production of construction 

materials. There have been increases in both production and new varieties 
of cement: white cement, durable sulfated cement, not very exothermic 
cement. The production of bricks and tiles increases slowly but new types 
are added, especially decoration tiles and non-fired bricks. A number of 

construction materials have been produced using such national raw materials 
as glazed tiles, toilet porcelain, minerals, glass fiber, construction 
glass, electrical supplies, water, colored powders, etc... 

The above improvements are noteworthy but do not yet meet the increasing 

needs of the material and technical base for socialism developed to primarily 
accomplish important works, carry out vital economic objectives, remodel 
and renovate urban housing, construct storehouses, drying grounds on 
flatlands of Cuu Long River etc... Not only do the available construction 
materials not meet the needs of projected works, but their shortage is 
loosely managed; the percentage of damages and losses reaches 20-30 percent. 
Manufactured products are not centralized in the state's hands for 
purposeful, objective and planned distribution and use. Every year, brick 
and tile cooperatives in particular, use land areas of many hectares and a 
tael of coal burns over a few hundred thousand tons, but the state does not 

collect a number of bricks and tiles proportionate to the amount of caal it 
has provided. The quality of the products deteriorates every day. Lime 
is gritted and not well heated; stone and sand are mixed to miscellaneous 
substances. Cement bags do not comply with the standard weight and are 
often exchanged for low quality brands in the transport process. Wood is 
often not delivered to the right primary consuming organizations, etc... 
Furthermore, once construction materials reach work sites, they are at 

times illogically moved from important construction places to unimportant 
ones, from works that have passed deadlines to those below deadlines, etc. 
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The loose management of construction materials prevents the state from 
obtaining a large quantity of these goods for its efforts towards planned 

development investments and stabilization of market construction materials 
prices. This shortcoming is also one of the reasons for a number of 

unfinished or delayed works. While the production growth of construction 
materials is slow due to shortages in energy, fuel, transportation means, 
etc., management must be tight at all stages of production, distribution, 
transportation, storage, and utilization in order to make the most 
effective use of every brick, tile, and kilogram of cement produced. To 
do so, it is imperative that the production of bricks and tiles, stones, 
sand and gravel be reorganized in each province and district. On the basis 
of production reorganization divide production labor so as to serve the 
construction of already defined works; create by all means the supply belt 

to provide materials to short and long-term construction areas in a 
systematic and well-planned way. Try to eliminate the necessity of 
transporting materials from distant sites, while there exists around 

construction areas a production base that is not yet fully exploited with 
respect to raw materials and equipment. Bring a timely reform to the work 
contract regime and distribute fuel to the basic collectives producing 

construction materials. The network cf construction materials cooperatives 

produces a very large part of the yearly gross production of bricks, tiles 
and lime. Thus, there is a nevd for practical labor division and good 
management of product delivery conformed to contracts with the state. In 
cases of violations of production regulations, including production 
suspension, severely penalize the units which have already received coal 

and capital goods from the state, but do not deliver the required quantity 
deliver low quality products reserving the good products for sale outside. 
Nowhere should private individuals be allowed to act as entrepreneurs and 

illegally produce construction materials to spoil farming lands, consume 

coal and gasoline from robbers. 

Good management of construction materials not only increases productivity, 

but also insures the purposeful and objective utilization of materials. 
The direct responsibility of producers, builders and of all related branches 
is to bring a new socialist order to construction activities toward ever 

increasing success. 

12745 
CSO: 4209/378 
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HEAVY INDUSTRY AND CONSTRUCTION 

MEDIUM , SMALL-SCALE HYDROELECTRIC POWER PUSHED 

Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 26 May 84 pl 

[Baitorial: "Step Up Manufacture of Medium- and Small-Sized Hydroelectric Equip- 
ment" 

[Text] Our country is concentrating efforts on building and enlarging large 
thermoelectric and hydroelectric power plants. However, even though the power 
output will later on increase considerably more than now, it will not, due to 
difficulties with transmission lines, be easy to soon bring power to distant, 
renote hamlets, villages, and sma]li-scale new economic zones which are growing 
year by year. For the immediate as well as the long-term future, expansion of 
medium- and small-scale hydroelectric power is an undertaking of the electric 
power and machinery sectors and of localities with sources of water energy. 

The resolution of the party's Fifth Congress and the 5-year state plan (1981-1985) 
clearly defines the responsibility for increasing sources of electricity, in- 
cluding stepping up the domestic productio. of and importing a number of medium- 
and small-sized hydroelectric equipments for midland, central highlands and 
mountain provinces. Almost 2,200 rivers and canals 10 or more kilometers in 
length create for our country an economic reserve which can annually exploit 
80 billion kilowatt hours of electricity. In previous years many localities de- 
voted attention to expanding the small-scale hydr«-lectric power retwork but 
gradually, due to a shortage of equipment and replacement parts, a series of 
hydroelectric power stations broke down, severely wasting an inexpensive, con- 
venient and constantly needed source of energy for locations far from cities and 
centralized industrial regions. According to investigations by the Ministry of 
Power, in our country now there are, aside from hydroelectric power stations 
under 100 kilowatts in capacity, 248 hydroelectric power stations with capacities 
from 100 to 15,000 kilowatts and a total capacity of 572,000 kilowatts, account- 
ing for 37 percent of the total capacity of existing power plants. This is a 
large potential which should be exploited by investing in the manufacture of new 
and the repair and improvement of old equipment, and in training a class of tech- 
nical cadres and workers skilled in hydroelectric power. The efforts by the 
Power Equipment Repair and Manufacturing Corporation (Ministry of Power) in pro- 
ducing and standardizing four types of hydraulic turbines from 200 kilowatts or 
less; the Machine Tool Manufacturing Factory No 1 in cooperation with the Ma- 
chinery Research and Manufacturing Institute which built and installed the 1,000 
kilowatt capacity hydraulic turbine for Quang Nam-Da ‘lang; the Electrical Machinery 
Factory which restored the Ta Sa hydroelectric power system destroyed by the 
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invading Chinese army; cadres and workers from the power and water conservancy 
sectors in a number of provinces such as Quang Ninh and Ha Son Binh, and many 
army units that strived to restore many small hydroelectric power stations, are 
efforts which should be continued. Thus far, however, many places have not given 

due consideration to expanding medium- and small-scale hydroelectric power. Many 
machincry enterprises of the central and local machinery sector as well as the 
power and water conservancy sectors, are not really oriented toward sources of 
water or fields; water conservancy and hydroelectric power are not really coordi- 
nated, the moving forces need to expand the source of energy from water are not 

clear, and the investment policy for this field is not stressed. 

The requirements of production and the livelihood of the people, especially moun- 
tain people, greatly need electricity. It processes agricultural and forestry 
products, and gradually improves cultural and spiritual life. Expansion of med- 
ium- and small-scale hydroelectric power is the quickest and cheapest way to go. 
The technical capabilities of domestic machinery enterprises can increasingly meet 
this requirement. 

To positively contribute to expanding medium- and small-scale hydroelectric power, 
we first of all must conduct research, perform surveys, and determine sites for 
building hydroelectric power stations, and formulate hydroelectric power projects 
connected with the economic development projects of each area. Investment in the 
material base is essential for factories capable of manufacturing hydroelectric 
equipment and parts. The state should annually put numerical norms into plans, 
and assign tasks to installations building generators, turbines, electrical boxes, 
control panels and devices. We should form product teams to manufacture hydro- 
electric equipment -- the power sector being the hub for assembling the machinery 
capabilities of other sectors -- and, on this basis, gradually implement special- 
ization and cooperativization in manufacturing hydroelectric equipment. Large- 
sized equipments should be turned over to central machinery installations which 
have had manufacturing experience, and local machinery installations should assume 
responsibility for manufacturing and installing smail-sized hydroelectric equip- 
ment, primarily being concerned with producing parts for repair. 

If the precept of coordination between central and local and economic linkage 
among sectors is satisfactorily carried out, there is no difficulty that cannot 
be resolved. 

Medium- and small-scale hydroelectric power in our country is developing slowly 
not because of a shortage of water sources but rather because of a shortage of 
equipment, and the lack of centralized, unified management. This is wnat should 
be critically reviewed in order to devise policies and measures aimed toward 
making hydroelectric power develop everywhere and to have electricity wherever 
there are rivers and streams. 

6915 
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HEAVY INDUSTRY AND CONSTRUCTION 

DRIVE LAUNCHED TO HELP COAL MINING EFFORT 

Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 27 May 84 p 1 

(Article: "Linking Up to Emulate to Exploit, Transport, and Supply Coal, More 
Than 3,700 Youths Volunteer to Go to Quang Ninh to Mine Coal"/ 

[Text] On the morning of 26 May in Hanoi, the Secretariat of the Vietnam Con- 
federation of Trade Unions, the Ho Chi Minh Communist Youth Union, the Central 
Emulation Department, and the Office of the Council of Ministers jointly arranged 
the conference to link up to emulate to step up mining, transporting and supplying 
coal during 1984 and 1985 among the mining and coal, communications and trans- 
portation, and power sectors as well as Quang Ninh Province. Do Muoi, member 
of the Political Bureau and vice chairman of the Council of Ministers, attended 
and witnessed the signing of the emulation pledge. 

Representatives of the sectors cited the urgent measures and pledged to emulate 
to fulfill norms for mining, transporting, distributing and using coal in strict 
accordance with the state plan. 

The power sector will ensure a sufficient, stable and safe supply of power to 
mines, river docks, ports, and enterprises directly supporting coal mining and 
transportation. The communications and transportation sector, as of 30 June 
jas published/ has transported 50 percent of the annual plan's volume of coal, 
with coal for electricity alone attaining 52 percent or more; at the same tine, 
it is coordinating with the coal sector to increase the supply, construction, 
and improvement of roads and piers in the mines. Quang Ninh Province is attempt- 
ing to ensure that nine items are supplied in prescribed amounts, especially 
grain and food, to ensure a sufficient supply for the hazard training system, and 
to expand the network of service and support to production, supply, and trans- 
portation units. The Ho Chi Minh Communist Youth Union is continuing to exert 
efforts in the recruitment and training of thousands of underground miners and 
is encouraging ranks of young miners to develop their assault role and to be 
collective masters in mining, sorting anc grading, and transporting coal. 

So far, four coal mines (Mao Khe, Vang Danh, Thong Nhat, Mong Duong-Khe Cham) 
and three mine construction and installation enterprises (Mao Khe, Vang Danh, 
and Mong Duong-Khe Cham) have arranged welcoming ceremonies on behalf of the 
communist youth worksite. Responding to the union's appeal, 3,708 youth union 
members from the provinces have volunteered to go to work in the aforementioned 
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mines and enterprises. Included herein are: Hai Hung-1,000; Thai Binh-1,100; 
Nghe Tinh-718; Thanh Hoa-324; Bac Thai-137; Quang Ninh-429. Soon, 1,442 youths 
out of a total recruitment norm of 5,150 youths will continue to travel to coal 
areas. 

Recently, the Party Central Committee Secretariat worked with the Hon Gai and 
Uong Bi coal corporations and communist youth mines and enterprises, discussing 
building communist youth mines and construction and installation enterprises 
into model units in terms of production, the spiritual and material life, the 
new cultural way of life, and models in party, union, and trade union building. 
The Secretariat researched on the spot the requirements, capabilities, and con- 
ditions for organizing labor youth units to volunteer to participate in building 
production installations and life in the mining region. 

Despite encountering many difficulties, mines and enterprises have attempted to 
stabilize the newly-arrived youths’ lodging and study areas. The Ministry of 
Mines and Coal awarded the Hai Hung Provincial Union and Hai Hung Labor Service 
a commendation and prize for achievement in educating and organizing youths to 
volunteer to come with the coal sector. 

6915 
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HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE 

RESTORATION OF ORDER, SECURITY ON TRAINS CALLED FOR 

Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 22 Jun 84 p 2 

{[Article: “Insure Order and Security on Trains"] 

[Text] Reply to Readers 

Insure Order and Security on Trains 

Many train passengers asked NHAN DAN to transmit their suggestion that the 
Railway General Department reorganize its management of train operations. 
To restore order and security on trains overloaded with merchandise and 
passengers without tickets leading to many negative effects, and to comply 
with readers’ suggestions, the Railway General Department publicly announces 
the following stipulations: 

--Pasengers must have tickets in order to enter stations and board trains. 
From now on, supplementary tickets are not sold on the Thong Nhat and 

express trains to passengers who do not buy tickets at the station. Those 
already on board and who do not have tickets will be penalized according 

to railroad regulations and forced to get off at the next stop. This applies 
to cadres, railroad workers and other members who are not assigned to work 

on these trains. 

--The Thong Nhat and express trains are reserved first for military and 

public security officers, cadres, workers, civil servants on mission or on 
leave, university and vocational school students on vacation and civilians 
with valid travel requests, followed by other passengers. The state 
stipulations still set priorities in the sale of tickets. War invalids 

should absolutely not take advantage of their priority to monopolize seats 
or merchandise space for others. 

--Passengers travelling in groups or separately are allowed to bring to 

their seats luggage not exceeding 20 kg ner person. Above this limit, they 
should pay a charge for the extra weight at the station. On the Thong Nhat 
train it is necessary to register merchandise at the luggage counter 
according to the stipulations of the Railway General Department. 
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--the use of whole train cars and whole trains to transport cadres and 
.military people who are going to new economic zones must conform to the 
transportation contract signed with the Railway General Department. 
Advantage should not be taken of the train car agreed upon or the space 
reserved for postal parcels to give tv people and merchandise in exchange 
for money. It is forbidden to issue special notes in place of railroad 

tickets. 

--Passengers should sit in their assigned seats. It is forbidden to lie 
down or sit on top of cars, to use hammocks in trains, and to jump off or 
throw things while the train is running. When violence and aggression 
occur, the passengers should be determined to denounce the bad elements 

and strongly support railroad workers and security forces in their job. 

The railway department is determined to operate trains safely and on time, 
not to stop where they are not supposed to. It is trying to bring 
organization and order to services provided to passengers, such as meals, 
and keep the trains clean, especially the Thong Nhat train. The railway 

department is coordinating closely with public security forces, military 
police, militia, self-defense units, and local market managers to severely 

penalize and stop merchants, peddlers, itinerant singers from entering 
Stations and boarding trains, selling goods without license and affecting 
order and security on trains. 

--Forbid unauthorized persons on merchandise trains (including train head). 
In case of violation, the train head is penalized and the passenger is 

charged a fee and forced to get off at the next stop. In case of accident, 
the railway department is not responsible for damages. 

--Cadres, employees working at the station or on trains, public security 
forces, military police, postal service workers and army postal workers 
should not take advantage of their means and position to monopolize people 

and merchandise or to do business. 

It is suggested that people's committees of regions equipped with railroads 
educate cadres, workers, civil servants, people and war invalids to execute 

railroad statutes and to severely penalize those who throw stones, break 
windows and cause damage to passengers on trains. 

12745 
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HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE 

EQUIPMENT WASTE DEPLORED--Passing through Huong Lai and Bach Hac train 

stations on the Hanoi-Lao Cai line, passengers often swe many piles of 
£2503 power shovel parts thrown pell mell. These parts are not preserved; 
many chains are already rusty. Not counting the piles far away from the 
rails, we estimate that four or five E250* power shovels can be assembled 
from the visible heaps. We wonder which project used these broken machines 
and which management unit left them so wasted? Meanwhile, the Khanh Hoa and 
Nong Son coal mines of Coal Corporation No 3 are in need of this type of 
power shovel (they have already been ordered for the 1984-85 plan), but 
their requests have not been responded to yet. We do yet have a form of 
communication that will more effectively mobilize equipment in surplus 
at some places but in shortage at others. Capital goods rotate slowly, 
and even discarded iron and steel materials should be announced promptly 
and widely so that they may be further exploited. [Text] [Hanoi NHAN DAN 
in Vietnamese 25 Jun 84 p 3) 12745 
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POPULATION, CUSTOMS AND CULT\IRE 

HA NAM NINH PROVINCE TRANSFERS FAMILIES TO NEW ECONOMIC ZONES 

Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 14 Aug 84 p 2 

[Article by Vu Kiem: “Ha Nam Ninh Sends More than 2,000 Families To Build New 
Economic Zones” | 

[Text] During the first 6 months of this year, Ha Nam Ninh Province exceeded 
the planned level of people transferred to build new economic zones. The en- 
tire province sent 2,132 families with 5,142 laborers, including 153 public 
health cadres and teachers, to previnces along the northern and southern bor- 
ders, achieving 109 percent of tne planned labor level. 

This year, because Ha Nam Ninh is achieving close coordination between the de- 
parture and arrival locations, well-preparing the arrival areas and fully con- 
plying with state policies concerning the transferees, fairly good results have 
been attained. Generally speaking, those being transferred feel peace of mind 
and are quickly stabilizing their lives in the new locations. In the new eco- 
nomic zones in Hoang Lien Son, Gia Lai-Kon Tum, Lam Dong and Minh Hai, they 
have during the past 6 months cleared 2,000 hectares and brought 1,851 hectares 
into production. More than 75 percert of the 1,293 families in the two prov- 
inces of Lam Dong and Gia Lai-Kon Tum are raising tea and coffee and developing 
hog and chicken raising. 

With the motto of “The state and the people working together,” besides the 
policy system of the state, Ha Nam Ninh Province has set aside more than 500 
tons of paddy and 3.1 million dong from the new economy fund to provide each 
transferve with grain for 3 months and each family with 1,200 to 1,500 dong to 

purchase seedlings, seed and production tools. The districts of Hai Hau and 
Nam Ninh are also investing in the new economic sones to construct a wired 
radio network, have established a public health station, and are preparing suf- 
ficient texttooks for the children to promptly begin their new school year. 

In conjunction with the transfer of people to other provinces, Ha Nam Ninh has 
also emphasized construction of new economic zones within the province aimed at 
better exploiting the available potentials in land and labor. During the past 
fifth-month--spring crop. the people in new economic zones of Thanh Liem and 
Kim Bang districts harvested hundreds of tons of corn and peanuts and planted 
tens of thousands of apricot and tea seedlings. 
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